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Exploration Without Boundaries:
Virtual Voyages into Virtual Landscapes
Abstract
Exploration Without Bounda,ries is a visual digital media exploration reflecting
industrial, technological and environmental change over time. It comprises an
interactive CD ROM, a book, and a gallery installation. Exploration Without
Bounda,ries is distinctive in that it describes natural and imagined worlds in the virtual
domain with materials described entirely by means of algorithms and fractals, rather
than from photographic textures.
This document is an exegesis that assists the viewer in understanding the
complexities of Exploration Without Bounda,ries and to place it in an historical and
social context. It addresses aspects of particular theories and issues pertinent to the
work, for instance aesthetics, fine art, mathematics and cultural studies.
I consider aspects of utopian and dystopian environments in the historical context
of virtual reality, its technology and literature. Importantly I consider the relationship
of the real and virtual worlds, and provide an overview of Land Art, an influential art
movement of the 1970s, by comparing the creation of spacial constructs in the real
world with generating land forms in the virtual world, and place Exploration Without
Bounda,ries in the context of arc work in the landscape. In particular, I present two case
studies of noted Land Art artists, Robert Smithson (1938- 1973 US) and Richard Long
(b. 1945 UK).
Navigation, mapping and orientation are all important concepts in Exploration
Without Bounda,ries, therefore I provide information concerning topographic and
diagrammatic mapping as they relate to computer games and environments. Also I
compare the environments of Exploration Without Bounda,ries with those of two other
interactive CD ROMs: Eve (1996) by Peter Gabriel, (b. 1950 UK) and Puppet Motel
(1995) by Laurie Anderson (b. 1947 US).
Neither the process nor the production of Exploration Without Bounda,ries can be
separated from its technological origins, therefore.I discuss work done by Benoit
Mandelbrot (b. 1924 Warsaw, now resident in USA) , Kenton Musgrave (b. 1955,
USA) and Eric Wenger, (b. 1960 France, now resident in USA) in developing the tools
for synthesising mathematically described textures.
In an autobiographical context, I examine some of the historical and theoretical
aesthetics underlying Exploration Without Bounda,ries, and describe the landscape as
seen from an ironic post-modern view of the colonial perspective. Finally, I provide a
description of the content of both the gallery installation and the interactive CD
ROM and the structure and symbolism of Exploration Without Bounda,ries.
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Introduction to the Digital Media Proiect, Exploration Without Boundaries
Exploration Without Boundaries realises my own fragmented recollections of travel in
simulated digital landscapes. Memories of reality usually consist of a mixture of
changing reflections and visual fragments, which inevitably become progressively
distorted and degraded over time, becoming fused with the imagined and the dream
world. Thus Exploration Without Boundaries is a virtual world reflecting my journeys in
the real world, an iconic journey recalling broken memories of past experiences viewed
in the light of the contemporary context of socio-industrial climate of change and
uncertainty.

In Exploration Without Boundaries the total absence of the human form is vital to its
expression, as to introduce recognisable figures would be to make it gender or culture
specific. I intended that there be a general experience of loss and isolation, and
whatever recognisable artefacts pertaining to human occupation are present in the
landscapes, act as metaphors, rather than having any literal significance. Placing objects
or sounds in the scenes associated with generalised times and cultures implies the
presence of humans and their endeavours, thus giving viewers a chance to imagine
their own narratives and histories, and to imbue the artefacts with their own
significance. Therefore, the gaze in Exploration Without Boundaries is that of the lone
traveller who explores empty unbidden landscapes in strange lands, always with the
explorer's urge to see over the next ridge or round the next bend in the river, attracted
by features in the distance that seem all the more tantalising by their immediate
unattainability.
Ever preoccupied with mysteries of natural and fabricated patterns, optical puzzles
concerned with symmetry, mazes and mirrors, and fascinated by the ever-changing
horizon, I was drawn to the idea of creating landscapes entirely with fractals and
algorithms. Similarly the Dutch artist, Mauritz Escher (1898-1972) and the
Hungarian designer, Victor Vasarely (1908-1997), artists fascinated with mathematics,
created complex and puzzling works with visual algorithms and were deeply involved
in representing three dimensions in the two dimensional domain. Their concern with
patterns is reflected in the technological developments in computer aided graphics like
the weaver who uses a Jacquard loom to realise far more complex patterns than could
have been achieved hitherto. The technology facilitates; the artist creates.

Exploration Without Boundaries traverses imaginary and real landscapes in 3-D space
and representational time. There are no boundary fences or customs officials in these
virtual worlds, and the planar horizon in the landscape imaging programs Bryce 5 and
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Vue d'Esprit 4.5 is boundless and infinite. It is for these reasons that I chose virtual
landscape images as the ideal medium to explore the unfathomable and mysterious
concepts present in these fractal landscapes. The labyrinth and compass are metaphors
for disorientation and orientation, losing and finding one's way.
The three-dimensional (3-D) environments of Exploration Without Boundaries have
been produced both as video animations of travelling through landscape as well as

Quick Time Virtual Reality (QTVR) scenes which have been incorporated in an
interactive CD ROM. Some scenes have also been reproduced in print as part of a
gallery installation so that the viewer may experience a documentary of the worldbuilder's own virtual journey into these spaces. In particular, the large format prints
and full screen projections arouse in the viewer a greater sense of an immensity of scale
and heightened hyperreality.

Exploration Without Boundaries was produced in my home studio using proprietary
software as well as specialised applications. Working in this manner, without being
dependent on external equipment allowed me the time, space and ambience to create
these virtual environments. Throughout the entire production, I deliberately chose
technologies for which I had synergy.
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The Chapters
In each chapter I provide a detailed description of different aspects and theoretica
context of Exploration Without Boundaries:
Chapter one: discusses fractal geometry and the pioneering work of the

mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot, computer scientist Kenton Musgrave and
programmer/artist/musician Eric Wenger, describing their contribution to the
development of realistic digital landscape imaging during the 1980s in the USA.
Fractals are the digital building blocks employed in the construction of Exploration

Without Boundaries.
Chapter two outlines concepts of virtual reality as they impinge on Exploration

Without Boundaries, a project that emulates reality. This chapter also describes existing
digital virtual reality technologies and gives an overview of their origins as well as
theoretical aspects of virtual reality digital media in the context of the prevalent
discourses. There is also a section concerned with utopias and dystopias in literature,
film and digital media.
Chapter three examines the process and experiences involved with sculpting landscape

in both real and virtual worlds and referring to Land Art, an influential movement in
the USA and the UK during the 1970s in particular.
Chapter four looks at both mapping and navigation, both of which are intrinsic to

many interactive multimedia projects. In this chapter, the development of authoring
packages and their relation to structure of navigational games is also described.
Chapter five interrogates the way romantic adventure has informed Exploration

Without Boundaries whose images are consciously influenced by illustrations from the
colonial period of exploration, and describe the landscape and aesthetic as seen from
an ironic post-modern perspective. In concluding, I present in an autobiographical
context, how my travels have informed this work.
Chapter six describes the content of both the gallery installation and the CD ROM

and explains the structure and the symbolism in Exploration Without Boundaries and its
amalgam of viewpoints.
Although I briefly discuss various theoretical aspects as they relate to the work, this
document is not intended to be read from any particular theoretical viewpoint. The
theoretical aspects, whether they be concerning aesthetics, virtual reality, mathematics
or new media discourse, are pointed out purely in order to give the viewer a
background against which Exploration Without Boundaries may be read.
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Chapter 1
Material: Infinite Fractal Coastlines
This chapter examines the historical
development of fractal geometry and
procedural algorithms as they apply to
landscape imaging. It is through this
technology that the 3-D landscapes in

Exploration Without Boundaries appear not
only almost tangibly real, but hyperreal, and
it is this non-photographic, exclusive
application of the procedural method of
texture synthesis within the software
applications Bryce (Figure 1) and Vue

Figure 1. The synthesiser interface of the
Deep Texture Editor in Bryce 2.
The updated versions are much more
'user-&iendly'.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

d'Esprit that secs my work apart from chat
found on most interactive CD ROMs and
many ocher 3-D computer
mediated environments.
By contrast, the creators of Myst (Miller et al. 1999) made a feature of mapping
digitised photographic material co all of their 3-D objects and landscapes, and Eve
(Gabriel, 1996) relies completely on photographic montage in its scenes, resulting in a
2-D world with no shadows or evident sense of depth.

It is important to describe in an historical context, the development of these
particular methods of expressing nature through mathematical algorithms and to
acknowledge the work of those who pioneered the relatively recent branch of
mathematics, namely fractal geometry.
Issues are examined informing the conceptual views of the scientists who initiated
landscape imaging, namely the mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot (b. 1924) and
computer scientist Kenton Musgrave (b. 1955) especially with regard to the aesthetics
of virtual landscape imaging and its appearance.
Technical developments are positioned in a cultural context and I illustrate how the
counterculture originating in the late 1960s affected much of the imagery and
development of on-screen graphics.
Finally I describe some of the more experiential and personal aspects of creating
worlds in the virtual realm.
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1.1. Fractals, Nature and Algorithmic Art
When I first saw Dewdney's article on fractals
in Scientific American in 1985, I was
captivated by the beauty of the Mandelbrot
Set, so reminiscent of the distinctive designs of
Kashmir paisley (Figure 2). Later in 1998 I
purchased Jesse Jones' fractal application

Mandel/,a as a shareware application in order
to explore these strange worlds. Sophisticated
for its time, Jones' shareware program was by

Figure 2. The classic Manddbrot set.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

far the best then available, and with it, I was
able to program original algorithms and
render the fractals even as a 3-D terrain with a
starlit backdrop. Jones eventually published
the book Fractals for the Macintosh in 1993.
Irregularity in nature could only begin to be described mathematically with the
advent of fractal geometry, whereas Euclidian geometry was only adequate for
describing more regular forms. My fascination with the possibilities inherent in the
application of fractals for computer imaging eventuated in my attending a seminar on
computer graphics by John Lasseter, the pioneering animator from Pixar at the
University of Technology, Sydney in 1988. I witnessed the rapid progress in the
development of digital imaging using fractals and stochastic rendering, a process which
at that time could only be done on expensive computers. It was also about this time
that I was fortunate enough to attend a most popular and richly illustrated talk by
Mandelbrot on fractals at the University of New South Wales.
Benoit Mandelbrot (b. 1924) explains the origin of his neologism 'fractal' which he
coined in 1975, as derived from the Latinfractus, 'to break' or to create irregular
fragments. Mandelbrot describes various fractals according to their appearance as 'dust,
curd, whey' or with adjectives such as grainy, pimply, pocky, wiggly among others
(Mandelbrot 4-5).
Mandelbrot provided the introduction for Michael McGuire's book An eye for

fractals, a photographic essay on natural objects like rocks, seaweed, canyons and trees
providing a vehicle for explaining fractal geometry in lay terms. McGuire illustrates
with diagrams and formulae to describe each class of texture and surface. As an
example, fractal scaling is demonstrated by the alternate crumpling and flattening of
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aluminium foil, and tree branching (Figure 3) is
described by another important fractal process
known as iteration i.e. the repeated calculation of
a mathematical procedure, but each time with
slightly different values, (12-13, 29, 38-39).
McGuire also reinforces this by providing
examples of Chinese and Japanese classical
landscape drawings that reveal most clearly the
scaling and self-similarity so characteristic of
fractals ( 109- 11).

In the Fractal Geometry ofNature (1982),
Mandelbrot includes a drawing of turbulent waters

Figure 3. Geometry, fractals and nature.
Source: Lesmoir-Gordon 42

by Leonardo da Vinci (Mandelbrot C3) as an
example of the self-similarity (Figure 4) that the
mathematician Lewis Richardson refers to in his
adaptation of a verse by the eighteenth century
literary figure, Jonathan Swift:

Big whorls have little whorls
Which feed on their velocity,
And little whorls have lesser whorls
And so on to viscosity
(Gleick 119)

Figure 4. Leonardo da Vmci "Big whorls
have little whorls ... "
Source: Mandelbrot pl. C3
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1.2. A Brief Historical Outhne of the Development of Fractal Geometry
The following brief history of the branch of
mathematics known as fractal geometry, shows
the events and discoveries that would eventuate in
the development of realistic digital textures.
A number of discoveries in mathematics made
during the nineteenth century caused a great deal
of consternation because they presented problems
that appeared both illogical and inexplicable
(Mankiewicz 180). Mandelbrot refers to some these

Figure 5. Space-filling Peano curve.
Source: Mankiewicz 149

aaa

in the work of Giuseppe Peano (1858- 1932),
Felix Hausdorff (1881- 1966), Georg Cantor

(1845- 1918), Karl Weierstrass (1815- 1897),
Helge von Koch (1870- 1924), Gaston Julia

(1893- 1979), Pierre Fatou (1878- 1929) and
Vaclav Sierpinski (1882-1969), all known for
their discoveries of such 'monstrous' algorithms
that would later contribute so much to the
science of fractal geometry (Mandelbrot 4-5;

Figure 6. Menger sponge, 3-D
variation of the Sierpinski carpet.

Lesmoir-Gordon 9, 14, 22, 24, 38, 70).

Source: Peterson 121

Mathematicians classed these recursive
equations as 'monsters,' e.g. the Koch
snowflake discovered by the Swedish
mathematician Koch in 1904. The 'snowflake'
begins as the boundary of an equilateral
triangle, and after another triangle, one-third
the size of the first is added to each side of the
initial boundary, it becomes a six-pointed star
of 12 segments along its boundary. This
process may be continued ad infinitum,
creating a regular but complex edge of a shape
resembling a detailed snowflake. Mandelbrot
had previously investigated these mathematical
'monsters' and was well aware of their potential
to yield interesting graphical results.

Figure 7. The pattern on the balloon canopies
demonstrates the application of procedural
textures with the Sierpinski carpet.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2001

~
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Figure 8. Development of the Koch snowflake.
Source: Peterson 117
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I have provided examples of these early fractals
(Figures 5-8), for instance, the Koch curve, the
Sierpinski gasket, and the Peano space-filling curve
(Lesmoir-Gordon 22, 26-27; Jones 7, 163). An early
form of the Sierpinski gasket, was found on a 12thcentury pulpit in Ravello Cathedral (Figure 9) and
recorded by the graphic artist, Mauritz Escher
(1898-1972) (Lesmoir-Gordon 38-41).

In 1919, Hausdorff created a formula to describe
these mathematical anomalies in fractional dimensions;

\

Figure 9. Escher and a
representation of the Sierpinski
carpet {inset) in Ravello Cathedral.
Source: Lesmoir-Gordon 38

for instance, the Koch snowflake which is a completely
regular and idealised form bearing an important
resemblance to a coastline in that the closer one gets to the detail, the shapes still
appear self similar. By the application of Hausdorff's procedures, it is possible to create
new curves and forms by starting with the same basic shape (initiator) and applying a
rule (generator), causing the figure to become more irregular or tangled in an endless
iterative process. The Sierpinski gasket and carpet is similar in principle to a Koch
snowflake, but differs in that the smaller shapes are cut out of its body, rather than
changing its boundary. The Menger sponge is a three-dimensional representation of
the Sierpinski carpet (Peterson 116-21).

1.3. Benoit Mandelbrot
Born in Warsaw in 1924, Mandelbrot later left with his family for Paris, anticipating
the Nazi terror in Poland that threatened their existence as Jews. Mandelbrot's family
was helped by his uncle Szolem, one of the founders of the Bourbaki School of
mathematics. Szolem wanted Mandelbrot to pursue pure mathematics whereas his
father preferred him to follow the more practical career of an engineer or applied
mathematician. World War II caused Mandelbrot's schooling to be sporadic which
meant that he was not educated in such a way that his thinking became rigidified by
any one formal system. After gaining acceptance into the Ec6le Normale, Mandelbrot
left because he found the rigorous, apictorial tuition of the Bourbaki elite stifled any
originality. Later, he also found that the prevailing orthodoxy of mathematics in France
so oppressive that he emigrated to the USA, where he yet again encountered similar
problems in academia (Gleick 87-88).
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1.3.1. Mandelbrot's Early Research
It was Mandelbrot who became the first mathematician and computer scientist to

develop fractal geometry, useful for mathematically expressing natural forms, as well as
hitherto unrealisable mathematical concepts in graphical form. What makes
Mandelbrot interesting is the fact chat he had the creative urge to break away from
formalism and see the potential for a way of mathematically describing natural forms.
In 1958, Mandelbrot began research into fractals when IBM employed him as a
senior researcher and gave him access to both sophisticated equipment and highly
qualified staff, including Dr. Voss who collaborated with him in this endeavour to
depict the characteristics of non-linear nature by algorithms and equations. In the
foreword to The Fractal Geometry ofNature, Mandelbrot acknowledges IBM and Voss
for their help in supporting him in ''the birth pangs ofa new scientific discipline." Access
to powerful IBM computers was vitally important because the graphic realisation of
fractals could not be achieved until computers had the necessary processing power to
carry out the required vast numbers of iterative calculations.
In an interview with Geoffrey Goldsmith for Wired, when asked whether we would
have known about fractals in the absence of computer technology, Mandelbrot replies:

''Nothing .. . Before that, people did not believe my hand drawings. Once a computer gives
you output, it's credible" (Goldsmith 93).

1.3.2. Mandelbrot, modernism and formahsm
For Mandelbrot, the architecture of the Bauhaus epitomised Euclidian formalism, and
the linear reductionism of modern buildings represented the rigidity of the Bourbaki
School of mathematicians (Gleick 116), whereas Mandelbrot found the more
unpredictable order in the disorder of natural forms could convey true beauty.
Mandelbrot (1) introduces The Fractal Geometry ofNature with this cogent
observation that the apparent coldness of Euclidian geometry "... lies in its inability to

describe the shape ofa cloud, a mountain, a coastline, or a tree. Clouds are not spheres,
mountains are not cones, coastlines are not circles, and bark is not smooth, nor does
lightning travel in a straight line': Mandelbrot then suggests that we study the forms
that Euclid describes as 'formless' and investigate the morphology of the 'amorphous'
areas that mathematicians had previously eschewed.
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1.4. Musgrave and Conceptual Considerations in the Creation of Virtual Worlds
'/ts a potent engi.ne for interpretation, the computer can be used to project the implications

offormal scientific descriptions ofa world (any world) into images; in turn, these images
may become artworks born ofa bizarre new process, ... based upon and entraining the
rigor, beauty, and intellectual depth ofphilosophy, mathematics and the physical sciences. "
So begins Kenton Musgrave's essay on

Formal Logic and SelfExpression (201).
Musgrave was the first computer scientist to
create realistic landscape images as works of
art from fractals and algorithms during his
candidature for PhD as a computer scientist
at Yale University, supervised by Benoit
Mandelbrot (Figure 1O).
Musgrave claimed that the landscape
Figure 10. Kenton Musgrave, Blessed State,
1988. Musgrave describes this as a classic image
from what Mandelbrot calls the "Romantic era"
of fractal landscapes.

resulting from the application of fractal
algorithms to both form and texture, is
enhanced by the intellectual underpinnings

Source: http://www. wizardnet. com/musgrave/
blessed.html

of formal mathematical logic and that the
challenge is to create realistic images that do
not look as if they have been generated by a
computer. Musgrave states that fractals are

'a potent language ofform for shapes and

phenomena common in Nature" but cannot describe nature completely. He goes on to
define a fractal as

'a geometrically complex object, the complexity of which arises through

the repetition ofform over some range ofscale" (Ebert 277).
In his dissertation Musgrave described how he eschewed the building of 3-0 virtual
terrains by means of a graphical user interface: "algorithmic artwork is only truly

significant when the artist is also the author ofthe formal system, and can claim to
understand it thoroughly and to have intended (modulo serendipity) to create the result
produced". Musgrave believed then that if others made landscapes with his software,
their work would lack conceptual significance, even if they were more aesthetically
pleasing, and underscores his position by means of the following hypothetical
argument: "IfPicasso had invented a 'Picasso engine: and others used it to create Picasso-

like works ... they would not be the same as an origi.nal Picasso". Musgrave then discusses
'turnkey' imaging software like Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop and suggests that
though most computer artists will use such 'canned' pre-existing software, only a small
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number of artists will be qualified to use this process, requiring ''an extensive

background in art, science, mathematics, logic, and computers" (233), a somewhat
exclusive point of view.
Musgrave believed that his methods for realistic landscape computer imaging had
originated a new artistic medium, and referred to his deterministic computed
landscape images as not necessarily visually engaging (24). He suggested that they were

prosaic, and posited that in contemporary art practices the process is considered more
important than the product, and by the same token computational determinism in the
creation of images is a form of 'purism' .
The pleasure and the challenge for Musgrave the scientist is to describe numerically,
natural landscapes, new textures and terrains without needing to see them first, yet he
describes himself as an artist. Musgrave is evidently discussing a particular definition of
art that is not necessarily universal and his argument that considered any other's work
made with his software as 'conceptually insignificant' is severely problematical. It was a
questionable argument that was made at a certain time and place in the development
of software and the computer sciences, and which Musgrave himself now
acknowledges as mistaken. I believe that this error reflected his position as a computer
scientist who at that time did not collaborate with artists and designers. Musgrave's
change in attitude most probably was brought about while working with artists during
his time as one of the lead engineers on the Bryce team at MetaCreations.
Musgrave's images of simulated worlds, both evocative and strange are engaging
with respect to their creation at a point in history, and when Musgrave's landscape
images and Mandelbrot's fractals were first published in Scientific American, they
created a sensation (Figure 11). These completely computer generated images had
hitherto remained privy to a few computer scientists and on publication, they captured
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the public imagination to a surprising degree. These images are now commonplace,
and can be created by anyone with a personal computer and the readily available
software. As an historical marker, Musgrave's original images are indeed the product of
a scientific, artistic and creative mind, but they remain, as they stand, products of
fractal formulae.

1.S. Eric Wenger and the Synthesiser Paradigm
When Eric Wenger (Figure 12) was given the
opportunity to develop Bryce as a commercial
proposition, he provided an intuitive interface
for artists, designers and hobbyists

to

manipulate many of the Musgravian
algorithms by means of a musical synthesiserlike interface with immediate visual feedback.
Artists could then organise the vocabularies of
their worlds as libraries of textures.
On examining the countless Bryce images
generated by artists and designers, it becomes

Figure 12. Eric Wenger presenting Bryce at
San Francisco MacWorld in 1996.
Source: Pieter Lessing

http://www. bossmonkey. com/lessing/

strikingly obvious that these works are
extremely varied in quality and craft, and that
the more sophisticated or formally trained the
artist, the less stereotypically Brycean their
images appear.
Automated plug-ins and presets can indeed influence the appearance of an image
and if several people were to create images in Bryce using presets, the result would be
evidently stereotypical - same skies, same textures and same landforms. This is not
unlike learning technique or vocabulary in painting - without the trained eye of the
artist, the work becomes formulaic which is not the fault of the program itself, which
is only a tool. So presets can be regarded as somewhat of a hybrid between stock
photographic textures, ready mixed paints, wallpaper, and the craft 'kit' (generically
referred to as 'eye candy').
To be able to synthesise a preconceived procedural texture from first principles, or
even to adapt one from a preset is an extremely difficult task, so it is up to the
individual artist to resist temptation and to put in the time to learn how to achieve the
desired result. This craft has to be practiced and learned, so in order to do this I
developed an online tutorial for the interactive Deep Texture Editor in Bryce 2 (1 996)
12

in order to explain to myself and others the controls and configurations of the complex
texture synthesiser in Bryce (Rhodes).When I work with the fractal synthesiser, it can
take me several hours to develop a texture for a surface even if I start with a simple
texture as a basis from which to work, as shown in the following pictorial development
explanatory example (Figure 13).

Figure 13. This diagram shows how the application of
different filters and noise affects the appearence of
textures in Bryce 5.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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1.6. Fractals, Virtual Reality and Psychedelia in a Cultural Context
There is evidence to support the fact that many
hardware and software developers together with the
community of digital artists have an affinity with the
psychedelic counterculture. These shared experiences
highlight the very strange or 'trippy' appearance of
much computer-aided visualisation (Figure 14).
Douglas Rushkoff in Cyberia (40) reports at length
on the perceived association of fractals and the
psychedelic counterculture when he describes the views
of Ralph Abraham as a "purveyor ofpsychedelics" who

argued that ''the cyberian interest in the pagan,
psychedelic, spiritual and tribal is not ... contradictory to
the advances in computer technology and mathematics".
Rushkoff provides anecdotal evidence that those
involved with the development of the graphic side of
computer technology were members of the alternative

Figure 14. Lurid fractal imagery
recalling psychedelic art.
Source: Brown, Paul 67

culture that brought together the collaborative efforts of
artists and musicians during the late 1960s and early
1970s (Figure 15).
Rushkoff reports a conversation he had with
Abraham, a prominent mathematics professor at Santa
Cruz University who had specialised in chaos theory
and dynamic systems (Gleick 279) and quotes him as
saying: '1n the sixties, a lot ofpeople at the frontier of

math experimented with psychedelic substances. There was
a briefand extremely creative kiss between the community

Figure 15. Lysergic acid 'tab' art.
Note the fractal image in the top
left hand corner.
Source: Holmes, Jennifer 158

ofhippies and top mathematicians. I know this because I
was a purveyor ofpsychedelics to the mathematical community. To be creative in
mathematics, you have to start from a point of total oblivion" (Rushkoff 36-42). It is
therefore no coincidence that ethnobotanist Terence McKenna (Davis 156) and
psychologist Timothy Leary became associated with the proponents of virtual reality
(Rushkoff 73-74). While I lived in Cambridge, England during 1968- 1969, I met
postgraduates who were completing scientific PhDs and who were at the same time
experimenting with drugs and new ideas in electronic technology.
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posters (Rushkoff 164-66). Fractal-like self'
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similarity is evident in the psychedelic art of
the 1960s through the work of Roger Dean
(b. 1940) (Figure 16), Michael English
(b. 1944) and Tony Edwards (b. 1944).
I have an affinity for the work of these

Figure 16. Michael English, AMEN. Marbling in
a poster for The Grateful Dead. Paper marbling
has many characteristics found in particular
fractal textures.
Source: English 34

artists with their meticulously detailed 3-D
rendering of otherworldly landscapes
(Figure 17) (Dean, Views). Dean's early
uninhabited fantasy worlds anticipate fractal
imagery and Myst-like scenery. Examples of
my earlier work often show an interest in
fantasy localities, hyperrealism and graphic
work reminiscent of Escher and Vasarely.
Significantly Dean worked with Kai
Krause, the creative manager of HSC
Software, the company that first put Bryce
on the market (Giordan 17). This

Figure 17. Roger Dean, Close to the Edge. A
fantasy landscape surprisingly similar in form to
the Mandelbrot Set.
Source: Dean, Views 101-102

collaboration involved Dean and Kai
redesigning the Yes logos with Photoshop and
the KPT {Kais Power Tools) plug-ins.
Reciprocally, Dean designed an organically
shaped house for Kai called Curved Space {Roger Dean website). Later Dean, himself an
airbrush artist who had designed the album covers for Yes and Osibisa began using
digital tools to enhance his illustrations (The Mac Rocks Roger's World).
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Underground and popular illustration
from the late 1960s included a mixture of
surrealism, hyperrealism, psychedelia and
social commentary. The more innovative LP
vinyl record covers displayed photo-realistic
airbrushed surreal illustrations. Many of the
neo-surreal covers from Hipgnosis Studio
are photomontages and anticipate the
digital arts.
The following descriptions of drug
induced visions could also be applied to
much of Dean's and Edwards' work
(Figure 18). WA. Stoll, a colleague of
Albert Hofmann, the developer of LSD at
Sandoz, describes his own LSD induced
visions thus: 'J1 succession of towering, Gothic

Vaults, an endless choir, of which I could not
see the lower portions. "

Figure 18. Captain Goodvibes drawn into a
gothic vortex towards infinity.
Source: Edwards 33

''It is significant that all the images
consisted ofcountless repetitions of the same elements:
many sparks, many circles, many arches... "
,.

A. E. Merrill of Yale
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various red colours and many sizes in lavish bunches, wreaths
and chains. Then followed . . . countless hideous faces ofevery
sort and extending in multitudes over endless distances, all
grimacing at him rapidly and horribly, and coloured like
fireworks-intense reds, purples, greens and yellows"
(McKenna 186-87).

Figure 19.
An illustration by Satty in The
Archaic Revival by Terence
McKenna. This collage shows
another example of the
psychedelic fractal-like
infinite vortex.

Source: McKenna 33
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In The Doors ofPerception Aldous Huxley describes
the experience of a medical colleague who experimented
with LSD in the presence of a stroboscope: ''He had

taken lysergic acid and was seeing, with his eyes shut, only
coloured, moving patterns. .. . the lamp (stroboscope) was
turned on and .. . abstract geometry was transformed into
... Japanese landscapes' ofsurpassing beauty" (115).
Computer scientists associated with the psychedelic
counterculture of the 1960s to late 1970s were also
involved in the development of new methods for
computer-aided visualisation (Rushkoff 39). The next

Figure 20. Fantasy castle structure
on the Playa at the countercultural Burning Man festival,
attended by many prominent
software designers.
Source: Sterling 194

generation of computer programmers and
scientists including Musgrave and Wenger
have attended both SIGGRAPH (Special
Interest Group in Computer Graphics)
(Wise 45), and the Burning Man festival 2
(Figure 20) (Sterling 194; Borsook 15-16).
Many of the 'presets' in Bryce and Kai's

Power Tools are designed and named to
evoke the ambience of the 1960s in their
psychedelic lava lamp, lightshow-like

Figure 21. Output visuals from the synaesthetic
Macintosh audio player application iTunes.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2001

colours and textures (Brereton 46). Many lurid
fractal graphics, with pulsating colours and
stroboscopic effects emulate hallucinogenic images,
e.g. iTunes (2000) by Apple, a synaesthetic virtual
music 'jukebox' which similarly betrays its origins
with such choices as 'tripping hard' (Figure 21).
Journalist and author Tom Wolfe describes the
excesses of the ~cid Tests' in 1966: "Sunk down in

the foam rubber, below floor level, would be movie
projectors, video-tape projectors, light projectors.

Figure 22. Analogue lightshow by

The Sensual Laboratory.
Source: Mellor 8

... Lights, movies, video tapes, video tapes ofthemselves,
flashing and swirling over the dome from the beams ofsearchlights rising from the floor
from between their bodies" (205-09). These communal dance and drug parties with
their multimedia lightshows (Figure 22) so popular in California during the 1960s
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contributed to the aesthetic of that era. Contemporaneously in London, Boyle and
Hills developed The Sensual Laboratory, an experimental synaesthetic work,
collaborating with the Jazz/Pop fusion group, The Soft Machine
(Mellor 21-22).

1.6.1. Fractal Imaging and Computer Aided Psycheclehc Experiences: a Seff Similarity
Timothy Leary and Terence McKenna became advocates for various forms of
computer-aided technology for the enhancement of human experience, just as they
previously promoted mind-expanding hallucinogens. Ken Hillis describes Leary's shift
to suggesting that virtual reality may be a legal way to expand the mind, or seek a
"release from material reality", by achieving some kind of magical and spiritual
transcendence (28).
Terence McKenna considered what virtual reality might bring to the evolution of
mind, and whether Jaron Larnier's promise of "non symbolic communication" could
engender the same synaesthetic visions as those experienced by the Amazonian

ayahuasca folk medicos or by taking DMT (Dimethyltriptamine). 3 McKenna also
questions whether virtual reality could be "a tool for discovery and navigation in new
aesthetic domains" or possibly be just "a mechanistic multimedia masturbation" (228) .
Clifford Pickover's short story entitled The Valley of the Seahorses (Keys to Infinity 4257) illustrates again the connection between countercultural activities, computer
graphics, concepts of infinity, spiritual awareness, virtual reality and fractals.
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1.6.2. Psychedehc Trips Made in Bryce
Before the release of Bryce 3D in 1997, a number of
online artists in the USA experimented with the beta
version of this software and created a full-length feature
video Planetary Traveller. The American director Jan
Nickman was inspired by an advertisement for Bryce in
a Macintosh magazine to make a movie without a
traditional plot, combining music, sound and visual
effects (Figure 23).
Nickman's full-length Bryce movies, Planetary

Traveller and Infinity's Child were non-narrative voyages
of sheer imagination through space and Bill Ellesworth,
a prolific Bryce artist, produced all the animated
sequences for Infinity's Child. Significantly the music for
both videos was both written and performed by Paul
Haslinger previously of Tangerine Dream. In Infinity's

Child the metaphor is that of exploration, employing
some familiar fractal imagery as well as unworldly

Figure 23. Promotional material
for the Planetary Traveller video
showing the video cover art.
Source:

http://www. wired. com/news/
culture/0,1284,5201,00.htmi
This reference is a substitute
because the original web site is no
longer on-line. I have also
provided the orginal website on
the accompanying reference CD as
a .pdf file.

strange textures and shapes similar to the 'beyond
infinity' scene in 2001 A Space Odyssey.
In the prelude to Planetary Traveller the narrator
declares: '1 am Sumoc, the fast of the Phleig, the

Planetary Travellers. We once were a race that came to
understand the folding ofspace, enabling us to move at the
speed of thought to explore the vastness ofspace. In our
travels we were witness to an infinite variety ofplanetary
landscape but only rarely did we encounter star systems
capable ofsupporting life, and less often, intelligent life."
Like Exploration Without Boundaries, none of these
productions contains any human form.
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Figure 24. 'Vasarely' image
using ArtMatic.

Figure 25. VP-115, 1970,
180cm x 90cm, detail only.

Source: Wenger, E.
Rhodes, H. 2001

Source: Vasarely and
Joray 152

1.7. Mathematics Expressed in Visual Art
Another strong influence on me has been Op Art and mechanistic art: the work of
Naum Gabo (1890-1977), Victor Vasarely (1906-1997), and Bridget Riley (b. 1931)
being of particular interest. One can synthesise Vasarely-like images with certain
procedural techniques present in a number of software packages, in particular
ArtMatic, a mathematical pattern synthesiser designed by Eric Wenger
(Figures 24 and 25) .
Similary Mauritz Escher's explorations in the world of tiling, geometry and 3-D
space are driven by a compulsive need to create complex graphical solutions, in which I
have had a special interest in because of my technical illustration and drafting
background (see Appendix A). This particular interest has challenged me to translate
Escher's 2-D drawing, Re/,ativity into the virtual 3-D environment (Figures 26 and 27)

Figure 26. M. C. Escher, Relativity 1953,
lithograph 277mm x 292mm.

Figure 27. H. Rhodes, 30 realisation of
Escher's Relativity in Bryce, 1999.

Source: Locher 117

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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and also to construct a surrealistic infinite arcade
(Figure 28) for the CD cover, Falling Through
Time for the early music group Pastance (Kitchens

233, C61; Kitchens and Gavenda 290; Pastance).
Making art with geometry has always engaged
me, holding my interest in the same way that
games and puzzles do.

1.7.1. Patterns in Mathematics in Sdence and Art
Pattern is of the utmost importance in scientific
and technological innovation, and is not only
decorative, but intrinsic to many crafts e.g.
knitting, knotting, weaving. Iterative patterns can

Figure 28. H. Rhodes, Falling Through
Time, Pastance CD, 1996.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002
Move Records
http:llwww.move.eom.au/disc.cfml71

be synthesised by algebraic or geometric procedures,
and tapestry, embroidery, knitting and carpet knotting
patterns may also be expressed as a pixel grid e.g. plain,
purl, negative and positive, the binary system of
computers (Figure 29). An interesting artwork Five

Knitted Fractals (1989) by Eleanor Kent (b. 1954? California) used photcopied pictures of fractals for
reference (Figure 30). Kent had been working with
computers previously and her rationale was that she
wanted to make something tangible while exploring the
beauty of fractals, bringing back to traditional pattern
making that which is simulated on the computer screen

Figure 29. H. Rhodes,
Bargello 'tapestry' pattern on
waistcoat, 1978.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

(Harris 64).
Patterns can be fractured and boundaries
transgressed: Jane Goodall describes the breaking of
rigid scientific boundaries through the mediation of
computer technology (Thomas ll5), the same rigidity
that Mandelbrot encountered in his early days of his
research into fractals.
1756 heralded the digital age, when Bouchon
invented the earliest punch-card loom which was finally
reassembled by Jacquard in 1800. This loom, a product
of the industrial revolution whose technology may have

Figure 30. Eleanor Kent,
Five knitted fractals 1989, wool
and viscose.
Source: http://www.ylem.
orglai-tistslekentl
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originated from the workings of a carillon,
used a prototypical punch card pattern
of holes, to define a weaving pattern
(Figure 31) (Rawlins 116).
Sadie Plant sees the association between
weaving and the development of the
computer, as one reason why women feature
in some of the most important
developments in computer technology,
especially in basic programming. Most
notably, Ada Lovelace, who wrote
concerning Babbage's Analytical Engine:

''the introduction of the principle which
jacquard devised for regulating, by means of
punched cards, the most complicated patterns
in the fabrication of brocaded stuffs

Figure 31.

. . . rendered it possible to endow mechanism

Jacquard Loom with punch cards .

with such extensive faculties as bid fair to

Source: Morrison and Twyford 27

make this engine the executive right-hand ofabstract algebra. " So it was that Lovelace was
able to develop the foundations for computing even more complex visual patterns
(Figure 32) (Plant 18, 22-23).

Figure 32. The computer 'magic carpet'. An
enlargement of an integrated circuit which
"uncannily resembles a Persian rug. "Melgar
Photography inc. of Santa Clara. Charles O'Rear.
Source: Bylinsky and O'Rear
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Figure 33. The Deep Texture Editor for interactivdy synthesising fractal
textures in Bryce 5 showing a texture synthesised from three different
components.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

Fractal tapestries form the very cloth of Exploration Without Boundaries and use just
a few patterns from this vast swatch book of textures. This lexicon I can change, add
to, and share with others. The number of textural permutations and combinations that
can be incorporated in virtual landscapes is infinite as are the textures themselves, as
they are fractal, self similar, ever changing, recursive and can be scaled infinitely
large or infinitely small, depending on limitations of time, hardware and computer
memory (Gleick 98) .

1.8. Fractal Infinity in the Virtual Environment
The interactive fractal-based procedural texture synthesiser (Figure 33) and its ability
to emulate a boundless virtual environment is what makes Bryce mysterious and
attractive, and rather more engaging than the prosaic functionality of other 3-D
rendering and modelling applications. Although Alias Wavefront, Ray Dream, lnfini-D,

ArchiCad and Lightwave, and Strata etc. have infinite planes, they do not work in
quite the same way as Bryce. Bryce emulates infinite space with an infinite sky and
horizon whereas in many other 3-D applications the backgrounds are often
photographic mattes, reminiscent of the matte paintings for film backdrops. The
simulated atmospheric effects available in Bryce can be both modified and animated,
thus even further enhancing the impression of journeying through an extremely
realistic world without boundaries, contributing significantly to the scenes in

Exploration Without Boundaries.
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Figure 34. H. Rhodes, Plateau ofMirrors, 2002.
An expression of infinity:
a virtual reality scene in Bryce.

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Shamms Mortier (87- 90) describes the creation of an infinite corridor in Bryce.

"infinity can be infuriating, because there's no way out, no end. This is another artefact of
fractal geometry and ofBryce infinite planes. Inexorably, infinity goes on forever, as this
exercise disquietingly demonstrates. " (Figure 34).
Musgrave's Mojo World, by contrast, appears
not as an infinite planar horizon, but rather, as
singular planet-like world, in an infinite
universe like our own, in which one may
create other possible planets. Mojo World's

Transporter is provided with a GPS (Global
Positioning System) (Figure 35) and an
altimeter for defining a position in Cartesian

Figure 35. Musgrave's MojoWorldlandscape
showing the GPS (Global Positioning System).

co-ordinates on and above the surface of the

Source: http://www.pandromeda.com

virtual planet. Distances ·are metric, and it is
possible to travel Gigakilometers into space above the planet of choice. In Bryce
however, there is no universal direction, the basic world is planar and the unit
of measurement is the BU (Bryce Unit) , based on an internal software grid of
20.48 units, stemming from the binary system.

Figure 36. H . Rhodes, The Planetarium ofInfinity in Fxpwration Without Boundaries,
2002. Bounded boundlessness: entrained worlds in a trefoil knot in endless space.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002
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I have endeavoured to bring to

Exploration Without Boundaries the
experience of what it is like to create worlds
in a virtually infinite domain, and I have
provided visual cues to express these esoteric
abstract concepts at a more mundane visual
level. The metaphors for the infinite nature
and endlessness of the virtual are the Mobius

Figure 37. M. C. Escher,
Mobius Strip I, 1965, woodcut (left).
Figure 38. Trefoil Knot, pencil drawing (right).
Source: Locher 184

strip, trefoil knot (Figure 36) and an endless universe with planets surrounding virtual
worlds entrained within the strand of the trefoil knot. Aspects of endlessness are also
symbolised by the overall circular structure of this work, and is also present in the
cubic scenes each of which is contained or closed, yet seamless. This is why the

Pumetarium ofInfinity cube was chosen as the central focal point in the gallery
installation. M . C. Escher describes depicting the Mobius strip thus (Figure 37):

"... the beauty and the order ofregular bodies are overwhelming. There's nothing you can

do, for they're there.

Ifyou insist on speaking about god: they have something divine, at

least nothing human." Mobius Strip, 1961 (Locher 184).
The infinite starry trefoil also functions as a portal to
lands existing in the Era ofPower and the Future,
suggesting the 'thermodynamic arrow of time' as
described by Stephen Hawking (153) , ''the direction of

time in which disorder or entropy increases. "The
exploitation of power is evident by the structures and
artefacts left lying around, and these scenes also
comment on how energy usage inevitably leads to

Figure 39. H . Rhodes, Virtual
Klein Bottle, 2001. Constructed in
Ray Dream and rendered in Bryce.

destruction and an unpredictable future, the fall from

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

paradise, as it were.
Finally, infinity is represented in the gallery also by a small Klein bottle (Stoll) . A
Klein bottle (Figure 38) is a three-dimensional interpretation of four-dimensional
boundless space, and described thus: ';4_ glass Klein bottle . .. has only one suiface and no

boundary - this is difficult to represent in three dimensions but imagine that one can walk
across where the suiface cuts through itself" (Mankiewicz 132).
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1.9. Playing God in the Creation of Realistic Virtual Landscapes
The creation of virtual landscapes is both empowering
and meditative. I have found virtual landscape creation
engaging as it is more cerebral than the tactile processes
of either drawing or painting and has a profundity of
experience that is difficult to describe. This impression
of being almost god-like is encountered by many:
Musgrave suggests that the process of realising virtual
landscapes is like "playing God in a found Universe - I

may have God-like powers over these worlds, but in
practice .. . they behave as if they have a will oftheir own"
{Musgrave 211). Kai Krause {Figure 40) also describes

Figure 40. Kai Krause as
digital guru.

this notion in the first Bryce manual: ". . .your enjoyment

Source: Brown, A. Power Tools to
the People, 21. C

of the program is .. .playing God rolling the dice, rolling
hills, icebergs {12). A corollary of this view is expressed
by Mandelbrot with reference to a frontispiece of a French Bible Moralisee, c. 1200
AD {Figure 41). Mandelbrot states: "We perceive three different kinds offorms in this

newly created world: circles, waves, and 'wiggles: . . . it begs the scientist to 'take the
measure of the universe. ' To apply dividers to circles and waves had long proven an easy
task. But what if we apply dividers to the wiggles on this plate, . .. or to coastlines on
Earth?" Mandelbrot then reinterpreted the legend to read: "lei Crie Dex Ciel et Terre
Soleil et Lune et Toz Elemenz to ''Here creates God Sky and Earth Sun and Moon and
Fractals (all Elements) " (Cl , C2).

Figure 41. God Creates ~ves
Source: Mandelbrot

pl.

C1
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A fractal pattern, Mandelbrot'sa mapping ofthe complex kindexpanded like a blooming Rosea flower of the Mind.
But even Beauty couldn't hide-beyond the petals' filigreesthe Hand that sprays Insecticide on all ofour Infinities.
Keith Allen Daniels
(Pickover, The Loom of God: Mathematical Tapestries at the Edge of Time 149)

1.10. Conclusion: Exploration Without Boundaries, More than the Sum of its Fractals
Exploration Without Boundaries is inherently also a tribute to the cumulative creativity
of a line of mathematicians, scientists and artists and in particular Benoit Mandelbrot,
Kenton Musgrave and Eric Wenger who evolved the fractals and algorithms that are
both generators of the 3-D landforms, as well as providing the textures that cover
them. In the exhibition, a vocabulary of textures was present in the frieze, and in the
floor maze which itself is a form of space-filling curve, giving self-referential iterative
and recursive qualities to the installation in that every item is mirrored in another form
somewhere else, in either the images or the interactive CD ROM.
The process of synthesising textures for the worlds in Exploration Without

Boundaries is not necessarily serendipitous, nor is it deterministic. There are far too
many variations possible in the creation of textures for this to be so; therefore it is the
discernment of the eye and mind of the artist that ultimately determines the visual
quality of the work. This refutes Musgrave's proposition that the programmed
algorithms constitute ·his personal brush stroke or signature, yet the witness of these
formulae has been for all to see for a very long time.
I find a sense of purity in the process of creating landscapes that have never existed
in the real world. Without the science of applied fractal geometry and the work of
progr~mers (Ebert xi - xiv) it would have been impossible for me to have achieved
exactly these results in this particular manner.
This chapter has summarised the mathematical underpinnings of Exploration

Without Boundaries with reference to the work of key scientists and mathematicians
who were instrumental in the development of fractal geometry and the tools for virtual
landscape imaging. In the next chapter I discuss the spaces of virtual reality and critical
ideas and scenarios in relation to the content of Exploration Without Boundaries.
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Endnotes
1.

Published in Science, September 18, 1914.

2.

Wenger mentions the Burning Man festival in his email to me.
Musgrave also refers to Burning Man in his paper given at SIGGRAPH.

3.

DMT (N,N-dimethyltryptamine) is an hallucinogenic compound that is faster acting and much
more powerful than LSD (Lysergic Acid Diethylamide).
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Chapter 2
Virtual Space: Exploration Without Boundaries in Context
Exploration Without Boundaries is a virtual environment, and as discussed in the previous
chapter was constructed entirely on the computer in virtual space, yet reflects real space.
This chapter provides a brief explanation of the concept of virtual reality, and to
contextualise Exploration Without Boundaries, I provide an overview of the origins of
the technology as well as the literature concerning virtual worlds and in particular,
dystopian/ utopian scenarios.
The virtual worlds in the literature are mainly concerned with dystopic scenarios,
stemming from the military origins of both hardware and software: the environments
in Exploration Without Boundaries however, do not necessarily evoke dystopic scenarios,
though these are occasionally implied by the juxtaposition of objects and the
atmospheric effects in the scenes.
Finally I provide an overview of the process of creating virtual worlds using the
technology and discuss the implication of the grid as a basis for all computer
aided imaging.

2.1. Definitions
For the purposes of this dissertation, the following definitions of the terms 'virtual', 'real'
and 'virtual reality' will be accepted as they appear in the online Concise Macquarie
Dictionary 1 as particularly applicable to computer technology:

2.1.1. Virtual: Adjective
Computers of or relating to an environment, object, etc., which exists
only as a computer representation, as opposed to physically: a
virtual bookshop.

2.1.2. Real: Adjective
existing or occurring as fact; actual (rather than imaginary, ideal, or fictitious):

a story taken from real life.
being an actual thing, with objective existence (rather than
merely imaginary).
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2.1.3. Virtual Reahty
an artificial environment represented by a computer and intended to appear and feel
real to the user, who, with the use of electronically monitored gloves, earphones and
goggles, is able to interact with this environment as if it were physically real.
any artificial environment represented by a computer.

2.2. Aspects of Virtual Reality in Uterature and Film
T he following literary references present particular views
and opinions which contextualise Exploration Without

Boundaries within the framework of virtual reality and
new media.
The visual culture theorist Nicholas Mirzoeff
maintains that there are two opposite poles in the critical
view of innovation in virtual reality: one suggesting that
it is a complete transformation in technology thus
breaking with the past, and the other considering that
virtual reality has long been in existence, in the form of
the stereoscope and other devices.
Also Mirzoeff suggests that virtuality became a
'buzzword' during the 1990s, that it is a ''seemingly new

Figure 42. The virtual reality
headmount.
Source: Pearce 502

way ofexperiencing the outside on the inside" and that it
has "become epitomised by the virtual reality helmet" (Figure 42) (181). One reason for
its popularity is that there was a raising of awareness of what appears to comprise
virtual reality by the popular novels of Stephen King, William Gibson and Neil
Stephenson 2 whose novels are even cited as necessary readings for those who would see
themselves as 'digerati', or the avant-garde of the digital world (Nagel, Jude and
RU.Sirius 77) .

2.3. Technological Utopia and Dystopia
The aforementioned science fictions of King, Gibson and Stephenson have been analysed
at length in the critical literature concerning digital environments. Robert Markley states
that many of the developers and popularisers of virtual reality technology share a neoliberal humanist perspective and employ arguments displaying romantic anicudes and
elements of Platonic idealism concerning the creative potential of chis technology. Markley
also derides the popular conception of Cyberspace, suggesting chat it is a "consensual
cliche" and that it is misguided to trust virtual technologies, imputing that the bug and
problem-ridden produces do not promise a trouble-free utopia. He suggests that there is a
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Western tendency to "privilege mind over
materiality" and castigates the proponents of
VR culture as "rapturous rhetoricians" (56).
Markely's critique of the technolibertarian attitude is reinforced by the
views of Paulina Borsook in her book

Cyberse/fish in which she makes highly
critical observations concerning the working
conditions and attitudes of information
technology workers. 3 The life lived in the

Figure 43. Inside The Matrix.
Source: Warner Brothers site http://whatisthematrix.warnerbros.com

dark underworlds brought about by
technological complexity and 'big science'
is portrayed in the films The Matrix,
(Figure 43) Dark City and Bl.aderunner
(Figure 44) as amoral and unethical. Paula
E. Geyh takes these observations further,

Figure 44. The Tyrell Corporation in

describing at length the present post-

Bladerunner.

modern tendency to dystopia in The .fortress

Source: The Bladerunner official magazine site
http://www.devo.com/bladerunner/

and the polis in relation to the mapping of
cyberspace and the conflation of the virtual
and the real in architecture (Munt 99-112) .

In contrast to these pessimistic outlooks, Donna Harraway and the performance
artist Stelarc anticipate future utopian worlds where humans might eventually take on
characteristics of the machine. The popular cyber culture author Howard Rheingold
considers that VR (virtual reality) systems are the thinking tools of the future (386-91)
and promotes a cautionary and rather utopian vision of virtual reality as a "magical
window into other worlds" (19) . Jaron Larnier, developer ofVR systems envisages
travellers freely roaming in landscapes of their own desire (Hillis 196), while even
more fearful and concerned views are propounded by the cyber ethicist Mark Slouka
(7, 77) as well as by Gregory Rawlins who describes a Gibsonian scenario in which a
designer creates virtual interiors (29) . Rawlins goes on to predict how real world based
reality will soon become confused with computer mediated reality; that we are now

'moths attracted to the Promethean flame of technology' and that we are creating an
'empire of the mind filled with danger and exciting possibility' ( 176). 4
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Figure 45. Part of opening sequence of Metropolis.
Erich Kettelhut (1893-1979) , oil and gouache on cardboard,
39cm x 54.5cm. Filmmuseum Berlin.
Source: Michad Organ's Metropolis archives (no longer available online).
Organ's URL is
http://www. netpac. comlprovenancelvolllno2/features/archinet.htm

Since new technology always requires considerable capital investment and labour,
one of the arguments that predict a dystopian future is based on the fact that power,
hence control, resides in the hands of the military-industrial complex and its
technocrats. These visions of technological dystopias are well known and early on had
entered the public psyche through the works of H . G. Wells, Mary Shelley, George
Orwell, Aldous Huxley and Ray Bradbury among others (Schaer 253). These
utopian/dystopian visions also made their way into popular culture through early film
e.g. Fritz Lang's Metropolis, and comic strips exemplified by Batman with its dark, neogothic atmosphere pervading the modernist art deco world of Gotham City.
Cinema could be said to be the first medium capable of realising complete, realistic
virtual worlds, utilising a combination of stagecraft and mechanics in tandem with the
manipulability of the motion camera and editing suite. Perhaps the best and earliest
example of this is Metropolis (Fritz Lang 1927), one of the most remarkable films
(Figure 45) particularly for its time, and Michael Organ's online Metropolis archive
features scenes from the film set including a wide-ranging selection of dystopian
futuristic promotional posters, advertising material and programmes. Metropolis, which
Organ describes as technological gothic, became the inspiration for Wir of the Worlds
(Byron Haskin 1953), 2001 A Space Odyssey (Stanley Kubrick 1968), Blade Runner
(Ridley Scott 1982), Dark City (Alex Proyas 1998) and The Matrix (Andy and
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Larry Wachowski 1999). Metropolis, Blade Runner and Dark City are dystopias of dark
industrial urban worlds and it is the profusion of these dark visions that lead me to
invoke a different aesthetic and project a viewpoint that is more open to other
possibilities, and that at the same time raises awareness of issues concerning
colonisation, ecology and energy usage.

2.4. The Mihtary Origins of Computer Technology and Virtual Reahty
On examining the historical background of virtual worlds
as depicted in games, film and literature, some mentioned
in the previous section, it becomes clear why the tendency
to depict technological dystopias is so prevalent, as this
technology had been originally developed for exclusively
military purposes. Early 3-D games were designed by
animators from a technological background of industrial
design and engineering who were involved with the
computer mediated emulation of possible war scenarios.
CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Drafting and
Computer Aided Manufacture) were developed much

Figure 46. Link and the model
cockpit.
Source: Binghamton Library
http://library. lib. binghamton. edu/
special/link.html

earlier than the so&ware applications now used by multimedia developers, graphic
designers and filmmakers, therefore a disproportionate number of games and 3-D
scenes rendered by animators depict war machinery and military technology. So both
military as well as market forces provided the push for computer scientists and
mathematicians to develop improved methods of depicting realistic virtual worlds, but
not until the advent of fractal based so&ware did it became possible to emulate natural
textures and atmosphere as in Exploration Without Boundaries.
The military origin of digital technology is evident by the fact that the first
computers were used to decipher code, and later to produce complex calculations for
nuclear fission. With later developments, the quality of visual feedback improved, but
only became adequate with the ad~ent of the ENIAC (1946) . This computer, initially
developed for predicting ballistic missile trajectories, had the power to process the
amount of data needed to display visual information.
The development of computer mediated virtual reality is described in detail by Ken
Hillis in Digital Sensations (2) . In brief, designs for flight simulators had already been
patented as early as 1910 and in 1930, Edwin Link (Figure 46) patented a model
cockpit equipped with flight controls and pneumatic devices which could reproduce a
plane's yaw, pitch and roll; the movements of a plane in flight. The military origins of
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flight simulation (Figure 47) is evident in the camera
controls in most 3-D software applications including
that employed in the making of Exploration

Without Boundaries.

2.5. Types of Virtual Reality and their Relation to
Exploration Without Boundaries
Various types of virtual reality (Figure 48) have been
developed throughout history to enhance drama and
spectacle. The technology is not particularly new either the first multi sensory engine having been invented by

Figure 47.
Flight simulator.
Source:
Powerhouse Museum
http://www.phm.gov.
au/universal/
simulation.htm

Heilig and patented in 1962 (Rheingold 49) . Heilig
constructed a booth in which one could view film loops
and listen

to

sound, along with other effects in order to

create the 'illusion' of motor biking. A SonyStyle5 'virtual
ride' employs the same concept, except that the viewer
wears a head mount to see the stereoscopic film - this
experience is not interactive, and th,e viewer has no
control over the environment in any sense whatsoever but
rather experiences it passively.
Michael Heim states that there is a hierarchy in
computer mediated virtual reality with regards to

Figure 48. Simulated 3-D view
of molecules.

technological sophistication: weak virtual reality

Source: Hofstetter and Fox 87

(a category into which Exploration Without Vt>yages
would fall) is that which appears as a 3-D environment
on a 2-D screen, true or strong virtual reality involves
'total sensory immersion' which comprises wearing a
helmet and data glove, or other physical device to create
a feeling of control in actual space (29).

In another form of virtual reality, 3-D polarising
lenses are worn: this can be emulated on certain
computer monitors with the appropriate software, or

Figure 49. The Wedge.
Source:
Powerhouse Museum
http://www.phm.gov.au/
universal/simulation. htm

with the provision of special stereoscopic glasses
(Engdahl) . One form of this stereoscopy is the effective
virtual reality installation at the Powerhouse Museum in
Sydney known as The Wedge, which develops the
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illusion of depth by stereo projection on two walls forming a corner, with the viewer
situated between them (Figure 49). The viewer wears polarising stereoscopic glasses
that differentiate between the rapidly alternating polarised projected images which are
manipulated with a joystick in emulated 3-D space.
To achieve strong virtual reality requires powerful computers, expensive resources
and plenty of room, and the hardware and software requirements are not universally
accessible. However, there is a negative side effect that is not generally acknowledged in
that strong virtual reality can cause serious physical and psychological damage to the
participant. Heim describes this affliction as 'Alternate World Syndrome: which takes
the form of flashbacks and severe disorientation, notably experienced by pilots training
in flight simulators.

2.6. The Artist and the Process of Making a Virtual 3-D Digital Landscape
The digital landscape is that of the virtual and the simulated as seen on the small flat area
of a computer monitor, yet it is here that the artist builds 3-D architectural edifices,
landscapes, and space scenes in an infinite universe. Paradoxically also, it is a closed and
personal world for the artist, yet both restricted and open at the same time. Once a
landscape imaging application has been launched, an image appears on the screen and in
some cases, even a default rendered landscape. This makes the initial prospect of
commencing work very unlike that encountered by the traditional painter, who sees the
landscape in the real world, but is confronted with a blank canvas. In other words, the
virtual landscape artist may be altering a pre-formed landscape by changing and modelling
it, as well as choosing the atmosphere, materials and the field of view.

An essay by Mike King describes the processes involved in creating 3-D worlds in
detail, suggesting that the 3-D computer application frees artists from the rigidity of
linear perspective (215). Agreeing with King, I go further in finding the process of
creating a computer generated 3-D environment as in Exploration Without Boundaries,
is more akin to building, sculpting and model making than painting or even
photography, yet the final render is the equivalent of a camera taking a picture of that
virtual world from a chosen projection or view point, whether orthographic or in
perspective. However, in realistic landscape painting, the viewpoint is always that of
the painter and is relatively static for the duration. A painter, like a photographer, is
usually not able to quickly obtain a number of significantly different viewpoints, say,
from above, below or from another side without considerable difficulty. On the other
hand, the virtual landscape artist is able to easily choose any view of any virtual
landscape, from any vantage point. As well as producing static images involving three
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dimensions, the virtual artist can animate progress through the scene as in the linear
movies in Exploration Without Boundaries, thus enhancing even further the illusion
of a real world.

2.7. The Process of Creating Virtual Worlds
T he process of creative development of real or
virtual worlds is similar in both disciplines.
T he production of Exploration Without

Boundaries involved modifying, i.e. sculpting
virtual landforms and placing them in 3-D
virtual space. All 3-D modelling applications
reproduce the real with a simulated 3-D
environment in which is constructed complex
objects, animations in (x,y,z) Cartesian space,
all manipulated via a GUI (Graphical User

-·
··-·
Figure 50. The Cartesian grid in the Bryce 5
environment.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Interface) (Figure 50).
With the development of 3-D imaging, artists may create for themselves other
spaces, neither of, nor in this world. They are spaces that only exist electronically, are
seen on screen and the whole experience can be enhanced with added sensory inputs,
sometimes tactile, kinetic or even olfactory depending on the VR system. Some VR
systems are so immersive, they create the impression of moving through real space,
even allowing the participant to pick up and manipulate simple objects and sometimes
enter extraordinarily sublime and evocative worlds. Yet 'strong' virtual reality with
interactive rendering still does not possess the power to create images that even
approach the realism of the natural world - the computing power is not yet available
for this. This is another reason why I choose to produce pre-rendered movies and
environments for Exploration Without Boundaries, as only by this method can the
necessary standard of definition to create realistic looking environments
be achieved.
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2.8. Modernism, the Grid and Virtual Reahty
In virtual reality, the grid provides the co-ordinates in
'x,y,z' space, the Cartesian framework for all 3-D vector
modelling, and also gives the co-ordinates of any pixel on
the monitor, each pixel's colour being defined numerically
by a hexadecimal triplet. Some Bauhaus works foreshadow
the pixel grid; one particular example was produced on a
typewriter by Hajo Rose (Figure 51) for a fabric print
(Droste 225). Ironically, this print was produced on a
machine with its own matrix of numbers and letters, a
device that would later evolve into the electronic
keyboard. This print also presaged raster graphics and

Figure 51. Hajo Rose,
detail of Bauhaus print. This
typed pattern foreshadows the
ASCII text grid.

Source: Droste 224

ASCII art (pictures made from type in text messages,
usually email).
Paradoxically, it was the grid that lead ultimately to
the development of computer systems with graphical
interfaces and it was the sophisticated digital
technology with its inbuilt grid and strict hierarchical
systems that would be instrumental in breaking the
'form follows function' ethic that had ruled industrial

Figure 52. Column museum
Possible column forms.

and graphic design since the Bauhaus period. The

Source: Burry 38

dematerialisation ensuing from the progressive miniaturisation of components enabled
industrial designers to become more playful with the outward appearance of produces
once they could enlist the full power of CAD (Computer Aided Design) systems
(Figure 52). Likewise it was the unprecedented computing ability of this rigid
technology, governed by binary numbers and electronic circuit grids, which enabled
designers to produce adventurous curvilinear and organic forms. Ac the same time,
CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) production techniques simplified the tooling
up process, reducing costs, likewise, the development of graphic applications for
desktop publishing and imaging, permitted graphic designers to take full charge of
their own typography, streamlined the process of publication design, and gave more
creative freedom.
Lunenfeld has considered the grid important enough to write an anthology and
critique on new media installations and architecture entitled Snap to grid, and believes
this particular common computer graphics function to be a metaphor for thought in
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electronic culture (xvii). Without the all-pervasive grid,
it would not have been possible to produce any part of

Exploration Without Boundaries, the grid underlies the
mazes, the fractal frieze in the installation, the cubes,
and the book, but never intrudes.
According to Rosalind Krauss, the clinical Cartesian
grid that had dominated modernism (Figure 53) from
the mid years of the Bauhaus, with its utopian visions
of sanitised cities, clean lines and ascetic aesthetics, also
pervaded modern art from the 1920s until the early

Figure 53. The modernist grid.

Sol le Wit, Floor Piece #4, 1976.
Painted wood, lm x lm x lm.

Source: Krauss 244

1970s. Krauss considers that this grid is responsible for
depersonalising and regimenting art, and almost imbues it with an antithetical
personality when she describes it as being "hostile to literature, narrative and discourse"
causing the (visual) arts to have walled itself in as if contained in a ghetto (9).
Krauss, like Mandelbrot saw the grid as an unfortunate and negative development
in the realm of the visual arts. The omnipresent grid reflected the increasingly
urbanised, manufactured and industrial culture of which modernism was an integral
part, and was fundamental to the mass-produced, socially idealised architecture for the
population. This grid was at the core of the Bauhaus ideology and formed the basis for
plans, designs and construction.
Like Krause in her critique of the grid in modernism, I postulate that the detritus of
modernism and fear of technological domination and control which pervade the gridridden dystopias in digital media, literature and film, have much to do with the
software and hardware. These same grids reside within the machine itself in the form
of the integrated circuit's maze-like configuration as
well as in the Cartesian (x,y,z) environment.
To contrast this, I largely employ fractal synthesis in
my work, a technique that emulates the organic and
chaotic rather than Euclidian geometric forms.

Exploration Without Boundaries is an emulation of the
inner and outer workings of nature through the machine,
something that is not often discussed in journals and
texts that critique computer mediated productions. Only
the maze graphically embodies the symbolic grid and
printed circuit yet it reflects the intrinsic system and
workings of the machine (Figure 54).

Figure 54. The maze or grid-like
configuration of the integrated
circuit - a networking data-link
chip from IMP.
Source: Bylinsky
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2.9. In Conclusion
The theorists who write about computeraided technology have provided some
interesting insights into the societal concerns
with the digital, however I cannot but agree
with Markely, who suggests that much of
what is written about virtual reality is
hyperbole. On the other hand, like Mirzoeff,
I take the balanced view that the technology
provides useful tools for different applications

ground between the extreme views of the

Figure 55. H. Rhodes, space scene of the southsouth-west region in the Era ofPower,
Exploratwn Without Boundams, 2002.

discontents and utopian optimists.

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

and at the same time argue for a middle

Although technology associated with
virtual reality originates with the military,

Exploration Without Boundaries includes
hardly any futuristic simulation of science
fiction environments, but rather reflects on
previous technologies of navigation and
transport (Figure 55). Therefore Exploration
the real rather than concepts of virtual

Figure 56. The industrial scene from the Era of
Power in F.xploration Without Boundaries with
pithead, gasometer and railway tunnel, 2002.

reality, and presents a world retrospectively

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Without Boundaries is a world that reflects

cognisant and familiar to most, even including those
who do not necessarily relate well to digital technology.
The future of the dark places in Exploration Without

Boundaries, for instance the sombre industrial landscape
with its discarded tools and damaged environment, and
also the space scene, may be imagined in many
different ways. The industrial has now become
sanitised, the workers having departed for 'better'
(white collar) jobs if any, and the site either converted
to an industrial theme park or an industry museum
(Figure 56) . For example, Australia's Industry World in
Port Kembla, Sydney Park Brickworks Museum with its

Figure 57. Duisburg-North Park
project in Germany.

disused kilns, chimneys and pug mills, also the

Source: Cerver 464
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Duisburg-North Park project in Germany (Cerver and
Asensio 462-65) (Figure 57). The Era ofPower space
scene in Exploration Without Boundaries shows the
generation of power, but speaks nothing of the
inhabitants: the desolation and harshness of this
apparently lifeless site express the struggle to

Figure 58. Scene from Riverr
"The common factor is the

maintain existence.

imagi.nation of the person behind
the controls. "

The underlying Cartesian grid does not intrude in

Exploration Without Boundaries because I have

Source: Miller and Miller,
Ages ofMyst, 1997

deliberately avoided using gridded textures, and instead
have employed almost exclusively organic fractal
textures to make the scenes appear more natural.
Creating virtual worlds is a rewarding process and gives the artist wide choices of
expression, much greater than are available in traditional media because the artist
becomes the film maker, set builder, architect and model maker, and dare it be said,
becomes almost god-like in the process. Finally, to sum up I provide this end quote
from Demaria's anthology and history of electronic games ".. . the common factor is the

imagi,nation of the person behind the controls" (320) (Figure 58) .
This chapter has outlined the background and development of virtual reality in
relation to my own concerns. In the next chapter I discuss the more practical processes
involved in the creation of 3-D virtual worlds in contrast to the construction of
sculptural landscape forms in the real world, as exemplified by the Land Art movement
in the USA and the UK during the 1970s.

Endnotes
1.

Macquarie, T he Concise Macquarie Dictionary, 2000-2002, 09/02 2002, Website, Macquarie
University and Macquarie Library P/L, Available: http:l/www.macquariedictionary.com.au/,
08/09/02 2002.

2.

All of these authors provide a singulary dark and dystopian outlook on the fu ture

3.

Paulina Borsook, Cyberselfish: A Critical Romp through the Terribly Libertarian World ofHigh-Tech
(London: Little, Brown and Company, 2000).

4.

Referring most probably to the scenarios painted by Gibson in Neuromancer. William Gibson,
Neuromancer (London: Harper Collins, 1993).

5.

SonyStyle at Fox Studios in Sydney has a number of 'virtual reality' theme rides in which one sits on
a vibrating chair with a headmount and view a 3-D movie of a ride e.g. hang gliding, while listening
to wind sounds and being blown with cool air. I found this experience more annoying than
1mmers1ve.
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Chapter 3
Landscape: Virtual and Real
This chapter examines the similarities and differences between the making or
modifying of real landscape, and creating virtual landscapes like those in Exploration

Without Boundaries. I will demonstrate parallels between making digital landscapes,
and Land Art which is a sculptural and environmental art form that developed during
the 1970s in the UK and US (Figure 59). These parallels lie mainly with the
conceptual processes which, when creating terrains and 'earthworks' in virtual space,
are similar to those involved in the making and documentation of sculpture, set
design, architecture as well as Land Art.
The chapter begins with a detailed
historical description of Land Art in its
cultural context. Two case studies highlight
the more problematic aspects of the
connections between the real and the virtual
in relation to Exploration Without

Boundaries and emphasise those differences
especially pertaining to the physical aspects
of production, as well as eventual
documentation.
Land Art is of primary importance in

Figure 59. James Turrell (b. 1943)
Roden Crater, near Flagstaff, Arizona.
Source: Beardsley 37

that it has a commonality with the
construction of virtual landscapes and, like
Land Art, virtual works do not necessarily
need to exist within the confines of the
traditional gallery system. It is an interesting
proposition to align Exploration Without

Boundaries with a parallel body of work in the physical world that involved the
moulding and construction of artefacts within landscape.
Finally I provide examples of virtual landscapes reflecting Land Art, produced by
Eric Wenger in 1988. Wenger originated the landscape creation software that became
known as Bryce, which I chose as the preferred application for constructing the
environments in Exploration Without Boundaries.
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3.1. Brief Historical and Cultural Underpinnings of Land Art
Gilles Tiberghien states that: "At that time, {the end of

high modernism, at the beginning of the 1960s) art
seemed to have reached its end, as ifput to sleep . . . the
opinions of the critics were substituted for the practice of
the artist, when the passion of life was such that there was
no escape except through philosophy. ... During these years,
feet and inches were repltzced by measurements calcultzted

Figure 60. De Maria (b. 1935),

in miles. . . . From these works emerged the feeling ofa

Lightning Fiel.d.

possible yet definitive separation from the

Source: Beardsley 61

art world" (9) (Figure 60).
Brian Wallis (Kastner and Wallis 25) also describes
the influence that contemporary politics had on the
philosophy and ecological concerns of the emerging
Land Art artists as having taken the form of the
popular protests against war, the nuclear threat and
environmental pollution and degradation. Suzanne

Lacy highlights the positive consequences of how public
art in the wider environment, outside the gallery system

Figure 61. Robert Morris
Observatory, 1971.
The Netherlands.
Source: Beardsley 27

can raise awareness of social concerns such as poverty,
AIDS, greed, and imperialism among other human
problems (32).
Leaving the confines of the gallery system and the
strictures of high modernism, the Land Art movement
beginning in the United States during the 1960s, aimed
to do something on a much grander scale with artists
becoming much more physically involved with the

Figure 62. Michael Hei:r.er
Compkx I/City, 1968.
Source: Beardsley 15

landscape. The first major Land Art artists were Robert
Smithson (1938-1973) , Robert Morris (b. 1931) (Figure 61) and Michael Heizer
(b. 1944) (Figure 62) all of whom produced monumental sculptural forms in the vast
deserts of Nevada and Utah. Tiberghien records that Land Art artists saw their
work as sculptural and that they did not regard themselves as members of a
particular contemporary art movement, however, Land Art is the convenient and
preferred term for categorising those works that are made on, and with, landforms in
the wider environment (13).
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Many examples of Land Art exist on the borders
between art, architecture and archaeology. Working
with, and on the land appears to draw out a dialogue
with the historic or even prehistoric past (Figures 63
and 64), evoking mystical memories oflong forgotten
ancestry, while at the same time, embodying esoteric
theories and philosophies (Figure 65).
Jeffrey Kastner reflects: "the individual's connection to
the environment is primary . . . we worship and loathe it,
sanctify and destroy it . . . ~ aspire to leave our mark,

Figure 63. Cave dwellings,
Goreme, Turkey.
Source: Rhodes, H. 1974

inscribing our observations and gestures within the
landscape, attempting to translate and transgress the space
we find within which we find ourselves" (11). David

Bourdon interrogates the seemingly intrinsic knowledge
that underpins the modification of the landscape by

Figure 64. Stonehenge

people throughout history, providing numerous land

Source: Kastner 191

modification examples in the form of military ramparts,
terraced farming as well as megaliths and spaces used
for worship, ceremony and catharsis (10).
The archetypal resonates with prehistoric and
ancient forms: spirals, barrows, mounds, mastabas,

Figure 65. William H. Jackson

ziggurats (Figure 66) and drawn lines in the desert.

Holy Cross, 1873.

Land Art artists do not merely emulate these forms, but

Source: Beardsley 9

(1843-1942), Mountain of the

draw from them reflections regarding time, existence
and the human condition. For example, Jean-Marc
Poisnot has noted the significance of both the labyrinth
(Figure 67 overleaf) and the observatory (Figure 68
overleaf) in that they are complementary structures,
and that both represent the exteriority and interiority of
place and consciousness, past, present, and future
(qtd. in Tiberghien 152).
Just as Land Art artists are sometimes involved at the
periphery of geology and archaeology (Figure 69
overleaf), artists using digital and virtual technology
have made considerable contributions to the recording,

Figure 66. Ziggurat, Sammara 'Iraq.
Source: Aramco World 42/6/20
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Figure 67. Richard Fleischner (b. 1944)
Sod Maze, h. 46cm 0 35m, 1974.
Rhode Island.
Source: Kastner 62

Figure 68. Hannsjorg Voth (b. 1940)
Himmelstreppe (Sky Stairway) 1984.
Morocco.
Source: Weilacher 57

preservation and reconstruction of
archaeological sites by participating in the
making of substantial historical and
geological documentaries (Figure 70). These
productions often have a high public profile
and are now commonly featured in
mainstream media. A recent example is a

Figure 69. James Pierce (b. 1930) Triangular
Redoubt, 1971. Pratt Farm.
Source: Beardsley 66

QTVR reconstruction of a painted wall in
the amphitheatre at Pafos in Cypress, that
was made up from photographs, a painting
and a 3-D model of the arch.

3.2. The Documentation of Land Art
The only way that Land Art could be
widely seen and experienced was
paradoxically, back in the traditional
gallery system in the form of copious
documentation, photographs, film, video,
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Figure 70. Image from an educational
geology video for the BBC developed
in Bryce.
Source: Garrick Webster
3-D Wor/d30/03/01
http://www.3dworldmag.com/

location maps and installations because the originals were very inaccessible and often
far too large to view in their entirety except from the air. Some earlier Land Art
projects made in the desert were funded by the Virginia Dwan Gallery, which
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Figure 71. Robert Smithson
Drawing for Asphalt RuntUJwn.

Figure 72. Smithson, Asphalt
RuntUJwn, 1969. Rome, Italy.

Source: http://www.smithson.com

Source: http://www.
robertsmithson. com/
em·thworkslasphalt.htm

underwrote many works by Michael Heizer
and Robert Smithson (Figures 71 and 72),
the latter whose seminal work Spiral Jetty is
the first case study (3.3.1) (Figure 73).
Therefore, significantly, most viewers
experienced the works vicariously in
virtual form in the sponsoring galleries
(Beardsley 16).
A major part of the concept of landscape,
hence most Land Art, is mapping and

Figure 73. Some of Smithson's documentation of
Spiral Jetty.
Source: Kastner 192

territorial awareness which usually exists as
either part of the documentation or as part
of the work itself (Figure 74). Significantly
Yoko Ono instructed participants to 'Draw

a map to get lost' in Map Pieces ( 1962- 1964)
and Stanley Brouwn in 1962 asked
pedestrians to draw directional maps
(Kastner and Wallis 28).

In contrast to the earth moving activities
of chose in the United Scates, British

Figure 74. Nancy Holt (b. 1938),
Map to locate buried poem.
Source: Kastner 86

and European Land Arc artists considered
the act of encroaching on, and of
altering the land to any degree, to be
a serious environmental concern.
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Richard Long (b. 1945) (Figure 75), who is
represented in my second case study (3.3.2), believed
that photographs and logbooks of a particular
journey should be at the core of the work, and that
the only modifications to the landscape should be
markers of repositioned coloured stones, or upended rocks along a chosen path. Like Smithson,

Figure 75. Richard Long (h. 1945),
Walking a line in Peru 1972.
Source: Beardsley 41

Long also brought small items from the trip into the
gallery. Hamish Fulton (b. 1946) was even more rigorous in these concerns, and
believed that the mapped journey, logbook and photographic material should be the
only existing record of the fact that an expedition had been made (Beardsley 42-44).
So as can be seen also in the following case studies, documentation is at the heart of
most Land Art.

Figure 76. Robert Smithson,
Spiral jetty, 1970.

Rozel Point, Salt Lake, Utah.
Source: Kastner 22
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3.3. Case Studies of Contrasting Works by Two Land Art Artists,
Robert Smithson (1938-1973 US) and Richard Long (b. 1945 UK)
3.3.1. Spiral Jetty (1970) by Robert Smithson
Location and Construction
Spiral jetty (Figure 76), built in 1970 at Rozel Point,
Great Salt Lake, Utah, is a spiral 450m long by 5m wide
consisting of Mud, Precipitated Salt Crystals, and Black
Basalt Rocks.
This enormous project was sponsored by the Virginia
Dwan gallery, requiring two dump trucks, a tractor and
a front-end loader, took 292 truck hours and 625 hours
of labour to shift 6,783 tonnes of black basalt. The earth
was scooped from the beach, the trucks backed up the
outline of the spiral, and the material dumped in place
(Kastner and Wallis 58).
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The site is remote (Figure 77) and almost inaccessible

Gr•at
Salt

L.ak•

Figure 77. Location map of
Spiral Jetty,
Golden Spike National

as a recent visitor to the site graphically recounted: ''after

0.7 miles, turn right (just before corral); after three miles you
enter onto Promontory Ranch (no turns possible); after 2.5 miles,

Historic Site visitor center.

enter Rafter S Ranch'-but the condition ofthe road forced us to

Source: http://www.nps.gov/
gospltourl
jetty_directions.htm

go slowly, and suddenly tenths of miles seemed like miles. I
became disoriented and a little panicked. No one had told
me that the area was so completely secluded- there was no
one in sight for miles-and I envisioned getting a jla,t or
bursting an oil pan and being stranded out there in the
doldrums, beyond cell-phone range" (Figure 78) {Israel).
Rozel Point is a polluted industrial wasteland, which
Smithson describes thus: ~n expanse ofsalt jla,ts

bordered the /,ake, and caught in its sediments were
countless bits ofwreckage. Old piers . . . trapped fragments
ofjunk ... products ofa Devonian industry ... great
pleasure arose from seeing all these incoherent structures.
This site gave evidence ofa succession of man-made systems
mired in abandoned hopes" (Figure 79 ) (Shapiro and
Smithson 218).

Figure 78. Spira/Jetty now
underwater.
Source: Nico Israel
http://www.artforum.com
Accessible from
http:!h11WW.firstpulseprojects.1ietl
spiral_jettyltravelogue.html
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Documentation and Rationale
As with many works of Land Art, the only way that
most viewers would ever be able to appreciate Spiral

Jetty was by means of documentation: that the work is
so well known can in many ways be attributed to the
fact that Smithson was also a prolific writer,
expounding many interesting theories, making him

Figure 79.

'Abandoned hope... '
Source: Nico Israel
http://www.artforum.com/

much sought after in the art world. He had a
fascination with destruction, cataclysmic events
and entropy.
Smithson describes his choice of landscape in almost
poetic vein, a remote and inaccessible derelict area on
which to build a work: he may be alone, or most
probably accompanied by some labourers, a
photographer, &iends and helicopter/light aircraft
pilots, yet the impression is given that he is the
traditional lone conqueror, the explorer, exploiter of
lands against all odds. Anything or anyone else is
incidental to it. This all has a sense of drama, the
destruction and changing of the already devastated

Figure 80. Robert Smithson

Spirals.
Source: http://www.smithson.com

land. There is nothing gentle about it, the violence of
the descriptions, the work of the trucks, the way the
land has been laid waste - a complete negation of the
picturesque and an infatuation with entropy.

Spiral jetty was inspired by the site itself which was a place of failed oil mining
relics. Smithson's records show an awareness of the geological, and historic significance
of this place as he states that not only does the spiral shape (Figure 80) imitate the
local topography, but also invokes a Spanish myth of a whirlpool in the centre of the
lake, which purportedly connected to the ocean via a subterranean channel. Smithson
was also aware of the parallel with the microscopic spirals occurring in the crystalline
form of the salt as he describes: "The Spiral Jetty could be considered one layer within the

spiralling crystal lattice, magnified trillions of times. "This innate understanding of the
fractured features of landform almost anticipates the discovery of the fractal algorithms
later employed in realising virtual geology (Figure 81), as well as the self-similarity of
large and small features in the landscape: ~ bleached and fractured world surrounds the
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artist. To organise this mess ofcorrosion into
patterns, grids and subdivisions is an aesthetic
process that has scarcely been touched. "
(Beardsley 20).

Figure 8 1. H. Rhodes. Fractal
texture for surface of terrain, 2002.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 82. Richard Long

California Wood Circle, 1976.
Source: Beardsley 44

3.3.2. Richard Long (b. 1945), Pick Up Sticks (1980): a Study in the Art of Travel
There are considerable differences between the large scale works of Smithson and that
of Richard Long, a British Land Art artist who expressed his love for the landscape by
walking in it, and whose great concern for the environment is borne out by the fact
that his art is constituted by the records, photographs and maps of his journeys over
land, rather than by invasive changes to the land itself Long's art also involved the
installing of some smaller items in galleries, such as rocks and twigs gathered from the
walks. Long's changes to the environment were more incidental: along the journey he
often rearranged detached elements like branches, stones, and he constructed cairns
that marked his presence in the region (Figure 82).
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Long's interest in the global environment is
demonstrated by his having set out on walks in
many parts of the world, through desolate places in
Scotland (Figure 83), the Himalayas, Peru, Bolivia
and North America. In the manifesto-like Pick Up

Sticks (1980), Long describes his intimate
involvement with these places and what connecting
with the land means to him.

Figure 83. Richard Long
A Line in Scotla.nd Cul Mt5r 1981.
Source: Beardsley 43

Figure 84. Sculpting the land: simulating erosion in Bryce,
which may be animated over time.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

3.4. The Digital and the Physical - Creating Virtual Land Art
Exploration Without Boundaries is a virtual environment, and yet in some ways the
discovery and manipulation of virtual worlds has some parallel experiences when
interacting with the real world, for as the artist becomes subsumed in the worlds of
texture, atmosphere and landscape, the scene begins to unfold through endless
manipulations, changes and alterations as the desired forms begin to emerge
(Figure 84). Although one can never fully experience the wide-ranging tactile
relationships the traveller has with the land, the virtual artist can still have the distinct
impression of becoming part of the scene and begins to live in that environment as if
in a dream, no less fantastic than Smithson's dramatic visions at Rozel Point.
Designing the appropriate landform for a particular virtual world is not unlike
looking for a suitable site in the real world; it is serendipitous, yet deliberate as certain
terrains may be chosen at random or from a palette of different fractals to give
different types of attributes.
The earth may be moved in the virtual world, but not with trucks, and there may
never be a place to visit as everything in the virtual world is ephemeral and could be
lost forever, a place of bits and bytes on a disc in a computer but, as in Land Art, full
documentation can bring a site to life in the gallery.
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Working with digital media may at first appear to preclude the sheer dirt and sweat
involved in the real physicality of construction. How can one compare the experience
of dredging lakes and excavating rock with that of sitting on a chair in a room, facing
a monitor, typing commands and moving an input device around for hours on end?

It would thus appear that the process of digital entry to create virtual landscapes would
be the antithesis of going out and interacting with the wider world.
However, the commonality between these seemingly opposed media lies in the
conceptual or design ideation stage, which is at the kernel of the creative process. This
process itself is vital to both Land Art and virtual landscape moulding. Also the initial
visualisation stage is very similar for both media, only the final output being
dependent on different resources, technology, practical skills and technique.
There are striking similarities in the conceptual realisation of Land Art artworks and
virtual worlds. Although Land Art may present all magnitudes of unprecedented
physical problems, both Land Art and virtual art demand the discipline of being able
to plan and think in four dimensions. Apart from the three physical dimensions of
space, the element of time affects everything including our survival in the real world,
as well as determining the length of time-based events in the virtual.
As demonstrated by Long's walks, the making of Land Art can in some cases be a

lonely activity carried out in remote places, but large sculptural Land Art projects
usually entail the involvement of considerable numbers of people. In contrast, I
produced Exploration Without Boundaries alone, with all
concept development and production of the digital
work being carried out completely unaided, taking
place in a state of suspended disconnection from real
surroundings. This is how I like to work, with little or
no outside intrusion during the creative process.
Finally, one very useful mutually positive relationship
between the virtual and the real, is that Land Art and
public works may be realised in a virtual context so that

now a popular and non-invasive way of realising

Figure 85. Richard Serra
(b. 1939), Tilted Arc.
Cor-ten Steel, 3 Plates,
4m x 40m x 65mm. Removed
after local protestations.

archaeological sites as described in 3.1.

Source: Beardsley 129

potential problems (Figure 85) may be addressed prior
to construction, and in a similar vein, virtual imaging is
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3.5. Viewing Virtual Places and Land Art
Land Art has been categorised by Tresilian (Ascott 170) as being open in form, i.e. one
of its special characteristics is that it extends beyond the human cone of vision in all
directions. The spectator is completely surrounded by the environment, rather than
having a limited field of view provided by a 2-D wall painting or static projection.
Paradoxically, in certain 3D applications, apart from objects having the usual virtual
depth in cubic Cartesian space, there is a provision for the inclusion of infinite
planes in any orientation; this also means that the scenes themselves may extend
infinitely in all directions.

In Exploration Without Boundaries, I have simulated this effect in the virtual realm
by constructing 360° cubic dioramas of the landscapes, yet it is ironic that the viewer
sees at any one time, only a section of the entire wrap around image on the 2-D plane
of the computer monitor. However, many become fully immersed in this simulated
3-D world that appears to have a depth beyond the small screen.
It is also quite simple to output a stereo print from any 3-D application by
rendering two images of a given scene from slightly different camera angles, the stereo
effect seen by just crossing one's eyes. I have already successfully generated stereo prints
and movies from Exploration Without Boundaries, which would be very effective if
projected using virtual reality technology like The \Vt?dge (2.5).

3.6. Eric Wenger (b. 1960), Land Art and Bryce
Eric Wenger was the first to design a high quality landscape imaging application with a
graphical user interface for the Macintosh, the prototype of Bryce. Born in France,
Wenger was the son of a geologist and having travelled through many interesting
terrains and landforms, he later saw an opportunity to create realistic landscape images
on computer (Kitchens and Gavenda 9- 10). Residing in California, Wenger now
develops synaesthetic software for the interaction of visuals with sound for his
company, U&J Software.

In 1998, Wenger displayed on a webpage a set of six (five shown here) engaging
3-D virtual landscapes recalling work by
Robert Smithson, Richard Long, and
Christo (Figures 86-90). T he scenes were
introduced thus: '7 have started a new series

of 'virtual' land art installations. All are done
100% in Bryce. I would love to have

Figure 86. Eric Wenger,
Spiral, virtual Land Art, 1998.
Source: http://www. metasynth. com/

BRYCEARTIPAGE '/galle,yBryceEric.html
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submissions from other Bryce Artists on the
same theme" (Wenger). 1

It was these very examples by Wenger
that raised my awareness of, and led me to
examine further, the parallels between
working in the real environment (Land Art)
and the making of virtual landscapes.
This was the first time I had read a direct

Figure 87. Eric Wenger,
Stone Circle, virtual Land Art, 1998.

reference to Land Art written by a 3-D
digital artist and it is particularly significant
in that Wenger chose such a theme. After
enquiring of Wenger the reason for his
choice of Land Art as a subject, he replied
with the following email (August 2001):

'1 think they were done in summer 98. I
didn't see actual land art pieces, but lots in
books. (A.s you might know I studied in an

Figure 88. Eric Wenger,
Spiral virtual Land Art, 1998.

Art school and did 5 years ofArt history)
for the littk story I took 4 prints ofthose
fake land art images at burning man 98
(Figure 91 overleaf) and buried them

partially into the black rock desert dried
lake soil after protecting them with
transparent plastic. Parts ofthe pictures
were visible, emerging from the ground. It
was quite surreal The "installation" was

Figure 89. Eric Wenger,
Coloured shapes day,
virtual Land Art, 1988.

small and didn't attract much attention.
But it was fun. After the burn I buried
them compktely so they still sit there
somewhere hidden in the playa ground. My
only land art piece ever, a micro land art
piece. Maybe more conceptual art than
Land Art actually. Putting littk fake land
art pictures into a immense real and
beautiful landscape as a land art piece in
its own. \&ry perverse.

Figure 90. Eric Wenger,
Coloured shapes night,
virtual Land Art, 1998,
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So why did I do these... Ofcourse this work was a little ''clin d'oeil" to more serious land
art form by the artists you mentioned. "
Figure 91. Burning Man festival from the air where Eric Wenger buried the prints of his
virtual Land Art.
Source: Sterling 194

3.7. Bryce as the Ideal Software for the Creation of Exploration Without Boundaries
I became intrigued with the possibility of creating
virtual worlds after seeing some outstanding examples
by the developers of Bryce, notably Eric Wenger
(Figure 92) and Kai Krause (b. 1957) in Design
Graphics in 1994 (1 O) and instantly knew that with
this software, I would be able to realise for the first time
some of my dreams in a way that no other medium had
hitherto been able to express.

Figure 92. Eric Wenger
(b. 1960), Rocks and Ice.

Source: Bryce II CD

Making worlds and landscapes in Bryce engenders a feeling of primal creation and

Bryce seems co be the only software program that engenders this illusion. Working with
Bryce, one imagines that one becomes situated inside a world within the screen where it
becomes possible to shape landscapes and landforms, change the texture of the land and
drape survey maps over landforms from actual digital elevation data. All of this
contributes to an experience of adventure in which both the sublime and unexpected
may be encountered. With this software, it becomes possible to experience the pleasure
of creating virtually real and alien atmospheric worlds, and to record them with almost
the same ease as taking a photograph or depicting a scene in traditional media.
The interface of Bryce has been designed in such a way that it gives the artist the
tactile impression of sculpting with form and light because terrains are sculpted by
painting variations in greyscale to achieve height or depth. Meanwhile, the results can
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be monitored in a preview window showing the rotating 3-D simulated terrain that
updates in real time during painting. Nearly all of the landscapes in Exploration

Without Boundaries were made in Bryce and complex 3-D models were imported into
the scenes from modelling applications. A few of the scenes have been made in a
similar landscape imaging software product, Vue d'Esprit as this application had the
desired atmospheric effects for those particular environments.

In contrast to the Brycean experience, most 3-D software packages do not
encourage spontaneous creativity, but tend to elicit a more programmed approach
through calculation and data entry, and although these are useful for building complex
mechanistic models, the process is more akin to draughting in that the interaction is
more indirect, consequently removing spontaneity from the process.

Bryce's fractal based 'deep texture' synthesiser is one
of the best procedural texture generators available and
with it there is the possibility of producing an infinite
variety of grainy, geometric and organic surfaces and
materials. The high definition images produced are
made possible by the super-sampling of its ray tracing:
this is one reason that Bryce is deemed a notoriously
slow renderer, favouring quality over speed. Kai Krause
(Figure 93) considers the overnight use of the computer
for rendering purposes as well as a clear description of
the power and differences provided to the Bryce user:

"Give us your Macintosh while you sleep and we will
create a piece ofbeauty with it.

Figure 93. Kai as Adobe
Photoshop icon.
Source: Bill Nieffeneger, illustrator
and author of Photoshop Filter

Finesse

". . . we focused on a feature set with that very
assumption: to trade time for beauty.

~ are

not interested

in 10 minute renders. . . . we are not interested in making
cheesy Quick Time aliased tunnel fly-throughs either.
''Eric wanted all out war on the challenge to render as close to realism as he knew how.
. . . when you discover the secret levels ofdepth in the catacombs underneath Bryce, you
realise how deep he went to make that happen. "
"These are no mere polygons with pictures ofrock wrapped around them .. .
"This is no sphere with a gradient playing 'environment'.. .
"There are no rectangles with stock photograph skies put at the back ofyour view...
"This is all different...
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"... What Eric has achieved is very special I have used virtually all ofthe existing 3-D
programs out there all the way up to the multi thousand dollar SGI packages. And yet I
find myselfinexplicably drawn back to Bryce, since it has a soul a look, a feeling.
"After a while you will be able to tell a ''Brycean" sky and you will look out ofairplane
windows and see the earth as just so much ofa rendered sphere with terrains.
"Our beta testers have many times tried to adjust the settings ofthe reality
surrounding them':
Krause goes on to say that Bryce is not all that unique -'1t's not that Bryce is

somehow so unique that everything in it has never been done before. It's more how it's doing
it all that is so enchanting. Not that it doesn't have quite a list oftruly unique features and
proprietary algorithms in there. But I think your enjoyment of the program is going to come
from inside: playing God rolling the dice, rolling hills, icebergs" [emphasis my own]
(Krause 10-12).
Although much of Kai's comments appear to be hyperbolic in tone, almost to the
point of fanaticism, all of his comments are valid, and especially salient are those
referring to the way that the virtual world builder's view of the real is changed forever
once having acquired a Brycean inspired heightened sensibility.

It can be seen that making virtual worlds allows a considerable range of creative
freedoms that are precluded in Land Art. Firstly, creating virtual landforms will never
alter the actual landscape unless the work is later developed in the real world, and the
virtual landscape can remain in its digital state 'indefinitely' and unlike real Land Art,
virtual landforms cannot degrade over time per se, unless programmed to simulate
erosion and other such geological events (all reversible) over time.
Producing digital media consumes relatively small amounts of energy and works can
be printed, or put on videotape or film, neither is it necessary to get planning approval
for digital works, and the act of constructing in virtuality can be as equally pleasurable as
building in the real world. Anything that software permits is possible, so the virtual
proclaims the ultimate freedom to create, the digital work being both ephemeral and
permanent, hence digital work may reflect and recreate the real by simulation of the
practical as well as the impossible.
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3.8. Poem: P°Kk Up Sticks
In order to illustrate the parallels between Long's work regarding journeying through
the real world and my own travels in the virtual world, I have taken the liberty to
paraphrase the text of Pick Up Sticks as an adaptation, and set it alongside the Long's
original (Kastner and Wallis 242). Long describes his experience of going on these
walks, how the walk progresses, his involvement with the objects in the landscape, the
forms of landscape and mapping the terrain covered. In contrast, the adaptation
considers my parallel experience of creating such virtual landscapes from memories of
travel, as a form of experiential re-interpretation of Long's manifesto. Notably, his final
stanzas express strikingly similar views to my own and therefore remain unaltered.
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TIie Vrt11e1I World: Adaptation of Pici Up Stieb, Rhodes

The Real World: Piclc Up Stieb, Long

Ilike com~ex, reflective, medilotive,

I like simple, practical, emotional,

quiet, jnlef1Se art
Ilike the complexity of thinking

quiet, vigorous an.

11ie com~exity of texture

the simplicity of stones.

1like lrodol materials, the infinite choices

I like common materials, whatever is to hand,

bpeeialy the textures, I like the idea

but especially stones. I like the idea that stones

1hat texture is what the world is mode of
Ilike the arcane twist of oMiibius strip

are what the world is made 0£

Ilike technique with sensibility

I like sensibility without technique.

Ilike the way the degree of visibility

I like the way the degree of visibility

And forms in my art ore

and ac.cessibility of my art is controlled

con1rolled by serendipity

by circumstance, and also the degree to which

11ie foci that ii is neither public nor privote and

it can be either public or private,

can never be possessed

Possessed or not possessed.

Ilike to use the symmetry and asymmetry of pollerns Throughout the infinite,

I like to use the symmetry of patterns between time,

the muol world and lime Through boundlessness and the infinite

Places and time, between distance and time,

Between impossibilities of textures and endlessness

Between stones and distance, between time and stones.

Ichoose the grid and electrons because

I choose lines and circles because they

they con do o job that cannot be done otherwise

do the job.

My art is remembering what ii is like to work in the real world

My art is about working in the wide

Remembering the varied fractals of the earth's own cloth

world, wherever, on the surface of the earth.

My art hos themes of texture, memories, motion,

My art has the themes of materials, ideas,

Mothernotics, geometry, dreams, places and freedom

movement, time. The beauty of objects, thoughts, places

My work is about memories,

And actions

dreams, distance and place

My work is about my senses, my instinct, my own scale

My work is virtual, illusory and Alchemical

and my own physical commitment.

tt is about virtual rocks, non-lime,

My work is real, not illusory or conceptual.

exploration ond remembered journeys

It is about real stones, real time, real actions.

My work recalls the urban, the romantic

My work is not urban, nor is it romantic.

tt is of the apparition of memories in virtual space

It is the laying down of modern ideas in

The natural world hos been

the only practical places to take them.

subsumed by the exploitation of

The natural world sustains the industrial world.

Property and Energy

I use the world as I find it.

My work is neither near nor distant

My art can be remote or very public,

tt is all ephemeral

all the work and all the places being equal.

tt con be a re~icoted image and the simulated

My work is visible or invisible. It can be an

Objects ore created in on imaginary world

object (to possess) or an idea carried out and equally

My images ore facts from ~aces

shared by anyone who knows about it.

Places that con never be visited

My photographs are faces which bring the

but ore almost tangible
And the souvenirs ore olwoys available on demand

right ac.cessibility to remote, lonely
or otherwise unrecognisable works. Some sculptures

My virtual work con never really be possessed or owned

are seen by few people, but can be known about by many

On~ the images recorded may be

My outdoor sculptures and walking locations

The mountains and roods ore in common memory

are not subject to possession and ownership. I like the fact

I like the simplicity of walking,

I like common means given the simple twist of an.

Bui exist only in virtuality

that roads and mountains are common, public land.

My sculpted worlds ore virtual objects

My outdoor sculptures are places.

Without gross physical labour
Ithink them and conjure them into being

The material and the idea are of the place;
sculpture and place are one and the same.

As an alchemist turns rock into precious metal

The place is as far as the eye can see from the

The maze is the printed circuit !hot carries the electrons

sculpture. The place for a sculpture is found

Which alchemical~ change the textures in these landscapes

by walking. Some works are a succession

As an artist Icon create worlds and walk in virtual memories

of particular places along a walk, e.g.

Atrue understanding of land con never be

Milestones. In this work the walking,

As its texture and composition is infinitely self-similar

the places and the stones all have equal importance.

1may be the firstto see

My talent as an artist is to walk across

The birth of a virtual mountain
Awmk though boundless vistas

a moor, or place a stone on the ground.

expresses space and freedom.

in the space of the landscape.

*r Rhodes

Richard Long

My stones are like grains of sand

3.9. Conclusion
In this chapter I have illustrated similarities between the making of Land Art and
constructing landscapes in the virtual world pertinent to the viewing and
documentation of both real and virtual environments. Like Land Art, Exploration

Without Boundaries considers conditions in the real world and raises awareness of
ecological concerns. Differences between Land Art and virtual landscape imaging relate
mainly to the physical aspects of production.
The development of Bryce by Eric Wenger is of primary importance in that with
this application, it was possible to construct highly detailed and realistic environments.

It is notable that Wenger early on appreciated the relationship between the
construction of real worlds and virtual worlds as shown by his adaptation of Land Art
in his virtual landscapes.
The following chapter deals with navigation and mapping in the virtual realm and
provides an overview of the development of navigational gaming. I also provide a
comparison between Exploration Without Boundaries and other CD ROM productions.

Endnote
I.

Full transcript of email in appendix with initial query.
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Chapter 4
Navigation in the Virtual World
The previous chapter examined the differences and similarities in modifying land
forms in the real and virtual worlds, providing Land Art as a useful basis for this
comparison. Hence mapping and documentation was shown to be of prime
importance in considering a virtual site, as much as locating place in the real world.
Therefore in this chapter I discuss mapping in general as well as examining both
conceptual mapping and topographic mapping. Mapping is an intrinsic part of
interactive multimedia projects that emulate navigation in the real world.
I present an historical overview of the development of navigational games and how
this has been facilitated by multimedia authoring packages.
Finally, I discuss the navigational structure of Exploration Without Bounda,ries
comparing it with Peter Gabriel's Eve (1996) and Laurie Anderson's Puppet Motel
(1995), two interactive CD ROMs that have a similar navigational framework i.e. have
spatial and geographical themes. I also discuss the relationship between the process of
negotiating virtual environments, and the vicarious experience of the tourist in theme
parks and museum simulations.

4.1. The Virtual Map as Simulacrum
The following quotes by Borges, Baudrillard and Gibson describe aspects of mapping
which are relevant to the virtual realm, and by implication indicate the importance of
the role that mapping plays in navigable virtual worlds.

"... In that Empire, the Art of Cartography attained such Perfection that the map ofa
single Province occupied the entirety ofa City, and the map of the Empire, the entirety ofa
Province. In time, those Unconscionable Maps no longer satisfied, and the Cartographers
Guilds struck a Map ofthe Empire whose size was that ofthe Empire, and which
coincided point for point with it. ... In the deserts of the West, still toda,y, there are the
Tattered ruins of that Map ... in all the Land there is no other Relic ofthe Disciplines of
Geography (Borges 225).
Baudrillard, in his opening chapter of Simulacra and Simulation introduces this
Borges fable which evocatively describes an allegorical map which evolves to become a
full-scale substitute object, or simulacrum of the land itself (1) . This map having
become hyperreal, has therefore become a redundant representation of the real.
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T he quote from this Borges fable "On

Exactitude in Science" is an appropriate
analogy for the process of creating terrains
from digital elevation data (Figure 94).
So the virtual landscapes in Exploration

Without Boundaries reflect the "precession of
simulacra" as Baudrillard explains: "Today
abstraction is no longer that ofthe map, the
double, the mirror or the concept. Simu/,ation
is no longer that ofa territory, a referential
being, or a substance. It is the generation by

Figure 94. Part of a converted South Coast DEM
(Digital Elevation Map) converted to a greyscale

models ofa real without origin or reality: a

height map.

hyperreal. The territory no longer precedes the

Source: Auslig, now Geoscience Australia.
http://www.auslig.gov.au/
products/digidat/ dem.htm
Conversion by John Marthick, School of
Geosciences, UOW and Rhodes, H. 2002

map, nor does it survive it. ... It is the real
and not the map, whose vestiges persist here
and there in the deserts that are no longer of
that of the Empire, but ours" (1).
In Exploration Without Boundaries I
obtained a DEM (Digital Elevation Map) to
construct the South Coast National Park
scene near Era beach, thus showing that
DEMs can indeed 'precede the territory'
because the converted greyscale maps are
derived from numerical contour data of the
real terrain (Figure 95) . This could be
described as virtual topography i.e. mapping
that follows the actual terrain.

Figure 95. H. Rhodes, Kurnell from the Air in
Cowur. 'The map preceeds the territory. ' This
virrual landform is generated from the greyscale
map in Figure 94.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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4.2. Mapping in Virtual Domains and Spatial Paradigms
In this section I describe the two main ways of mapping virtual entities, both of which
are present in Exploration Without Boundaries: one is the diagrammatic conceptual
representation of communications networks whose maps describe connectivity and
flows of information rather than actual distances and locations; the second entity is a
virtual representation of 3-D navigable space.

4.2.1. Conceptual Spatial Mapping
Conceptual connectivity mapping of ICT (Information
and Communication Technologies) is usually described
by the first method i.e. symbols and diagrammatic
layouts. Two examples that come to mind are the
Marshall Island Navigation Map (Figure 96) (Biddle,
M ilne and Shortle 1) and the London Underground
map, neither of which show orientation in space. The
circular diagrammatic representation of the virtual
worlds in Exploration Without Boundaries is yet another
example of diagrammatic mapping.
Diagrammatic connection in cyberspace is clearly
described in the following two novels that were

Figure 96. Marshall Islands
navigation map. Islands are
represented by shells, palm leaves
show direction of wave masses.

Source: Biddle 3

particularly instrumental in popularising the ideas of
virtual communities and the world of cyberspace,
namely William Gibson's Neuromancer (1984) and Neil
Stephenson's Snow Crash (1992), the former publication
appearing before the Internet or even LANs (Local Area
Networks) could share visible graphics in a web
browser. Gibson presaged both the mapping of cyber
sites, as well as possibilities of transportation or
teleportation through these worlds.
Both novels are seen as the seminal descriptors of
cyberworlds and cyberspace, whose abstract constructs are
based on the interconnectedness of computer networks,
the most well known being the Internet. In Neuromancer,
Gibson describes another form of virtual spatialisation,
referring particularly to diagrammatic mapping of
networks (Figure 97): "Cyberspace. A consensual

Figure 97. Cover of Neuromancer
showing Case attached to the
receding grid against the backdrop
of a futuristic city.
Source: Gibson
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hallucination experienced daily by billions oflegi.timate operators, in every nation, by children
being taught mathematical concepts .. .A graphic representation ofdata abstractedfrom the
banks ofevery computer in the human system. Unthinkable complexity. Lines oflight ranged in
the nonspace ofthe mind, clusters and constellations ofdata. Like city lights, receding"
(Gibson 67).
The term cyberspace was coined by Gibson who describes the protagonist Case as
being ".. .jacked into a custom cyberspace deck that projected his disembodied consciousness

into the consensual hallucination that was the matrix" (12).

4.2.2. Topographic and Location Mapping
The 3-D virtual environment is a powerful medium for
the spatialising of cyberspace. This second mode of
visualisation of real or imaginary worlds is mediated by
means ofVR (Virtual Reality) systems, providing an
interactive 'game space' that has the essential attributes
of inclusivity, and real time interactivity (Dodge and
Kitchin 5) . Therefore, with the QTVR nodal
framework, Exploration Without Boundaries is also
representative of this form of cyberspace spatialisation.
Dodge describes the development of mapping online
geographic space, illustrating how researchers represent
cyberspace in its various forms and how similarly, the
mapping of geographic space has been augmented by

Figure 98. DEM (Digital Elevation
Map) of the NSW Royal National
Park converted to a greyscale
height map.
Source: http://www.auslig.gov.au/
products/ digidat/ dem.htm
Conversion by John Marthick,
School of Geosciences, UOW and
Rhodes, H . 2002

the addition of interactivity (76 - 79). GIS
(Geographic Information Systems) was initiated to
record all geodata and was central to the evolution of
digital mapping technology. Many government and
private companies now offer online maps to tourists
and the USGS ((United States Geological Survey)
provides free online DEMs (Digital Elevation Maps) ,
useful for creating 3-D virtual representations of
terrains tha can be imported to a landscape imaging
application like Bryce. The virtual scene of the Royal
National Park in Exploration Without Boundaries has
been generated by importing a DEM from the NSW
Department of Lands (Figure 98) .
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4.3. The habitation of Virtual Cities and Virtual Worlds
Mapping information in 3-D space plays an important
role in the interactivity of gaming and provides a useful
way of conceptualising information. Alpha World, a
notable example of a VRML (Virtual Reality Markup
Language) environment, is a simulated real life location
in which participants can build whole communities,
with hundreds of different domains, some being virtual
versions of real places along with their attendant real
life social problems (113, 57-61). Dodge suggests that

Figure 99. Map showing the
habitation patterns of Alpha World.

Alpha World may have been an inspiration for the novel,

Source: Dodge and Kitchen
Plate 8

Snow Cras!l- (Figure 99) .
William Mitchell describes the online site, Habitat,
where visitors build a persona or avatar, which can be
moved around in a city called Populopolis, and converse
by typing messages. Avatars, the name being derived
from the Sanskrit meaning 'the incarnate deity', are
'cyber' puppets that are manifestations of the world's
occupants. Although Habitat did not last long, other
online areas with a geographic metaphor replaced it,
namely, The Palace, a growing collection of linked,
independent sites, with pictures of rooms, namely, the
Palace Gate, Harry's Bar, the Spa, and other areas
reflecting their real world counterparts (Figure 100).

Figure 100. Map.Net's 3D
cityscape view of the world wide
web: individual websites are
represented by different buildings.
The large skyscrapers represent the
major search engines.
Source: Dodge and Kitchen

CyberGeography
http://www.cybergeography.org/adas/
atlas.html

When Mitchell describes the architects' and planners' ideal version of virtual space
and virtual geography (Figure 101 overleaf) , he believes that ''culturally resonant urban

settings, and local communities that hold special social meaning will increasingly reassert
their power". Mitchell also predicts the building of smaller, reprogrammable simulated
theme park rides (104- 05). Thus it can be seen that the video game parlour is a type
of cyber theme park, with its world of flickering screens, some with automobile bodies
in which the gamer drives around a simulated 3-D grand prix circuit in real time.
Mitchell accurately anticipated that computer space would become as valuable as real
estate, and that much human transaction would shift into cyberspace (107).
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Ken Musgrave's application Mojo World.
facilitates the sharing of complete virtual
worlds in space across the Internet and is a
fo rm of virtual space travel and planet
making, as participants build their own
complete planets for other travellers to
visit. Mojo World features a virtual
GPS (Global Positioning System) giving
co-ordinates of latitude and longitude for
each world (Musgrave).

4.4. The Map as a Virtual and
Symbolic Landscape
Bob Hughes (3) introduces the concept of
'Cyberia', the (computer's) landscape of

possibilities as the basis for his book on
multimedia design, Dust or Magic. It is
significant that he has chosen the fictional
location of Cyberia as a metaphor for the
process of interactive design and suggests that
. 1s
. d'1stmct
.
firom cyberspace (2 l) .
Cybena

Figure 101. Two city maps: Noll's Rome
and Apple's e•World.
Source: Mitchell 107

The Language of Topographic Maps (1974) provides a detailed description of
mapping, along with historical and ethnographic examples showing different ways of
representing territory, military and trading information. Biddle et al describe a

topographic map as ".. .a detailed description ofa portion ofthe earth's surface" and believe
that ".. .film and photography describe a place through visual means" and that in contrast,
the topographic map informs by ". .. meam ofother symbols called conventional signs

which represent selected, observable features ofthe landscape." (11-12) .
A road sign or town name is a potent symbol of a place in real space, hence the
map is a filtered form of political and tactical information (Biddle, Milne and Shortle

94-96). Dodge confirms this hypothesis with extensive references showing that maps
can never be wholly objective and never merely descriptive (75) . Real world
topographical mapping may or may not be relevant in creating virtual landscapes, but
it is used to envision cyber worlds, games and virtual environments, which in turn are
reflections of cyber community hierarchies, personalities and shared philosophies.
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The arbitrary adding of symbols to the
real landscape, and their virtual combined
representation, now blurs the boundaries
between the real and the virtual; symbols
and signs are placed in the real world just as
they are in the the virtual world. As an
example, a pylon and pipeline may exist in
the real world as well as in a simulated
hyperreal environment. The map with the

Figure 102. H . Rhodes, Virtual Port Kembla
Harbour, 2001. Map as territory.

symbols for the pylon and pipeline is

Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

draped on a wireframe generated from a
DEM and rendered in a 3D world, thus
facilitating the correct placement of
imported 3-D models of the pylon and
pipeline. So, we return to the Borges quote

"the Cartographers Guilds struck a Map of the
Empire whose size was that of the Empire,
and which coincided point for point with it"
(255) , were the map becomes the territory
and vice versa, and the virtual is
interchangeable with the real (Figure 102).

4.5. The Development of Interactive Spatial
Environments in Digital Games
The first graphical computer game

Spacewar! (Figure 103) was written in 1961
as a research project at MIT (Massachusetts
Institute ofTechnology) (Demaria 12-13)
and the first text game, appropriately
named Adventure became available in 1976.

Adventure was a game inspired by Lord of
the Rings and based on Gary Gygax's role-

Figure 103. Spacewar!the first interactive screen
based computer game.

playing game Dungeons and Dragons (1972). Source: Demaria 13
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The Lord of the Rings (Figure 104) with its maps and
landscapes, 3 inspired an interactive role-playing fantasy
board game Dungeons and Dragons. Roseanne Scone
refers co the face chat che programmers in the SCA
(Society for Creative Anachronism) community
(Figure 105) who played Dungeons and Dragons started
designing online versions of the game in 1970 even
before it was published (66-70). Stephenson in

Cryptonomicon also alludes co the participation of
computer programmers and gamers in the SCA

(Cryptonomicon 58-59, 81). Ideally suited co computer
representation, Dungeons and Dragons is a most
elaborate role-playing board game with intricate rules,

Figure 104. Part of Lord of the
Rings locality map.

complex fantasy locations, multi-level spaces and maps.

Source: J. R. R. Tolkein

All of these factors have had a profound influence on
che development of interactive computer games.
Hughes quotes Tracy Kidder's description
of a text screen in Adventure. "You are in a

maze of twisty little passages, all alike. You have
to find your way around this maze ifyou hope to
begin to master Adventure, because this one
contains the vending machine with the batteries
for your indispensable flashlight ... " (Kidder 84;

Figure 105. Changing persona at an SCA
(Society of Creative Anachronism) feast.

Hughes 47) (Figure 106).

Source: Rhodes, H. 2000

4.6. Navigation Structure and Multimedia Authoring Packages
The next stage in interactive navigational game design
was brought about by the advent of increasingly
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sophisticated authoring software packages, enabling
designers co easily create visually based games.

lnvut1ry

In 1985, Bill Appleton created one of the first
mulcimedia authoring applications, WorldBuilder for
the Macintosh, enabling adventure game developers co
incorporate simple graphics and animations along with
the text. Ac the same time Mark Cancer of MacroMind
(now MacroMedia) released Video Works, the

Figure 106. Caverns ofZen text
adventure game.
Source: MUGS {Macintosh Users
Group of Sydney) PD {Public
Domain software} on a CD, 1995
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predecessor to MacroMedia Director (Hughes 61-62). Bill Atkinson in 1987 produced,
a stackable database system called HyperCard (still available), which was bundled with
early Macintosh computers (Cotton and Oliver 34-35).
With HyperCard and WorldBuilder, graphics, text and sounds may be combined to
create multimedia products like graphical adventure games where gamers imagine their
position in geographical space, are offered textual choices of orientation, and prompted
to pick up objects such as keys which 'unlock' different areas (Dodge and Kitchin 11).
Available &om user groups via online bulletin boards or floppy disk, these games were
the precursors of sophisticated CD ROM productions e.g. Myst by Robin and Rand
Miller using HyperCard (Hughes 63). During the late 1980s, I reviewed a number of
this genre of game for MUGS (Macintosh Users Group of Sydney), and became
interested in these games' spatial and geographic attributes.
With HyperCard Brian Thomas produced an educational interactive, IfMonks Had

Macs,4

'a library ofinteractive essays, games~art and literature" located in a virtual

monastery: 'lis the cloister fountain gently splashes, relax to the unearthly beauty ofa

Gregorian chant and enjoy our library's view of the Columbia River Gorge ... Or browse,
on our 4-sided revolving bookcase, the library's four collections. "
Authoring packages invariably create a buffer between designer and programmer,
exemplifying yet another level of collaboration between the two professions, a
significant factor often overlooked (Heller and Drennan 51- 52) . The underlying
structure of a multimedia production depends to a considerable degree on the
authoring package: Macromedia Director is score based with a narrative time-line,
whereas the paradigm of HyperCard is rhizomatic being a card index system with more
flexibility regarding navigational choices, conversely Web HTML documents tend to
be page based. The rhizome is a botanical term describing the root structure of certain
plants e.g. ginger and most orchids, and has become an organic metaphor for a type of
mapping and interconnectivity where each point may join to any other to produce
spontaneous and apparently random interconnectivity as described by the French
theorists Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari (6 - 7) .
Many scenes in Legacy of Time (1998) (Figure 107 overleaf) and Myst III - Exile
(2001) contain truly immersive scenes providing 360° spherical views. (Kripalani;
Irish, Uhler and DeMarle) . I found the technology employed in these particular
products to be most successful in creating a real feeling of navigating through multiple
contiguous scenes. Apple Computer's QTVR (QuickTime Virtual Reality) 360° cubic
software gives uninterrupted views creating an impression of real time location, and
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orientation. The separate scenes generated
in QTVR can be arranged to form a
journey with rhizomatic nodal entry and
exit points, giving an impression of progress
when travelling forward or retracing steps. I
chose QTVR technology as the navigation
framework for Exploration Without

Boundaries as, unlike the linear score-like
navigation in Macromedia Director or the
tree structure of Hypercard, the Quicktime
nodal method of spatial navigation

Figure 107. Kripalani, Legacy of Time, 1998.
Himalayan scene.
Source: Kripalani, Legacy of Time CD ROM,
1998

lends itself to the rhizomatic
interconnected structure.

4.7. The Structure of the Exploration Without Boundaries Interactive CD ROM
Exploration Without Boundaries comprises two structures as described by the theorists
Deleuze and Guattari, the rhizome and the segment. The rhizome model is seen as
non-destructive, non-hierarchic and lateral, namely that its ramifications can lead to
other parts and types of communities (11). Segmentarity can be either circular or
linear: circular segmentarity may be depicted by ever wider disks or coronas denoting
territoriality based on overlapping divisions, while linear segmentarity is represented by
linear direction in space and time (208-09).
These types of structures are present in Exploration Without Boundaries, for instance
the lands are contained within a circular diagrammatic structure representing eras or
times. This was achieved by imbuing the regions with virtual directional attributes by
assigning them to the cardinal points of the compass. In the related diagram
(Figure 108 overleaf), each concentric circle is an era, and this represents circular
segmentarity. The branching structure of the rhizome is evident in the connectivity of
the lands through metaphoric location and temporality (de Cerceau 115). An example
of linear segmentarity in Exploration Without Boundaries is found in the structure of
the billboard scene entitled On the Road, with its linear (time based) metamovie, the
movie that provides access to all the other sixteen linear movies.
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Strudure of Exploration Without Boundaries

Figure 108. Diagram showing
segmented and rhiwme structures.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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4.8. Games and the Imagined Environment
Brenda Laurel proposes that computer
screen interfaces should be experienced as
theatre, exhorting software developers to
keep in mind the tenets of drama. The
computer operator now becomes a member
of an audience proceeding on an
imaginative journey with the help of visual
props, words, signs as well as machinery

Figure 109. Riven (Myst II}, 1997. Ride to the
gas island. "To make real what we imagine. "

(Figure 109). I see the virtual landscapes

Source: Miller and Miller,

that I create as neither photographic nor

Ages ofMyst, 1997 CD ROM

filmic, but more akin to stage sets as
described by Laurel, ready for something to happen that is implied, rather than acted
out. Laurel states:

'a piece ofcomputer software is a coUaborative exercise ofthe

imaginations of the creator(s) of the program and people who use it. "Laurel also states that
the computer is a comparatively recent manifestation of the desire to make real that
which we imagine, and most importantly, she exhorts us to think about the computer
and its applications ''not as a tool, but as a medium" (30) . Laurel's statements are
corroborated by Peter Anders (Ascott 132) who would most probably describe my
work as located in the VR domain, in that it is theatrical and conveys mystic and
philosophical connotations by the appearance and juxtaposition of objects
within the scenes.
It is in the imagination that the creation of alternate spaces begins, and this is vital
for certain genres of computer generated art as well as Land Art projects. This is no
more evident than in one of the most successful environmental computer games ever,
namely the Myst series that captivated audiences and became a best seller within
months. It was the fully immersive nature and almost photorealistic accuracy of the
images that enthralled the player, also the strange beauty of the pristine simulated 3-D
environments which provided exciting new virtual worlds that had been clearly and
significantly designed by artists (Carroll 69). Even though Bryce and Myst both entered
the software market in 1994 the developers of Myst did not make their virtual worlds in
a landscape imaging program, but rather applied photographic mattes for textures,
building the scenes in a proprietary modelling program Strata Studio, and later postprocessing them in Photoshop. Bryce therefore came to fulfil the need for a software
application that could create such immersive hyperrealistic virtual worlds.
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There are very few computer based digital games that actually focus on the
landscape and immersivity of virtual worlds - but for the notable exceptions of Myst,

Legacy of Time and Eve, the backdrops or environments do not seem to be of much
importance, being purely incidental to the action. The reasons for this have more to do
with the direction in which the culture of game play has proceeded, the imperatives of
an already saturated and targeted market, and a lack of appreciation and fostering of
imaginative aesthetically pleasing work since many products are instigated by investors
after quick financial returns (Pearce 234-38). Yet another reason is that many games
are rendered in real time, and even now with increased computing power available, the
final result is always visually less than satisfying.
A problem that does exist in the making of pre-rendered products, is that all the
possible outcomes of the game must be calculated and pre-programmed - as described
in the CD ROM video "The making ofMyst Exile III" (Irish, Uhler and DeMarle).
On the other hand, pre-rendering makes it possible to create 'weak' virtual worlds with
considerably less financial outlay, and produce environments that are even more
engaging and effective in their own way than those produced in 'strong' virtual reality,
and with less constraints.

4.9. Mapping Narratives in Virtual Environments
Celia Pearce describes graphical interactive games
as 'faux virtual reality ' where players know
'intuitively' what to do and how to interact in a
simulated 'narrative environment' (326).
However, it is more complex than this, because
the overriding impression of the experience is that
of journeying through place, and having a sense
of relative geographical position (Figure 110).
While reading a book this awareness of
orientation is not vital, because one can choose to
continue reading even if feeling lost, whereas in
multimedia productions that simulate place in

Figure 110. Map of Myst Island as a
navigational aid for a virtual journey.

space, it is definitely possible to get lost in the

Source: Barba

game .to the point of being unable to continue.
Playing these games involves constant map
making and it is common for game strategy
guides to include maps to help frustrated players
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work their way around the game. The original Myst
strategy guide contained a full colour poster sized map
of the virtual island (Barba and DeMaria), likewise the

Myst III Exile guide includes sketch maps for each
world (Barba 10) (Figure 111). This confirms that it is
often impossible to navigate through a game without
plotting position and mapping the conceptual space.
There is no global location map for Exploration

Without Boundaries showing the latitude and longitude

Figure 111. 3-D map of Etlanna
in Myst III Ecile.

of each region as the different terrains represent

Source: Barba 116

imaginary localised areas, therefore such a map would
not make any useful contribution. Each region is
named after its assigned compass bearing solely to
provide a conceptual idea of its relative position.
Although there is a non-intrusive proto-historical narrative present, Exploration

Without Boundaries focuses on the location rather than any interpersonal activity, and
is more like Myst where the narrative is subsidiary to the fantasy environments.
The salient similarity between these three works resides in the navigability of
fantasy environments.

4.10. Metaphors of Travel and Locality in Interactive Productions
In 1993, performance artist Peter Gabriel produced Explora in which the metaphor for
travel and experience is a suitcase. Players search for souvenir passes and keys to
reserved areas. Gabriel creates some impression of location by means of a walk through
the Real World Music Studios as well as by a diagrammatic map of a Womad Festival
concert (Gabriel, Explora: Peter Gabriel's Secret World). In Gabriel's sequel, Eve, the
metaphor of space and place is taken much further. (Eve) Rachael Armstrong describes

Eve as

'a parallel universe" and that "The p'4yer is disp/4ced into a fourth dimension in

the vastness ofcyberspace, linked to their immediate reality through the computer
interface. "and how Gabriel "... invites the p'4yer to rethink perspectives on human
re'4tionships and to imagine and build a new world from scratch. "The visual material
recalls an imagined utopia or paradise lost, and revisits the story of Adam and Eve as
the archetypal man and woman (46).
Gabriel's Eve is based on his own personal experiences and perceptions of his
environment, featuring comments and works by visual artists, Yayoi Kusama, Helen
Chadwick, Cathy de Monchaux and Nils Udo. The worlds are depicted as ages, or
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stages of western human development and endeavour (Figures 112-115).
These eras are:

Figure 112. Mud. the elemental or raw state of the untouched.
Source: Peter Gabriel, EVE CD ROM, 1996

Figure 113. The Garden: an idyllic place in the present world, with lush green
countryside, flower gardens, follies, topiary hedges and a stone church.
Source: Peter Gabriel, EVE CD ROM, 1996

•

Figure 114. Profit: a decaying and polluted industrial landscape set around
a decrepit nuclear power plant.
Source: Peter Gabriel, EVE CD ROM, 1996

Figure 115. Paradise or Art and Nature: a serene space embodying rebirth and renewal;
Nils Udo's flames, floating candles, plant sculptures and a young boy curled up asleep
in a nest floating in a stream, all combine to engender a transcendental atmosphere.
Real Land Art repurposed for a multimedia CD ROM.
Source: Peter Gabriel, EVE CD ROM, 1996
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Ruin: is an optional scene which is the apocalyptic outcome of a nuclear accident; a
devastated grey landscape of ash and smouldering fire, and Phoenix-like from the
ashes, a child and a tree appear and when they eventually merge, the tree is revitalised
and becomes a portal co the paradise world, possibly symbolising both renewal and
reconciliation with the natural environment.

Figure 116. Laurie Anderson, Puppet Motel, 1995.
Main screen, showing the infinite passage and portals.
Source: Anderson, L. Puppet Motel CD ROM

Laurie Anderson's Puppet Motel provides a visual discourse concerning time, space,
language and communication. The start-up screen reveals a 1950s style flashing neon
motel sign and as a distant coyote howls, the participant is invited to "sign in". A
striking visualisation of infinity follows, revealing two parallel red girders receding into
a dark endless tunnel (Figure 116). The panelled left wall moves forward relentlessly
with a series of icons, portals leading into rooms that reflect a theme or concept: the
phone booth, stage, aquarium, anechoic chamber etc. The right wall is an infinite grey
cloud plane or ocean. A cube with a graphic of a runner on one of its facets rotates on
the left girder: on the right girder, is seen a window frame with curtains blowing in the
breeze. Between the girders a vertical row of smaller icons, duplicates of those on the
wall, appear out of the darkness below and fade upwards. At the base of the girders,
two timepiece dials slowly revolve in contrary motion as a computer generated voice
states: "This is the time, and this is the record of the time. "
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The rooms (Figure 117), whose entry is
via the icons, contain spoken thoughts,
written text and images full of symbolic
meaning yet there is no representational
geographic space, just memories of location,
travel and time. Within the rooms are
'wormholes', represented by power points,
portals to other rooms.

Figure 117. Laurie Anderson, Puppet Motel
1995. Hotd bedroom scene.
Source: Anderson, L. Puppet Motel 1995

CD ROM

Figure 118. H. Rhodes, North-east Prim4Val Era panorama
from Expl.oration Without Boundaries, 2002.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

4.11 . Acomparison Between the Environments in Exploration Without Boundaries,
Eve and Puppet Motel
Even though they are both extremely different pieces, Exploration Without Boundaries
comes closest to Eve in many of the philosophical aspects. They both contain a
narrative of the environment over time and both are concerned with destruction and
the abuse of energy. However, there are a number of important differences between the
two works: firstly Eve is set in a smaller site, in a virtual area not more than a few
square kilometres, whereas Exploration Without Boundaries is set in vast, mainly
inhospitable and desolate terrains (Figure 118). Eve is created with photographic
material rather than with 3-D models and terrains, thus in most of it there is no real
sense of depth and space.

Eve is mostly concerned with people, their philosophies, attitudes and relationships,
whereas Exploration Without Boundaries is so impersonal and remote that some viewers
feel alienated, very much alone in these dominating landscapes, as if a voyeur in
strange, somewhat hostile and sublime worlds. Eve is a sociable environment, in which
real people meet, discussions take place and co-operation is implied, interactivity
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forming a major part of the work. By contrast, Exploration Without Boundaries is more
of a meditation, a consideration of environment, with abstruse and remote symbolism,
relying on memory of place, space and objects. It is sparse and spare, relatively simple
in its interactivity, but complex and multilayered in its content.
Finally it is interesting to note the sense of scale in Exploration Without Boundaries,

Eve and Puppet Motel: Exploration Without Boundaries is almost without bounds and
the lands appear to be immense, Eve is contained in a localised area that appears to
have boundaries, and Puppet Motel is set in a rather enclosed space, infinity being
represented by an endless tunnel and the different locations contained in rooms with
very little reference to an outside world. However, one similarity Puppet Motel has with

Exploration Without Boundaries is the inclusion of key objects or talismans that also
become metaphoric symbols that also serve as navigational nodes.

4.12. Simulated Space and Place
There are concerns about the blurring of boundaries between the real and the virtual.
Our memories are suffused with recollections of vicarious experiences through the
visual media. Everything then tends to become a represented world, a future or retro
world where architecture no longer represents geographic space but simulated place;
what was real is now only a shadow of the real (Dodge and Kitchin 21) reinforcing
Baudrillard's concepts of the simulated and inauthentic (Baudrillard 12).
Lucy Lippard poignantly describes how even a visit to a national park can become
suffused with simulacra and second-hand experience by way of photography, the scenic
viewpoint, visitor centre information and interpretation. "Hyperreality, someone said, is

when constructs become places." Lippard describes how some national parks now appear
to resemble television shows with static displays of scenery and dioramas, and now it
seems the only way tourists can see and remember the locations visited is with visual
aids. The irony is that although photography has opened up these experiences of exotic
places, the ever-increasing availability of these photographic records creates the situation
where people may choose to avoid the very experiences they initially sought (136).
The virtual reconstruction of real space is represented in the Exploration Without

Boundaries billboard scene, the billboards themselves representing ironic constructs of
the different locations. As in the real world, billboards encountered on the open road
advertise places such as resorts or real estate rather than products, hence their function
as navigational portals to the scenic movies in Exploration Without Boundaries.
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4.13. Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated the importance of mapping in digital games and
environments. It is the map, the symbol, the real and the virtual that forms the basis
for Exploration Without Boundaries in that all the information is a simulation of real
space. It is a self-reflexive work, and the virtual objects in turn quote their reality.
Topographic maps and 3-D spatial representation of information on screen, all play
an important role in navigational gaming, and also provide a useful way of
conceptualising information. In addition, authoring software has a profound effect on
structure and narrative.

Exploration Without Boundaries certainly comes within the genre of adventure
evironment multimedia projects like Myst, Eve, Puppet Motel and Legacy of Time, all
invoking scrollable panoramic scenes, giving a very definite sense of geographical place.
Conceptually, Exploration Without Boundaries bears greatest similarity to Eve in its
concern for the degradation of the environment over time.
Since the major parameters in traditional cartography, namely direction, scale and
distance, all underpin the construction of virtual landscape, there is a strong
relationship between navigating in the real world and the simulated world. Likewise,
the simulated tour through theme park and museum-like environments parallels the
act of navigating through immersive worlds in cyberspace.

In the next chapter I discuss the experiential aspects of Exploration Without

Boundaries in an autobiographical context, and how colonial and some post-colonial
reflections have played an important part in its visualisation and conception.

Endnotes
1.

Cyber, computer mediated originating from the Greek, Kubernetes: the scientific study of those
methods of control and communication which are common to living organisms and machines,
especially as applied to the analysis of the operations of machines such as computers.
[Greek kybernetes helmsman+ -ICS] .

2.

Neal Stephenson, Snow Crash (London: Roe (Penguin Group), 1992).

3.

J. R. R. Tolkien, The Lord ofthe Ring.r (London: Allen and Unwin,
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Chapter S
Exploration: Toward the Unknown Region
In the previous chapters, I have provided technical, historical and contextual
information relevant to Exploration Without Bounda.ries. In this chapter, I describe the
aesthetic of Exploration Without Bounda.ries which can be regarded as a virtual
travelogue illustrating my concern with ecology, and reflections of my experiences as a
migrant living in the British Commonwealth.
This chapter analyses the way
romantic adventure has informed

Exploration Without Bounda.ries
whose images are consciously
influenced by illustrations from the
colonial period of exploration, and
also by scenes from travelogues and
film featuring landscapes
incorporating geological formations
and meteorological phenomena

Figure 119. John Ross, A &markab/.e Iceberg, from
Voyage ofDiscovery, 1819, pl. 58.
Source: Stafford 81

that intersect the real and the
imaginary (Figure 119).
The act of exploration reflects a state of mind; it is an adventure to discover and
reveal the unknown, and it is important to realise that any pleasure derived from this
process seems to be dependent on a cultural predisposition.
This chapter is also autobiographical and relates my perceptions of travel
and landscape and how some of these experiences have informed

Exploration Without Bounda.ries.

5.1. The Sublime Landscape
The philosopher Alain de Botton states that
the word sublime had originated in a treatise
by the Greek, Longinus (A.O. 200) which
was translated into English in 17 12 (165).
De Botton describes the sublime in nature

to the Sinai in terms of immensity, danger

Figure 120. Albert Bierstadt,
The Rocky Mountains, 1863, oil on canvas,
183cm x 306cm. A sublime and romantic
landscape.

and emptiness, and interrogates the

Source: Kastner 24

(Figure 120) as experienced during his visit
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Figure 121. Two drawings by Ruskin and a Turner vignette (bottom right),
How to look at mountains c. 1840-50.
Source: Hewison pl. 7 - 10

transcendental experience of this
environment, quoting references by the
painter Cole, and the poets Addison,
Emerson and Grey (169) .
The type of experience of the sublime in
landscape as outlined by De Botton, is also
described by Yi-fu Tuan in his essay, Desert

and ice: ambivalent aesthetics, in which he
suggests that this sense of the sublime

''overcomes the distinction between selfand
others. "He compares the experiences and
desires of the desert explorers with those
who explore the icy wastes of the Polar

Figure 122. Berann (1915-1999) , Panorama of
Yellowstone National Park. Berann was a
panorama artist for the US National Park
Service. Berann may not only have exaggerated
perspective for aesthetic reasons, but to give the
impression of a more realistic sense of scale.
Source:

http://www. nps. gov/cartolsilvrettalberann/
index.html

Regions, noting individual characteristics of particular explorers such as T.E. Lawrence
who wished to deny the sensuous through privation. Interestingly, Tuan suggests that it
is polar exploration that is the most dangerous and formidable, and that many of the
explorers of these barren and lifeless regions "probably have an unrecognised desire for

death" (Kemal and Gaskell 139-55).
I conveyed a feeling of danger and waste in the imaginary landscapes of Exploration

Without Boundaries by the appearance of immense scale, emptiness and desolation.
The vistas in Exploration Without Boundaries could be categorised as romantic and
sublime in that they recall works of Bierstadt (Figure 120), Ruskin, Turner
(Figure 121), and the meticulously detailed panoramic maps by Berann (Figure 122).
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Figure 123. Heck, Forms ofCwuds. A storm at sea.
Note the stylised lighning flash, totally fanciful and inaccurate.
Source: Heck 46, pl. 25

Jay Appleton, a prolific writer on the symbolic aspects of landscape (121) postulates
that landscape is a stage set on which all human activity is performed, and he provides
a detailed background to the aesthetics of landscape with reference to an enquiry into
the idea of the sublime, as delineated by Burke (27-29). From his findings, Appleton
tabulates aspects of imagery and symbolism in landscapes, and by defining features like
hazards and refuges, and considering different characteristics like form, texture,
lighting, scale and effect on travel, he evolves a set of descriptors that could be
regarded as the constituents of archetypical sublime and romantic landscapes
(Figure 123).
I agree with William Mitchell (15,16) who maintains that Appleton, by privileging
the viewpoint of the predatory Hobbesian Natural Man, thereby excludes females,
tourists, nomads or farmers in his framework. Thus Appleton reinforces the
stereotypical idea of the lone male explorer. 1 There is an ironic commentary in

Exploration Without Boundaries in that the presence of objects lying around in the
colonised landscapes, namely pith helmet,
sextant, telescope etc. poses questions as to
who may have possessed these objects.

5.2. Colonial Romanticisation of Travel
Colonial illustrations of sublime vistas and
landscapes with their exaggerated panoramic
perspectives and monumental precipices

During the colonial expansionist era, travel

Figure 124. Heck, Primitive forest ofBrazil
Rainforest scene with armed explorer and
indigenous inhabitants. The power play of
colonisation is evident in this illustration.

became romanticised in writings and

Source: Heck 72, pl. 51

project a sense of massiveness and grandeur.
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illustrations characterised by the exotic, the oriental, the 'noble savage' of Rousseau
{Figure 124) and the unimaginable terrors of the jungles. Joseph Conrad in Heart of

Darkness ( 1917) describes his childhood desire to penetrate the unknown, pointing to
a blank area on a map and dreaming of expeditions through uncharted regions, and
regretting that by the time he had reached adulthood, the maps showed hardly any
more unexplored territory. Conrad's journeys were made during the late 1800s (21).
Mary-Louise Pratt describes the 'monarch-of-all-I-survey' genre of writing as a

"brand of verbal painting" for the enlightenment of the public at 'home' so that readers
might vicariously experience distant regions. Pratt's analysis notes the exaggerated
sublime in Richard Burton's descriptions in his Lake Regiom of Central Africa and its
accompanying detailed pictorial landscapes (263-65) . In the same way, adventurers
saw themselves as conquerors of mountains and colonisers of valleys and plains, often
leaving behind graffiti of an engraved name and date, or a surveyor's datum mark
and plaque.

Figure 125. Thomas and William Daniell, Giants Causeway, from Animated Nature,
1807-1812. Newberry Library. This illustration of a well-known rock formation in Ireland
demonstrates Stafford's reference to the two major modes of topographic representation,
namely meticulous foreground detail and panoramic rendering of the scene.
Source: Stafford 76

William Mitchell {10) also examines landscape illustration in its depiction of the
power hierarchies of the colonised and the colonisers. Mitchell cites landscape as being

"the dreamwork ofimperialism" and describes the need to ''certificate the Real" by the
attempt to suppress the aesthetic in scientific and topographic illustration, but the
colonial aesthetic is never entirely neutralised, being fundamental to the culture. The
aesthetic described by Mitchell is present to some degree in Exploration Without

Boundaries, a project that also reflects the colonial experience from the viewpoint of
the colonisers.
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Barbara Stafford describes the historical development of the meticulously detailed
illustration by the colonial artists with examples of landscape found in travel accounts
and logs of explorers. Stafford outlines the developments in pictorial topography
during and after the Renaissance, which were later incorporated in 'sumptuously

illustrated travel books published in the wake ofscientific voyages.' Stafford delineates two
major modes of topographical representation: firstly, the wide panorama, and secondly
the meticulous recording of foreground detail in an attempt to portray the location as
realistically as possible (16-17) (Figure 125). Some of these illustrations were useful as
reference for the composition of the scenes in Exploration Without Bounda,ries.

S.3. Influence of Colonial Illustration
In 1850 the Iconographic Encyclopaedia ofScience, Literature and Art was first
published, a compendium of detailed illustrations derived from the Bilderatlas by
Brockhaus, it was an important teaching aid to enlighten the middle class educated
'gentleman'. The Bilderatlas was later translated into English and published in 1879 as
the Complete Encyclopaedia ofIllustration. It is interesting to note that the initial
publication of this work coincided with the early period of development of
photography (Heck ix).
In the section Natural Sciences (Heck) and in particular the plates depicting aspects
of meteorology and geology, there are drawings of landscapes of immense scale,
dwarfing any person included in the scene. In addition, the representations of cloud
and rock formations have a surreal and dreamlike quality, intended to strike awe in the
viewer. These detailed engravings most probably would have been derived from in situ
sketches, similar to those found in Charles Doughty's Arabia Deserta (1888)
(Figure 126), yet Doughty's clear, concise factual sketches do not evoke any such
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Figure 126. Charles Doughty, Encampment of the Billi Aarab.
Scene with bedouin tents and geological formations as backdrop.
Source: Doughty VI 433
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sensibility, unlike his writings that dwell on the 'exotic' and 'outlandish' ". .. where the

sun coming up showed the singular landscape ofthis valley-plain, encompassed with mighty
sand-rock precipices (which here resemble ranges of city walls, fantastic towers and castle
builaings,) and upon them light high shouldering sand drifts" (121-23).
During my childhood in South Africa I
would assiduously read a 1900 edition of

Arthur Mee's Chilarens' Encyclopaedia and was
fascinated by its plates of unusual and fantastic
weather phenomena and would dream of the
day that I might see the 'rare triple rainbow,'
(Figure 127) 'halos of the sun,' and 'shadows
of people cast on clouds at dusk.' These plates
most probably were adaptations of the earlier
Heck engravings. These images would haunt

Figure 127. The rare triple rainbow. This

fanciful formation is not correct according to
contemporary meteorological sources.
Heck 47, pl. 26

me as they had a surreal quality and appeared unnatural, like the electrical storms
generated by an atomic blast. This morbid fascination with the extrema of
meteorology was fed by the displays of frightening convectional storms forming over
Johannesburg with clockwork regularity every summer afternoon. Some of these
meteorological conditions are also visible in Exploration Without Boundaries.

5.4. Romantic Travellers in the Landscape
Wilfred Thesiger and Charles Doughty can be regarded
as stereotypical romantic 'gentlemen' explorers, each of
whom left a legacy of interesting pictorial records of
their travels. Thesiger is well known for high-quality
landscape photography (Figure 128) and Doughty for
elegant and simple drawings of geographic features.
Although there have been numerous women explorers:
Freya Stark, Gertrude Bell and Elspeth Huxley to name
but a few, they provide mainly written documentation of
their travels with some record photography.
Like that of the early explorer-artists, the travel
photographer's work also reflects the influence of

Figure 128. Wilfred Thesiger,

A sense ofcomposition. A vaiky in
acculturation; some travellers depict romantic, seemingly Hunza, Northern Pakistan.
c
Source: Thesiger, Visions ofa
unpopulated landscapes, whi1e others, ror instance
Nomad 62

German film director Leni Riefenstahl's almost
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voyeuristic photographs are scenes in which people are the principle subject matter.
Wilfred Thesiger, born in Ethiopia (Abyssinia) (1910) , is particularly interesting in
that his work spans from the height of colonialism to the late 1980s. When Thesiger
returned to England for his schooling, his experiences in Ethiopia gave rise to a
longing to ''spend his life among unadministered tribes in unknown lands. "Thesiger was
later invited back to Ethiopia in 1930 for Haile Selassie's coronation, after which he
spent a month on his own "hunting big game among the murderous Danakil tribes. "
Thesiger is well known for his copiously photographed documentaries of remote,
inhospitable places, yet he states that he had never originally set out to publish his
photographic records but regarded them merely as a by-product of his travels. Thesiger
maintains that although he photographed many scenic vistas, he found the local
people to be the most interesting of all subjects (Thesiger, Visions ofa Nomad 7- 8).
Thesiger's photographs insofar as lighting, scale and balance are concerned,
demonstrate his intrinsic ability to compose a dramatic and often sublime view.
Thesiger is both empathetic and accepting of the people among whom he lived, not
unlike the Victorian explorer, Charles Doughty. Thesiger writes with foreboding and
regret concerning the negative impact of mass media, technology, motor
transport and air travel on these civilisations, suggesting that the only future
geographic exploration ''must be in outer space or in the ocean depths"
(Wilfred Thesiger: The Life ofMy Choice 443).
After the First World War, the world
appeared to shrink in time and space, as
exploration became an obtainable dream for
the middle classes. Rail, air and sea voyages
were increasingly popular, helped by the
automobile and the added interconnectivity
of telephony and telegraphy. Countries that
had been remote were now within
conceivable reach and tourists journeyed
further afield than ever before. The Swiss

Figure 129 This postcard depicting the Alpine
resort of Schmittenhohe was sent by an English
tourist. The writer indicates that postcard
sending was a particularly British pastime: ' / am

Alps were depicted in scenes on innumerable well and enjoying myselfand follow the fashion,
you see, in sending Ansichkarte.' {view cards).

confectionary tins and boxes, and exotic

Source: Phillips 34, OOh.

landscapes and foreign cultures with often
unflattering 'humorous' comments were
printed on postcards (Figure 129) .
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Explorers and conquerors have always brought back spoils of travel and war,
similarly tourists purchase trinkets and bric-a-brac as well as valuable heirlooms from
the colonies, where the indigenes sell their artefacts to survive in imperial economies.
Like Lippard, Mitchell sees landscape as something that has become commodified,
packaged and reproduced in a fetishistic manner, like a tea dispenser with a scene and
name on the handle. These fetish objects could also be categorised within Jean
Baudrillard's first order of simulacra (121). Mass production ad nauseam of these
images as objects of sentimentality eventually lead most of these scene genres to
become categorised as kitsch. The tourist's gaze is also satirised in the road movie
in Exploration Without Boundaries, each billboard illustrating a different take
on each region.
As Thesiger correctly observed, explorative journeys

both virtual and real, now take place by other means.
Narratives of the colonisation of a utopian alternate world
are centuries old, whether they are set in a fictitious,
idealised paradise on earth, or imagined locations in outer
space. Cyrano de Bergerac's The Comical History of the

States and Empires of the Worlds ofthe Moon and Suns
(1687) is an early tale of space exploration (Schaer 47,
138) with flying machines and rockets that he envisaged
long before their actual physical invention (Rottensteiner
31 ,181). As far as we know, the earliest form of aerial
travel was by hot-air balloon, as seen in many of the
fanciful period illustrations. An illustration showing a
balloon aeronaut's view (Figure 130) provides an early
glimpse into the future possibilities of space travel;
presumably this would have been one of the earliest
pictorial records of floating free above a landscape

Figure 130. Thomas Baldwin,
A Ba&on Prospect From Above
the Cwuds from Airopaidia,
1976. Smithsonion Institution.
The view is almost map-like,
looking straight down on the
terrain, actually rather difficult
to do when aloft in a balloon.
Source: Stafford 149

(Stafford 22, 149) . The art and science of virtual realism
in film and now the digital genre enable the creation of
interactive mythic worlds with great realism.

S.S. Panoramic Landscape in Film as Virtual Reality
P. Adams Sitney (Kemal and Gaskell 103- 25) is concerned with the sentimentalisation
of the sublime in landscape, citing 'lavish' films by David Lean, and suggests that the
techniques of filming landscapes are similar to that of photography but with the
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Figure 131. Bertrand, Wadi Rumm. Wadi Rumm featured in many of
the more spectacular scenes in the film Lawrence ofArabia. This
aerial view rather diminishes the impact of the rock formation.
Source: Bertrand 15/03

important difference of time; this temporality is controlled by the cinematographer
even in landscapes that do not contain any moving life.
Cinematic travelogues and explorer/adventure tales almost invariably feature
dramatic landscapes. The film Hima/,aya (2001) filmed in the Dolpo region in Nepal
by Eric Valli (1952-) a French National Geographic photographer, pictorially conveys
the magnificence and dangers of conditions on the 'roof of the world' as well as the
travails of the local tribes. Dersu Usa/,a (1975), a no less spectacular film set in a wider
and flatter landscape by the Japanese director Akira Kurosawa (1910-1998) considered
the relations between Dersu Usala the indigenous tribesman, and a number of Russian
surveyors in the Siberian Taiga around 1910. David Lean (1908-1991) produced

Lawrence ofArabia (1962) which is perhaps the most well known film of this genre,
with the wide screen most effective in dramatising the seemingly endless desert, the
spectacular rock formations of Wadi Rumm (Figure 131) and an almost surreal shot of
a sand devil spiralling ever upwards in a
clear blue sky.
The wide landscapes and road trips in

Exploration Without Boundaries have also
been influenced by the film genre known as
the 'road movie'. Important examples of
this genre are Zabriskie Point (1968) by
M. Antonioni and Easy Rider (1969) by

Figure 132. Scene from Denis Hopper's
Easy Rider, 1969. A classic 'road movie' of
existential travel.

D . Hopper (Figure 132), and most notably

Source: Kastner 191
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by the unpopulated 'prim.Eva!' vistas in the opening scenes of 2001 A Space Odyssey
(1968) by Stanley Kubrick (1928-1999) with its infinity scene anticipating
computer graphics.

5.6. On the Road: Movie and Motel
Literary Trips (Brooks) is a distillation of
packaged nostalgia being a travel guide
written for those who wish to make
pilgrimages in the footsteps of various
important author travellers. The reader is
encouraged to visit places frequented by
well-known authors e.g. T. E. Lawrence
and D. H. Lawrence, including the cafe
'hang-outs' of the two American 'beat
generation' authors Ginsberg and Kerouac

Figure 133. H. Rhodes, On The Road scene
in the Era ofPower (south-west) ,
Exploration Without Boundaries, 2002.

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

who made long overland journeys in their
existential quest for freedom. The seminal
novel On The Road (Kerouac) describes
their trips and inspired the next generation
of like-minded beatniks (and later, hippies)
who wished to escape conformity in
exchange for a life of poverty and
relative freedom.
In the 1970s, this lifestyle was
romanticised in a popular genre of film

Figure 134. Edward Hopper, Gas 1940,
66.7cm x 102.2 cm.
The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
Source: http:l/www.nmaa.si.edu/collectioml

exhibits/hopper/art.html

known as 'road movies', including Stone, Four Lane Blacktop, The Graduate, Easy Rider
and later, the film version of Nabokov's Lolita. These films so captivated the public
imagination that subsequently, long-range bus trips became extremely popular.
There is a parody of the typical 'road movie' in the billboard scene in Exploration

Without Boundaries with its dead end road leading nowhere. One billboard advertises
the probably defunct Cactus Motel also quoting Joni Mitchell's song Amelia in which
she sings of driving across the burning desert (Figure 133). The derelict petrol bowser
is reminiscent of an Edward Hopper painting (Figure 134). Many scenes in

Exploration Without Boundaries are references to my own travel experiences, conflated
with my vicarious filmic memories of travel, and dream sequences where real
places merge.
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S.7. FUm And Virtual Reality, a Comparison
When comparing film and virtual reality,
James Monaco states that the early movie
travelogues provided virtual journeys for
homebound would-be travellers and
continually aimed at enhancing realism by
improving technology as seen with the
"The biggest new entertainment event of the year." - LIFE

introduction of wider screens, 3-0
stereoscopic movies, Cinerama (1953)
(Figure 135) and currently, the lmax theatres.
Monaco, like many other writers on fully

Figure 135. Cinerama audience, 1954. "... the
same shock effect . . . as pioneer films fifty years
before of trains coming into stations etc. "

Source: Phillips 249, 54a

immersive virtual reality, states with conviction
that it is 'the electronic superdrug. ' Monaco describes Apple's QTVR interactive panoramic
scenes as 'stillies' rather than movies, as they ''create place, rather than narrative . . . replace

rhythm with atmosphere and character with environment" (543-48).
What Monaco does not address is the impression of narrative given by the linking
of a series of nodal QTVR movies; otherwise, there could never be any sense of
narrative in Myst or any similar interactive genre.

S.8. ATraveller's Autobiography
Like many of the British colonial travellers, I found travel to be cathartic because I
became immersed in the experience of place, taking me out of mysel£ My life reads as
a travelogue punctuated by periods of restlessness and stasis. Emigration and
immigration have always been counterpoint in my life -

the need to leave a place of

settlement and experience a change of environment. Perhaps one reason for this is that
I am the grandchild of immigrants from central Europe, and perhaps have inherited
the notion that fleeing from places of persecution and oppression is a way of survival,
and that to leave a place of stagnation or turmoil could pave the way for a new life,
new views and experiences.
With this background, I had a natural wish to
travel to other places and explore new horizons.
My very first experience of travel was at the age

Figure 136. Lockheed L049 Constellation

of four, when my family immigrated to South

at Heathrow in first BOAC livery
Heathrow 1946. The aircraft in which I

Africa on a British Airways Constellation

first experienced flight.

(Figure 136). Not far out of London Airport, I

Source: Ward, S. Airline History

had exclaimed: "Mummy, look, maps!" after

560.htm

http://airlines.afriqonline.com/airlinesl
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looking out of the window and seeing the neatly marked English countryside beneath.
Yi-Fu Tuan cites the ability of children at a relatively young age to read aerial
photographs as well as being able to extrapolate such nuances of scale, distance and
perspective from diagrams. Tuan suggests that this may be the outcome of seeing
related material on television, film or in books and magazines (Topophilia: A Study of

Environmental Perception, Atti.tudes, and Values 26-27).
This idea of moving from country to country, not as a tourist or traveller, but as a
transient settler, oxymoronic though that might seem, was common in my family.
Because of this, I never really felt part of any one country, or had any particular
patriotic feeling or rooted attachment to place. I was mindful of my 'foreign' origins,
and it may seem ironic that my parents, cockney artisans from the East End of
London with middle-class pretensions, always wished to give the impression of being
'more British than the British.'

S.8.1. Uving in South Africa During the 19SOs and 1960s
There is no doubt that the Colonial period has influenced my life. Having lived in
South Africa, Australia and New Zealand, the colonising influence was inescapable as
evident in my regard for the landscape. While living in South Africa, a country deeply
influenced by colonisation over a very long time, I was impressed by the wide vistas of
the veldt, the rolling hills of Colenso and Ladysmith, the Valley of a Thousand Hills
(KwaZulu), the wooded hills near Pietermaritzburg and the subtropical jungles of
Natal. I would envisage traversing endless distances through these places, somehow
without going thirsty or hungry in this lonely and beautiful land still strange to me,
always the peregrine. The identity card issued to me on my sixteenth birthday by
the South African Apartheid regime defined me as 'Alien, Citizen of the UK
and Colonies'.
Johannesburg as I remember it, a dry and
dusty city (Figure 137) with cosmopolitan
pretensions, originated as a colonial Victorian
mining town. Built on a plateau over a gold reef,
it was dotted with monuments to mining, waste
dumps which resembled giant stepped mastabas
or sand dunes, and pitheads with their great
turning wheels looming like black titans. During
the 1960s, the 'Top Star' drive-in theatre was
built on one of the highest mine dumps and soon

Figure 137. H. Rhodes. Dusty, dry
Johannesburg in winter, 1971. The view
from the Post Office tower.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002
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became a favourite venue for amorous teenagers. Nothing was more spectacular than
to see Johannesburg from this vantage point and experience one of the terrifying
convectional lightning storms so characteristic of this inland escarpment, about
1000 kilometres inland and 2000 metres above sea level.
South African artist Clive van den Berg
(b. 1956) made a site-specific installation
for the 1995 Johannesburg Biennale
consisting of coal-fired braziers arranged in
lines to form images on the slopes of mine
dumps throughout the city (Figure 138).
Van den Berg believed that the dumps
remain one of the most charged signs of the
'avarice' of Johannesburg stating that:

"They are manifestations ofhistory,
although unrecognised as such. It's
incredible how naturalised they've become.
People see them as geography rather than as
manmade things which have been piled up
as the result of labour. I wanted to make
people look at them again and to recognise
that they were our past. It really troubled

Figure 138. Clive van den Berg, Mine Dump
Project for Johannesburg Biennak 1995.
The greenish sky at dusk is common in
Johannesburg.
Source: CAMA, Contemporary African Music
and Arts Archive, University of Cape Town.
http:llwww.cama.org.za!CAMA/countries/
southafr!Makerslcvdberg!HTMU

me that they were disappearing, that the mining companies were reprocessing them. I
may be cynical ... reading other reasons into their disappearance ... such as making the
environment an innocuous ahistorical place ... it disturbed me that we were going to be

left with a city which had no markers to why it had started" (Van den Berg).
We lived for many years in a pre-war Art Deco maisonette that had a large balcony
with a 50km view to the horizon, from which could be seen the lines of flames of the
winter veldt fires burning the long dry grass to form fire breaks, also the spectacular
storms, and an infinity of stars.

As a child, travelling was something that I enjoyed most of all; in South Africa like
Australia, distances were vast between towns. Once a year we would drive down to
Durban on the Natal coast which in its lushness was a tropical paradise with endless
green hills and ocean, tracts of jungle, sugar and banana plantations, and baboons
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running across the road. The place was all the more
exciting for its Indian Market, vibrant colours of
curries, trinkets and fabrics, beaded Zulu dancers
and the old steam trains (Figure 139).
The River Gardens Hotel at Amanzintoti, 'place
of sweet water' was straight out of Conrad's Heart
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ofDarkness, but unfortunately the insects distressed
my mother sufficiently that she cancelled the hotel
booking along with my eagerly anticipated adventure Figure 139. H. Rhodes, Main road to
· th
· · c d b
· al ·
1 ,vr 1 ft Maseru, Lesotho, 1971. On the road in
m e mosqutto mreste su -tropic Junge. we e
Southern Africa.
the next day for Scottborough, a much more sedate

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

(read 'civilized') English style coastal village, with
lighthouse and miniature railway, a train spotters'
paradise as the main coastal railway and station were
visible from our hotel window, steam trains often
passing loaded with raw sugar cane and treacle.
Living in South Africa during the Apartheid years
sufficiently alienated me both socially and later
politically that I spent most of my childhood quite
alone, rather as a detached observer of my
surroundings, quite removed from the social
interaction of peers. The native Bantu Africans who
were everywhere were considered almost invisible by
the ruling European minority, even though they
provided the infrastructure, forming the labour base
for South African white society. It was during my
childhood that the Sharpeville massacres occurred,
and there was talk in the family of going back
to England.
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Figure 140. Morocco, Ouaouzagour in the Draa Valley.
Source: Dominique, A Lovely World
http:llwww.alovelyworld.com/webmaroclhtmflmar29.htm

S.8.2. Overland Trips
My next series of travels began at the end of
1968 after living for a while in Cambridge,
England during the height of the
counterculture and alternative movements. In
March 1969, I journeyed to Morocco, where
I spent a month travelling around the country
from Tangier through the High Atlas, to
Marrakech, making side trips through the Ziz
Gorge to Zagora, as well as Safi and Agadir

Figure 141. T he castellated kasbah of Ourzazate.

on the West coast. It was a time indelibly

Source: Dominique, A Lovely World
http://www.alovelyworld. com/webmaroclhtmfr/
mar58.htm

etched in my memory, although sadly,
I have no personal photographic record of it
(Figure 140). Walking at night along the
castellated mud ramparts of the walled city
Ouarzazate (Figure 141) was something I
shall never forget. I can still see the villages
along the Draa gorge, winding roads in the
High Atlas (Figure 142) and hear the quiet
coastal sounds. Fortunately, I have managed
to obtain images from the following

Figure 142. Touflia,t.

websites, which give witness to some of

Source: Dominique, A Lovely World
h ttp:llwww.alovelyworld.comlwebmaroc/
htmfi·hnar66.htm

these places (Dominique).
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An unfamiliar and imposing landscape may
affect different travellers in different ways. While
journeying in relative comfort through the High
Adas, Ziz Gorge and the Sahara desert in
Morocco, I experienced being struck by the
overpowering scale and grandeur of the landscape,
the vast distances and space, contributing to a
sense of immense freedom and release. Yi-Fu Tuan
explains this sensation when he suggests that:

Figure 143. H. Rhodes, Syrian desert,
1973.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

"Freedom implies space, creating the power to act
and move, in contrast with the situation experienced

by a young child, a bedridden person or a prisoner".
Tuan also demonstrates that this feeling of
freedom is experienced differently depending on
various cultural backgrounds. As examples of this,
Tuan includes Tolstoy's description of how the
Russian peasants had regarded the vast grass plains
with fearful despair and oppression, whereas in
contrast, the pioneering Americans driving
towards the west saw the plains as an attractive
and beckoning environment (Space and Place: The

Perspective ofExperience 52- 57).

5.9. Catharsis of Travel
One aspect of travel as catharsis is the experience

Figure 144. T. Rhodes, Hilary
bJoking down on The Kabul Gorge,
Afghanistan, 1971.

of fleeting glimpses of the landscape as it escapes

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

the periphery of vision: perhaps my pleasure
comes from seeing the ever-changing vistas
continually being renewed. Also when on the
road, I always look out of the window and
imagine climbing up that hill, flying out and over
that cliff edge, or soaring like an eagle over that
bush or rainforest. It is the vantage points, the
high escarpment and endless plains (Figures 143
and 144), the desert or the African veldt that
always engendered in me that feeling of release.
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Figure 145. H. Rhodes,
Hunter Valley Balloon Trip,
1984 (note balloon shadow) .
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

Like many colonial immigrants and
travellers, I no longer wished to return to the
miniature landscapes and the dark, close
northern weather of Great Britain, where fog
can descend unexpectedly. This response seems
to be characteristic of some well-known
explorers; Gertrude Bell, Freya Stark,
T. E. Lawrence and Wilfred Thesiger.
I also find air travel singularly
claustrophobic if not threatening, as it entails
Figure 146. T. Rhodes, Hilary on deck,

the total relinquishing of control of the process. Pendennis Castle, 1971. En route from
I would much rather be standing in the exposed Cape Town to Southhampton on the
Union Castle Line.

basket of a hot-air balloon in touch with the

Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

elements (Figure 145), touching the clouds and
the tops of trees, walking free on the deck of a
ship (Figure 146), or looking out of an open
vehicle window (Figure 147).
For me the purpose of the journey was not
arrival, but the constantly changing landscape,
my place in space, ever morphing. Later in
1973, while travelling from England to
Australia overland I was bemused that not
one of the other passengers on this bus shared
my obsessive need to look out of the window,

Figure 147. T. Rhodes, uoking out of
windows, 1971. Travelling by train through
Malaysia, en route to Singapore in 1971.

whether it was the almost featureless flat road

Source: H . Rhodes, 2002
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through the Syrian desert, the long journey
from Jordan to 'Iraq, or the treacherous
Khyber Pass. Most of the fellow travellers
would sleep, talk and read books, causing
me to wonder why they did not travel by air
instead. Perhaps this is an echo of Ruskin's
intriguing passage which quotes an 1857
etiquette manual exhorting young women
not to look out of train windows, lest their
eyes and head become confused, (Letter 20
from Fors Clavigera (qtd. in Cubitt 27)) and
is illustrated in a painting by Augustus Egg,
a Victorian artist (Figure 148) .

Figure 148. Augustus Egg (1816 - 1863)
Travelling Companions, 1862.
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery.
Unlike the author, these demure 'well behaved'
Victorian sisters eschew looking out onto
the landscape.
Source: Victorian Art in Britain
h ttp:l/www.victorianartinbritain.co. uk/
egg_companions.htm

I wished to experience every single
moment that this journey could provide but
this was not to be, because unfortunately
the bus drivers would often travel through
the night. I detested this because darkness
occluded my vision, yet still I could not
sleep as I have an equally obsessive need to
be continually vigilant, somehow still
in control.

For me, travelling, and creative work have always been solitary experiences so it is
fitting that, working alone on a project, I have been able to recreate landscapes of
memory chat not only were never captured on film, but also as can be seen in

Exploration Without Boundaries, never could be.
A good traveller has no fixed plans
and is not intent upon arriving.
A good artist lets intuition
lead wherever it wants.
A good scientist has become free ofconcepts
and is open minded to what is.
Tao Che Ching, Lao-Tzu,
(570 - 490 BC)
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5.10. Conclusion
Exploration Without Bounda,ries embodies trips which could be likened to the
pioneering journeys of women travellers, who against the societal constraints and
protocols of the British Imperial patriarchy, set out to explore undocumented, hidden
ruins and unmarked areas on maps. Although I explore and create new territories in
the comfort of my small studio, I still imagine journeying alongside these intrepid
travellers and draw from their stories some visions that are reflected in my work.
Any vestigial trepidation associated with my virtual sojourns is more to do with the
fragility and nuances of technology, treading paths that could perhaps culminate in
losing time, information and perhaps days of patient undertakings. However, I am well
aware that these virtual pitfalls can never be compared with the very real dangers faced
in actual expeditions of discovery.
Michelle de Certeau (1925-1986), cites Levi Strauss' idea that there is an
unexpected reversal in that the act of travel may be perceived as an exploration of the
deserted places of memory; seeking to find stories and legends to extend our own space
(de Certeau 106-07). Thus, it can be seen that in Exploration Without Bounda,ries, with
its symbols, legends and implied adventures, I have explored the forgotten places of
my past experiences and created new environments that can be explored by others.
As well as considering the aesthetic derivation of the sublime landscapes in

Exploration Without Bounda,ries this chapter has provided a background of my own
experiences in the colonised environment including an autobiographical section
covering some of my travel experiences. In the next chapter, I explain in detail the
construction of the interactive CD ROM Exploration Without Bounda,ries, as well as
the gallery installation.

Endnote
1.

See May Morris and Larry O 'Connor, The Illustrated Virago Book of Women Travelkrs fo r
numerous examples of lone women explorers (London: Virago Press, Litdebrow & Co., 1996).
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Chapter 6
Realisation: Exploration Without Boundaries
This final chapter describes the concept and purpose of Exploration Without

Boundaries, and is an analysis of the work's ideation and development processes, the
symbolic nature and meaning of the vistas and artefacts contained therein, and its
unifying structure.

Exploration Without Boundaries is a series of fractal virtual worlds. There is no
attempt to create a perfect likeness of any particular place. There are no montages
and the environments and all objects were built entirely using 3-D computer
modelling techniques with algorithmic procedural textures as materials, rather than
scanned images.

Exploration Without Boundaries was realised initially as a CD ROM interactive
project but also leant itself to a gallery presentation, which provided a useful means of
documenting the virtual work.

In this chapter, I describe the components of the gallery installation and the
interactive CD ROM and how they relate in both content and structure.

6.1. The Gallery Installation
There was a number of different items in the gallery installation. The wall mounted
images comprised nine 280mm x 100mm laser prints, three laminated inkjet prints:
two being 1000mm x 800mm and the other 3.5m x 800mm. There was a foamcore
floor maze covered with a printed fractal texture, and likewise a foamcore frieze of
eighty or so different fractal patterns, extending the length of the gallery.

In the centre of the installation (also serving as the floor maze goal), was a plinth
with the referential icons that on the interactive CD ROM invite the viewer to enter a
virtual region. These nodal symbols also represent infinity, direction, endlessness and
dimensionality. Resting on the plinth was a perspex stand with a decal of the face of a
Victorian compass, also represented on the interactive CD ROM . The prints are
positioned in the gallery with respect to their placing at the cardinal points of the
compass. Outside the gallery in the passage there was a series of sixteen laser printed
A4 billboards from the On the Road sequence in the interactive CD ROM: these were
placed at an angle to the wall to give an impression of passing them along a road.
On shelves were placed items representative of travel: a pith helmet symbolising
colonialism, an army compass, topographic maps, the British passport from my long
overland trip and old postcards. Other items on the shelves represented infinity and
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mathematical puzzles: the trefoil knot and the green Klein bottle. The transparent
cubes and cylinders realised some the QuickTime cubic scenes.
The interactive CD ROM was viewable on an iMac, and there were several copies
of the accompanying book which not only catalogued the pieces, but also
explained the work. At my demonstration, scenes were viewed to full advantage with
no degradation of quality when projected onto a large screen in a darkened
lecture theatre.
I provide a brief overview of the audio accompanying the exhibition which
consisted of samples of ethnic music, excerpts by Vaughan Williams, ambient sound
clips and synthesised textural sounds derived from the profile of the landscapes; the
audio is described in greater detail later (6.5.).

6.2. The Main Components of Exploration Without Boundaries
The introduction to Exploration Without Bounda.ries starts with an animated maze,
which when clicked on, allows the viewer to enter a menu.
There are three eras in Exploration Without Bounda.ries: the Primawal Era, the Era of

Exploration and Colonisation, and the Era ofPower and the Future. These eras are
separated by changes over time and are interconnected (in the interactive CD ROM)
so that we may navigate between them, as well as visit the 16 regions (allocated to
points of the compass) in a clockwise or anticlockwise direction.
The Primttval Era presents the environments in an untouched, pristine state, where
no energy has been exploited and no civilisation is in evidence.
The Era ofExploration and Colonisation reflects a more recent time zone, within a
time frame of about 400 years including the Western industrial revolution, when
precision in scientific recording and instrumentation was rapidly improving. This era
also shows vestiges of ways of life that have been stable over a long period of time, as
well as a past shrouded in mystery.
The Era ofPower and the Future features further changes brought about by the
introduction of power, its consumption and future use, as well as its mark upon
the land.
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6.2.1. The Strudure of Exploration Without Boundaries lnteradive CD ROM
There are 16 regions in the Primawal Era, with two different views of each region. The
first view is an empty landscape without any artefacts and only a single node, a double
crossed arrow etched in the ground providing a point of entry to the second view. This
second view contains four objects that are the nodes or portals leading to two adjacent
vistas and the two other eras.
Going forward (clockwise) allows the traveller to see in succession, both views of
each region as described in the previous paragraph. However going back
(anticlockwise) misses out the first single node scene and goes back to the previous
region (Figure 149 overleaf) . There are two reasons for having two different views, one
is to provide a feeling of travelling through the landscape, rather than seeing it from
one point only, the second is

to

give the viewer their only opportunity of seeing the

landscape in its pristine form with no added objects. Similarly in Myst III Exile
(Irish, Uhler and DeMarle), the traveller goes from scene to scene via linked nodes and
sometimes even via a linear (time based) movie. However, Myst III took three years to
produce and required considerable human and financial resources and was released on
four CDs.
Certain objects within the scenes act as portals to the other regions that are either
spatially adjacent or separated by temporal change i.e. navigating between the eras is
witnessed by the inclusion or exclusion of certain structures in the landscapes as well as
by at1;1ospheric or environmental change.
Linear movies give a good idea of the depth of the land as they emulate 'fly-throughs'
over the landscape, whereas a static 360° cubic panorama provides a feeling of
orientation, rather than motion. The 16 linear movies, one of each region, are accessed
via the billboards in the main linear movie, On The Road. These billboards advertise
their locations with ironic messages and graphics and convey a hybridity of both high
and low cultural signifiers in text and image.
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Navigation Structure of Exploration Without Boundaries

Figure. 149. Diagram showing the
navigation flow of &ploration
Without Boundaries.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

Figure 150. Left: maze as symbol of installation. The original maze
on the cover of the passport invitation was simplified for
the logo and the gallery installation.
Right: Floor maze in Faculty of Creative Arts Gallery.
Source: Trouton, L. 2002 (photograph)

6.3. Icons of Exploration and Orientation
6.3.1. The Maze
The maze (Figure 150) was chosen as the principal icon for Exploration Without

Boundaries as it embodies ancient concepts of orientation and disorientation,
puzzlement, confusion and resolution. This maze also resembles the computer age icon
of the typical printed circuit, a matrix or a processor chip (Figure 151). On the floor
of the gallery installation was a trafficable 4.5 metre square maze, constructed from
black foamcore covered in a printed fractal texture. Likewise, the interactive CD ROM
opens with an animation of a more complex seven-part maze reconstructing itsel£
The word labyrinth is derived from Labrys (Greek), the double axe, sign of Zeus
and symbol of Minoan power. Although often interchangeable with maze, the term
labyrinth tends to apply to mineral, and maze to vegetal networks (Fisher 8), and
another difference cited is that a maze has many paths and dead ends, in contrast to a
labyrinth having one path only (Westbury 8) . The
particular maze incorporated in Exploration Without

Boundaries is a simplified version of the hedge maze at
Chevening in Kent (Fisher 73), which comprises the
perimeter, five minor islands and the central island.
Fisher describes the act of solving a well-designed maze
as analogous to a theme park ride with aspects such as:

"entering, assimilating, exploring, deducing, solving,
attaining the goal and then leaving" (8, 73). I cannot
concur with this because compared with the active
process of negotiating a maze; a ride is a distinctly

Figure 151. The maze-like
appearance of a computer micro
devices chip.

passive experience, similar to that of watching television

Source: Bylinsky
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or film because once one enters a ride, there
is no further input required in determining
the outcome. A better comparison with
negotiating a maze would be with engaging
in an interactive game, where the viewer has
to choose direction and orientation as well
as being involved with problem solving.
In Exploration Without Boundaries all the
aspects listed by Fisher are present: the
viewer enters, assimilates ideas and
surroundings, deduces orientation,

Figure 152. H. Rhodes, 2002. The in-ground
reservoir maze and the nodal maze box in the
south-south-east in the Era ofPower in
Expwration Without Boundaries.

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

interprets the symbolism and attains the
end goal of having completed the
exploration of all the lands before returning
to the real world.
This maze is also present as a virtual
construction in the south-south-eastern Era

ofPower as a large in-ground reservoir
(Figure 152), with its goal being a golden
trefoil on a plinth surrounded by papyrus
reeds. In all other scenes, a black box
engraved with a maze serves as an icon for
entry into the Era ofExploration, recalling
the plinth representing human intelligence
in 2001 A Space Odyssey.

Figure 153. The large stone labyrinth on
Jungfrau (V1rgin) Island in Sweden. This maze
was used in fertility ceremonies.
Source: Fisher 23

In addition to the labyrinth there is a
ceremonial circular seven-ringed stone maze
in the south-western district in the Era of

Exploration based on the Jungfrau island
maze in Sweden (Fisher 22-23) (Figure 153).
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6.3.2. Compass
The compass is one of the most important icons
and is based on an actual pocket Victorian
instrument that was presented during the
opening of the exhibition. A graphic of its face
(Figure 154) was set on top of the plinth goal at
the centre of the floor maze, oriented correctly
in earth space pointing magnetic north, along
the long axis of the gallery.
The 3-D computer model of a working
virtual compass in the interactive CD ROM is
to give a sense of orientation as well as the

Figure 154. H. Rhodes, 2002. Face of
Victorian compass. Copied from the 19th

Century original.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

relative positions of the worlds, its needle
indicating the bearing of each of the eight
scenes in the Era ofExploration (Figure 15 5).
This virtual compass has markers on cardinal
points, acting as portals to each associated
scene, so as the viewer rotates the QlVR 360°
cubic scene, the pointer on the virtual compass
rotates in the opposite direction to that of the
scene. The needle of the compass on the ground
in the centre of rotation of each scene indicates

Figure 155. H. Rhodes, 2002.
Rendered 3-D compass.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

the compass bearing assigned to the region
(which is also the region's title) .
The face and profiles of the 3-D virtual
compass were first drawn in Adobe Illustrator,
and imported into Strata Studio Pro. After
extruding the parts and assembling the object,
the compass was then imported into Bryce and
positioned in the landscape.
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6.3.3. The Power Pylons

~ t.pyton.s3d

Like the virtual compass and the datum mark, the
pylons occur only in the Era ofPower and represent
power utilisation. In each scene, a particular pylon's
insulator acts as a portal to the Infinity Planetarium, the
scene that contains all the worlds. Pylons are graceful
structures that are very much part of the urban and
rural surroundings, evocative and silent.
Like the compass, the 3-D pylon profiles were first
drawn up in Adobe Illustrator from in-situ sketches and
photographs, then extruded and constructed in Strata

Studio Pro (Figures 156 and 157).

Figure 156. H. Rhodes, 2002.
Virtual high-tension pylon,
constructed in Strata Studio,
a modelling application.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 157. H . Rhodes, 2002.
Virtual power pylon and dam in the

Era ofPower, .Exploration Without
Boundaries.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002
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6.3.4. Passports and Maps
The passport in each of the Era of

Exploration scenes is a symbol of lands that
have been colonised. This particular icon of
British imperialism was modelled after my
expired older British document used during
my overland bus trip to Australia, but with
the coat of arms being substituted by the
maze (Figure 158). This passport provided
the basis for the design of the invitation.
The significance of the passport icon, is
that it is a necessary document that not
only needs to be obtained in anticipation of
travel, but it is also a record of entries and
exits into other realms, full of dates and
stamps, some commonplace, some exotic,
depending on one's cultural perspective. My
passport which was part of the installation
is a colourful document which includes

n......... _....,_
lkh- 10th A•p.a. 2®2

Figure 158. H. Rhodes, 2002. The passport in
the Era ofExpwration scenes in Expwration
Without Boundaries. This passport also served
as the invitation to the exhibition.

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

stamps and visas from Turkey, Syria, Jordan,
'Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Like the passport, the map (Figure 159)
is also a signifier of boundaries and marked
land, and just as the passport icon was
employed in the Era ofExploration to
retrace one's steps, so the map icon in the

Era ofPower serves the same function.
Figure 159. Part of the CMA {Central Mapping
Authority) map used the in Era ofPower scenes.
Source: NSW Department of Information
Technology and Management Land
Information Centre.
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6.3.S. Spirals, Datum Mark and Double Cross Arrow
These crude signs represent the beginning of human
graphical communication in a Prim.eval or Pal.eolithic
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era. The direction of the spiral indicates either the
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North or South Poles, clockwise and counter clockwise
respectively taking their sense &om the rotational
direction of whirlpools in each hemisphere.
The double-crossed arrow is an orientation guide
that points north, reminiscent of petroglyphs such as
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those found in Lascaux Qean 149) (Figure 160).

In the Era ofPower, the datum mark serves the same
function as the hand scribed arrow of the Primaeval

Era, but instead denotes measured and marked

Figure 160. Categories of
Palzolithic rock drawings in the
Lascaux caves, France.
Source: Jean 149

territory. This sign is a survey mark, usually shown on
plans and maps as a triangle indicating the position
of a trigonometric station (Biddle, Milne and
Shortle 47) (Figure 161).

Figure 161. Trigonometric station at
Mount Canaholas near Orange, NSW.
Source: Biddle, Milne and Shortle 47

6.3.6. The Vista Cubes
The vista cubes (Figure 162) represent the sixteen
nodal Prim&:val Era landscapes and each cube's 6 faces
are mapped with six scenes imaged &om a central
point in the landscape with a virtual wide-angle
camera rotated at 90° increments to create each facet
that forms the basis of the QuickTime Virtual Reality
(QTVR 360° cubic) views. In the main Prim&:val Era
scenes there are two cubes acting as entry points to
adjacent lands.

Figure 162. H. Rhodes, 2002.
Vista Cube of the south-south-west
lava land in Exp/.oration Without

Boundaries.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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As part of the gallery inst.allation, the cubic and

cylindrical objects were provided as examples to
illustrate how the scenes were built (Figure 163),
thus demonstrating that if the images were projected
onto the walls of a large cubic space, a viewer inside

Exploration Without Bounda,ries depict exploded

Figure 163. Models of the vista cubes
and panoramas made up from printed
cell in the FCA (Faculty of Creative
Arts) Gallery at the University of
Wollongong.

views of each QTVR scene. In working and

Source: Trouton, L 2002

would experience a fairly realistic virtual
environment. The cruciform images in the book,

interacting with this project over time many of the
symbolic artefacts appear to take on a more esoteric
life of their own, almost as if they had been
transmogrified.

6.4. The Virtual Regions
I decided against giving the regions particular names as they might not only influence
the perception of the viewer, but could possibly sound somewhat kitsch in association
with the images. Instead, it was more appropriate and neutral to name them after
compass points. In this synopsis, starting with the virtual gallery, I briefly describe each
land in order of clockwise appearance around the points of the compass, starting
from north.

6.4.1. The Virtual Gallery
This scene is the jumping off point to the virtual worlds. It is an actual scale
reconstruction of the Faculty of Creative Arts Gallery at the University of Wollongong.
I built this self-referential scene not only as a way of indicating the transition from the
real to the virtual, but it was also very useful method of planning and realising the
gallery installation.
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6.4.2. The Regions
North
This northernmost land is a pristine
environment of snow and ice reminiscent of
the Arctic. Bleak and desolate, it embodies
purity and clarity - the atmosphere is crystal
clear with little haze. A sun halo is visible:
this meteorological phenomenon had been
extensively documented by scientific
illustrators before the advent of photography

Figure 164. Cloud formation and light.
pl. 25

Source: Heck 46,

(Heck 47) (Figure 164).
By the time of the Era ofExploration, this northern
region has undergone a climate change as is evident by
the breaking up of the ice. The presence of a theodolite
(Figure 165) suggests that the land is being surveyed,
and in the distance an igloo denotes the presence of
indigenous people. The Union Jack on a nearby hill
suggests the district may have been colonised, and the
billboard text refers to the explorer Sir James Franklin
(1786-1847) who surveyed the north-western Canadian
coastline and attempted to find the Northwest Passage
(Figure 166).

Figure 165. H. Rhodes, 2002. 3-D
theodolite in scene.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002.
Reference site from which I
derived this model is at
http://www.stanleylondon.com/
theod.htm

FRr\NI,LIN'S 1\1YSTERY TOURS
Figure 166. H . Rhodes, 2002. The associated
postcard/billboard for the northern region of
Exploration Without Boundaries.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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North-north-east
The region in the north-north-east is mountainous with
deep river valleys recalling the Himalayas, and in the

Era ofPower a hydroelectric dam has been constructed
along with its associated high-tension pylons. Ansel
Adams photographed Boulder Dam in Colorado for the
United States National Park Service ''capturing the

immense technology at work from an artist's perspective"
(Gray 17) (Figure 167).
The billboard (Figure 168) advertises this region

Figure 167. Ansel Adams,
Transmission lines in Mojave
Desert, 1941.
Source: Gray 219

with a hang-glider.(a portal to the next region),
indicating the popularity of this exhilarating sport in
mountainous areas like the Himalayas 1.

Figure 168. H. Rhodes, 2002. Era
ofPower dam and pylon billboard,
&ploration Without Boundaries.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002.

North-east
To many in the Western world the lands to the east represent
all that is exotic and outlandish, therefore the eastern scenes
are portrayed from the viewpoint of the orientalist. In the
book Exploration Without Boundaries, many of the quotes
appended to these eastern Era ofExploration scenes are from
colonial orientalists.
This terrain resembles the misty mountains and rocky
outcrops often recorded in East Asian landscape art and
cartography (Harley and Woodward 67) (Figure 169) . In the
pagoda and as the fog lifts, a few sparse maple trees can be

Figure 169. Rubbing of a
stone map of Hua Shan
1700 (Complete Map of
Taihua}.

seen near the lichen covered rocks.

Source: Harley 67

Era ofExploration, an explorer's telescope points at a distant
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East-north-east
This volcanic island with no visible vegetation recalls
memories of spectacular volcanic features of the Canary
Islands whose major port Las Palmas (Figure 170) was the
only stop the Union-Castle shipping line made on the run
between Cape Town and Southampton which I made
several times. 2
In the Era ofPower, nuclear waste slowly leaks from a
drum lying rusting in the sand (Figure 171) and an

Figure 170. H. Rhodes,
Offihore Las Pa/mas, 1971.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

aboveground nuclear test is being carried out. Pylons bring
power to the island hotel and there must be a nuclear
research facility elsewhere on the island. The luxury tourist
hotel, surrounded by what appears to be synthetic
vegetation, has been built right on the foreshore with its
own private beach access, a common practice on much of
the Australian coastline. The billboard advertises "On the
Beach" apartments, a reference to the final scene in Nevil
Shute's nuclear holocaust novel (Figure 172). 3

Figure 171. H. Rhodes, eastnorth-east in the Era ofPower,
Exploration Without
Boundaries, 2002.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 172. H. Rhodes, billboard
advertising the east-north-east in
Exploration Without Boundaries,
2002.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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East
Due east is a typical Middle Eastern (Figure 173) or North
African desert, which in the Primt£val Era is completely
desolate with an ominous dust-laden sunset.
The changes to this land in the Era ofExploration are
represented by the inclusion of Bedouin tents, date palms
and a herd of camels. Black camelhair tents are pitched on
a rise and in the distance, there is a British Army
encampment with bell tents and Land Rover. The pith
helmet in the foreground represents all that is colonial,

Figure 173. H. Rhodes,
Desert scene with tents in the
Hashemite KingdtJm ofJordan,

1973.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

being not only part of a British soldier's uniform of those
times, but was also worn by high officials as well as by
explorers and arch~ologists.
In the opposite direction, a medina or town can be seen; it is not clear whether it
has been covered by sand, but the minarets still dominate the skyline: the sand hills
covering the citadel suggest the passing of cultures over time. The wording on the
associated billboard (Figure 174) is a pun on the initials ofT.E. Lawrence, and the
'telephone number' marks both the final year of World War I and the year of
Lawrence's death.

Figure 174. H. Rhodes, eastern
billboard in Exploration Without
Boundaries, 2002.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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East-south-east
In this unforgiving volcanic land with rocky outcrops
there is no evidence of any form of life. It is a harsh,
uncompromising and monotonous landscape, typical of
many lava plains in desert environments.
In the Era ofPower, artesian water is pumped
(Figure 175) into reservoirs (Figure 176) and conveyed

Figure 175. Valve from gas island
scene in Riven, 1997.
Source: Miller, R. and Miller, R

Riven 1997, CD ROM

via aqueducts. These structures appear to have been
built in a time of antiquity and are reminiscent of
classical ruins. Pumps and strange mechanical objects
often feature in puzzles in many interactive works,
especially Myst and Riven.

South-east
This desert scene is not unlike parts of Morocco or Iran
where the harsh and rocky mountains appear to rise

Figure 176. H. Rhodes,
Water pump and aqueducts in the

Era ofPower, Fxploratwn Without
Boundaries, 2002.

straight up out of the desert plains (Figure 177). This
terrain comprises terraces forming the sides of a long

Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

and narrow valley.
In the Era ofExploration this region shows a rocky
outcrop in Arabia and the locality map on the ground
is from a sketch of Hasa Oasis (Figure 178). The
carvings on the stone are tribal marks or wasms, for
branding cattle and also for proclaiming part ownership

Figure 177. H. Rhodes, On the
road to Shiraz, Iran, 1973.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

of wells (Dickson 428). The billboard (Figure 179)
refers to Charles Doughty4 who was one of the first
recorded Western explorers of the Arabian peninsula.

Figure 178. Detail of locality map
of Hasa Oasis, Arabia.
Source: Dickson, H. R P. {insert}

Figure 179. H. Rhodes,
billboard for the south-east
in Exploration Without
Boundaries, 2002.

Source: Rhodes, H 2002
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South-south-east
This locale depicts the African Savannah with its large
areas of flat grassy plains, punctuated by swiftly rising
snow-covered mountains similar to Mt. Kilimanjaro.
These plains are criss-crossed by eroded tracks.
In this territory, the Era ofPower is characterized by
wind force and atmospheric change so transport is by
hot-air balloon (Figure 180), and wind turbines
generate power. There is a great reservoir in the shape
of a labyrinth, and at its centre or goal, a shrine to the
infinite universe - a golden Mobius knot surrounded

Figure 180. H. Rhodes,
Ba/UJons over African Plains, 2002.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

by papyrus reeds.

South
This southernmost land of the virtual world is
effectively the Antarctic. In the Era ofExploration view,
the sextant (Figure 181) is recognisable as a most
necessary instrument of navigation.
The Nissen hut is a strong, low-cost and easily
transported 'temporary' shelter of World War I military

Figure 181. A group of sextants
used for reference.

origins, built to withstand the most adverse conditions.

Source: l8and, P.
http://www. mat. ttc.ptl- helios/
Mestre/Novemb00/H61 iflan.htm

It is a unique and extremely durable construction
consisting of a semi-circular corrugated iron shell on a
timber/steel frame sealed off at each end (Donovan)
(Figure 182). The billboard (Figure 183) refers to
Captain Robert Falcon Scott.5

Source: Figure 182. Nissen hut
used for construction reference.
Donovan, James A.

http://www. history. navy. millfaqsl
faq75-2.htm

L CAI PS

Figure 183. H . Rhodes,
billboard advertising the
south region in Expwration
Without Boundaries, 2002.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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South-south-vtest
Lava domes (Cole and Taylor 58-59) spew forth
sulphurous fumes in the Primt£val Era: the soil supports
no life (Figure 184), the air is unbreathable. In the Era

ofPower, the same terrain is set on what could be seen
as another planet with no atmosphere. Space travel has
been achieved as can be seen by the orbiting Apollo-like

Figure 184. Siliceous sinter pattern
in Champagne Pool.

craft and a satellite traverses the dear starry sky. A

Source: Cole 36 - 37

ringed planet looms over the horizon.
Power is generated from geothermal sources as well
as from atmospheric static electricity by means of Tesla
Coils 6 (Figure 185). Tesla, (1856-1943) who invented
these devices, hoped they would be developed to
generate dean and cheap wireless electrical power.
Although there is no evidence of vegetation, it is

Figure 185. A Tesla coil emitting
sparks.
Source: Voltnet: Tesla Zone
http://www. voltnet. comlteslal

possible that plants are being cultivated hydroponically
in the geodesic dome high up on the caldera.

South-vtest
This is one of the areas imbued with 'ancient earth
mysteries,' a popular British term referring to the
liminal area where aspects of arch.eology (Figure 186),
ancient astronomy, folklore and the occult coincide
(Devereaux 6) . This particular scene evokes the shires in
the south-west of England where these mysterious
edifices are to be found. The standing stones are

Figure 186. Stone circle.
Source: Bourdon 179

believed to have been docks and observatories for
determining the seasons, most probably for agricultural
and religious purposes.
The Era ofExploration scene incorporates many of
the items that Alfred Watkins thought designated a ley
line (Figure 187) which is the term for an ancient
straight track aligned with significant features along its
length, thought to concentrate occult earth energies
(Sullivan 29) . The south-west district has within it a

Figure 187. Roger Dean, book
cover illustration, A View Over
Atlantis, 1972. This illustration
depicts a ley line.
Source: Dean 82

stone circle, a stone path maze, a grove of trees of
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possible ceremonial significance, a prehistoric chalk
hill etching (Figure 188) similar to chose common
in Wiltshire, and a pedestal sundial. The associated
billboard (Figure 189) advertises these features.
Figure 188. Hipg,wsis, UNO front
cover, 1974. Chalk carving on
hillside, an image of ancient
magical rites.
Source: Thorgerson Hipgnosis 45

Figure 189. H. Rhodes,
billboard for the south-west
in Fxpwratwn Without
Boundaries. 2002. This
region reflects mysteries and
legends in crop circles, ley
lines and chalk engravings.
Source: Rhodes, H 2002

West-south-west
These are 'badlands' (Figure 190),
characteristic of the landscapes in Western
cowboy films as well as 'road movies' e.g.

Easy Rider, Zabriskie Point and Two Lane
Blacktop. While travelling in America,
Baudrillard (3) describes these lands as
having the following features (Figure 191):

''upturned reliefpatterns, sculpted out by

Figure 190. Badlands - the significance of
names. ''Naming landmarks could be a matter of

life and death . ..providing a sense ofpower..,
Source: Lippard Lure ofthe Local 47

wind, water, and ice, dragging you down into
the whirlpool of time, into the remorseless
eternity ofa slow-motion catastrophe'~
The Era ofPower recalls the late 1960s
when Volkswagen Combis and Beetles were
popular vehicles for long distance travel
(Figure 192 overleaf) . The Fabulous Furry

Freak Brothers is Gilbert Shelton's alternative
comic named after its hippie characters who
typically drove a VW to Mexico to carry
out their illicit activities.7 The saguaro

Figure 191. The sirnulacra of self reflecting
exploration nostalgia on a wall in a parking lot;
the cowboy in the desert and the moon landing
on the drive-in screen.
Source: Baudrillard, America 1
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cactus is very characteristic of these desert
lands, often depicted on signs advertising
run-down motels (Moss 47, 55). The old
petrol pump recalls the moody travel
paintings of Edward Hopper
(de Botton 54-56).

Figure 192. H. Rhodes, Yellow VW beetle
(just like the one I owned for 14 years) driving
towards a mesa in the 'badlands' of the
west-south-west in Exploration Without
Boundaries, 2002.

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

West

This is the only domain in the entire voyage
chat takes its contours from an existing
geographical area, namely the coastline
between Bundeena and Thirroul, and in
particular, the area between Garie Beach
(Figure 193) and the Figure Eight Pool
along the shoreline of the Royal National
Park, NSW. In the Era ofExploration, a

Figure 193. H. Rhodes, Looking south from the
northern cliffiop at Garie Beach, 1988.

rusty anchor lies half-buried in the sand - a

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

relic of one of the many shipwrecks along
chat shoreline. Also, there is part of a 1902 Pearson's
tourist map showing the local area (Clancy 178).
Another significant item is a navigation parallel ruler,
essential for charting a course.
The topographic information of chis area was
derived from a DEM obtained from the University of
Wollongong Faculty of Geosciences. The data obtained
was converted by means of specialised software into a
greyscale height map (Figure 194) and imported into
an application for realising a virtual landscape. The
littoral rocks in the scene are not part of the original
DEM, but are two separate fractal terrains. This scene

Figure 194. DEM (Digital
Elevation Map) of the NSW Royal
National Park converted to a
greyscale height map.
Source: http://www.auslig.gov.au/
products/ digidat/ dem.htm
Conversion by John Marthick,
School of Geosciences, UOW and
Rhodes, H. 2002
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was a focal point of the exhibition being presented as a large format print 3.5 metres
in length. The virtual postcard and billboard show two aspects of the 3-D digital

landscape of Era Beach (Figure 195).

Figure 195. H. Rhodes, a virtual postcard for
tourists to the area, Exploration Without
Boundaries, 2002.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

West-north-west
In their pristine condition these highland hills are
covered in bracken and frost, as is much of Scotland
and the northern English moorlands. In the Era of

Power this environment is industrialised, with smokebelching factories, gasometers, mines and other works.
A pithead looms near the railway line against a
background of slagheaps and slime dumps. Tools lie
rusting on the ground near the railway line, forlorn
and unused.
where shafts reach depths of 5 kilometres (Figure 196).

Figure 196. A Victorian pithead
from Gold Reef City, an industrial
theme park in Johannesburg.

Gargantuan pitheads featured on the skyline, their

Source: Johannesburg on Air
http://www.gold1·eefcity.co.za

The latter scene recalls Johannesburg, a mining city

wheels relentlessly turning. In addition, there were the
mine dumps, some like desert dunes (Figure 197), and
others resembling stepped pyramids. The billboard
advertises 'IndustryWorld', a re~inder that industrial
working areas are now being turned into themeparks
and tourist venues.
Sanitisation of experience is also an important factor
in the transition from the industrial to the post-

Figure 197. Pithead and dump
along the Main Reef Road.
Source: A Golden Past.
http://www.geosites.eo.za/

goldenpast.htm

industrial. Cleaning up the sores of industry by
demolishing buildings and places with historic scars,
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replacing them with manicured and clinical playgrounds with token mementos of a
grittier past. This process is also referred to in Clive van den Berg's Johannesburg

Mine Dump Project as described in (5.8.1).

Figure 198. H. Rhodes, the text on the
billboard suggests alien abductions and in the
west-north-west land of Exploration Without
Boundaries, 2002.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

North-west
Strange patterns derived from crop circles
are etched into the hillsides in this region of
mystery. In the Era ofExploration, a camper
has gone off to explore the valley and may
have been abducted by aliens as the
billboard suggests (Figure 198); a hastily
discarded backpack teeters on the steep
hillside near a very strange tree based on the
art of tree topiary (Figure 199). This tree
also symbolises Yggdrasil, the Norse World
Tree. Yggdrasil was believed to be a giant
ash whose mighty trunk linked the
underworld, the central human plane of
Midgard and the heaven world of Asgard.
Yggdrasil had three roots: one grew
alongside Wyrd, the spring of Fate, the
second reached the spring of waters of
wisdom known as Mimir, and the third,
N ifheim connected to the realm of the
dead (Devereaux 18 5) .

Figure 199. A knotted 'circus tree'.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002.
Inset: A grafted sycamore knot.
Sources: Bonfante Gardens, California
h ttp:llwww.bonfantegardens.com/trees/trees. htm
Tree Topiary
http:llwww.arborsmith.com/treecircus.html
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Crop circle making is a form of folk
Land Art, created by individuals and
communities who share ideas and designs.
Many are extremely large, spanning over
220m and can be particularly geometrically
complex as well as being very accurately
formed. Interestingly, these artists usually

Figure 200. Rod Irving, Crop circks, c. 1990-2000.

work at night using ropes for measurement

Source: Circlemakers, Great Moments in

and a special walking board to tamp down

http://www.cirdemakers.org!greatmoments.html

Cereology

the rye or oats (Lundberg) (Figure 200).

North-north-west
The final virtual scene is that of melting tundra or a bog, in which only mosses, lichens
and dwarf plants may grow. In the Era ofPower, its exploitation is evident with cooling
towers, pipelines and a cargo ship near some silos. It is a fragile ecosystem and hence
vulnerable to the ravages of pollution. The billboard (Figure 201) advertises real estate
and a proposed development to repurpose the cooling towers for up-market habitation,
a trend that is becoming popular in post-industrialised areas (Lunenfeld 12).

Figure 201. H. Rhodes, billboard for north-north-west
that comments on real estate and pollution.
Exploration Without Boundaries, 2002.

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

12 1

Figure 202. The
MetaSynth interface
U&I Software.
http://www. uisoftware.
com/PAGES!proditcts.

html
Source: Rhodes, H.
2002

6.S. The Audio in the Installation and Interactive CD ROM
An audio CD was played in the gallery throughout the duration of the exhibition and

most of its sounds were also present in the interactive. Sound is vital in that it creates
both atmosphere and ambience, and significantly is present in most interactive works
as described by Bob Hughes, who cites findings by Brenda Laurel and Mark
Schlichting that audio is all important as indicated by tests which clearly show that
good sound gives the impression that the visual material is better than it actually is.
Hughes goes further, stressing that the human mind assigns priority to aural danger
warnings over visual warnings (180-81).
There were two types of sound included in Exploration Without Bounda,ries: ambient
(naturalistic) sounds, as well as some excerpts of music and narration. The former are
ambient sounds: dogs barking, howling wind, horses, birds, water, steam, sparking
electricity, machinery, fire etc. Other longer ambient sounds that are not particularly
recognisable are more atmospheric and abstract.
The shorter ambient sound clips were utilised in the main virtual scenes as aids to
direction finding. Software enables aural imaging of the virtual position of the
sound source.
The more lengthy ambient sounds that have some musicality were generated from
the landforms themselves with the specialised software M etaSynth (Figure 202). The
land's profile is first processed by graphic filters, then mapped to a musical scale thus
forming a melodic line. The timbre or formants of the sounds are the result of
manipulating samples and waveforms.
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Music and narration are the main constituents of the audio CD played in the
gallery, and also form a major part of the soundtrack to the billboard On The Road
linear movie. As each billboard is featured in turn, the associated sound sample is
heard; for instance, a reading from Seven Pillars ofWisdom and a bedouin ballad while
passing the desert billboard, and the folksong Blackleg Miner is heard while passing the
'IndustryWorld' billboard.

6.6. In Conclusion, Replicating Travel in the Virtual World
Exploration Without Boundaries is a quasi-narrative of space and place that takes place
mostly in non-linear time in a virtual world. So the full title Exploration Without

Boundaries: Virtual Voyages into Virtual Landscapes describes not only the experience of
viewing the work, but also the process of working in a virtual environment, because
the making of virtual worlds is an act of exploration as well as making artificial
boundaries. Just as real boundaries are often designated by some abrupt change in
form and physicality, likewise the fractal domain features boundaries or edges, the
most salient example being a coastline as seen at various scales, yet still maintaining
self-similarity.

Exploration Without Boundaries is a product of its time, yet is timeless, it depicts
implied utopian and dystopian unpopulated landscapes and is an overarching and
open-ended work. One significant difference from many multimedia projects, is that it
is built entirely from algorithmic material, has no characters or identifying persona.
Chapter One discusses the origins of the branch of mathematics known as fractal
geometry, which forms digital building blocks as well as textures employed in the
construction of Exploration Without Boundaries .
Chapter Two provided a brief explanation of the concept of virtual reality in order
to contextualise Exploration Without Boundaries. Also I have provided an overview of
the origins of the technology as well as the literature concerning virtual worlds and in
particular, dystopian/utopian scenarios.
Chapter Three examined the consequences of moulding the landform in the real
and virtual worlds with particular attention to the work of Land Art artists and
environmental artists.
Chapter Four looked at navigation and mapping, both conceptual (diagrammatic)
and topographical as they are all important aspects of interactive multimedia projects
that emulate navigation in the real world.
Chapter Five analysed the way romantic adventure has informed Exploration

Without Boundaries whose images are consciously influenced by illustrations from the
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colonial period of exploration and scenes from travelogues and film. Chapter Five also
incorporated an autobiographical section including my travel experiences and how
they influenced the making of Exploration Without Boundaries which is a traveller's tale
without a specific narrative, yet contains implied narratives of fictitious regions
through time and is an exploration of thought, landscape and life through digital
media.

Exploration Without Boundaries contains views of symbolic landscapes both
evocative and fanciful, their contents recalling archreology, colonisation,
industrialisation, energy usage, pollution, tourism, ecology and Land Art. Initially,
these lands and regions are encountered in a pristine or primreval form, but in later
modified versions, the presence of salient objects evokes the altering of the vistas by
humans over time. These metonymic and metaphoric objects recall mysterious
earthworks, tribal domains, boundaries, colonisation, industrial sites as well as lost
hope, and the virtual explorer may reflect on the significance of the artefacts in
these scenes.
The juxtaposition of artefacts and structures in these imaginary vistas reflects the
continuing environmental concerns arising from the various manifestations of energy
and utilisation of land. In building the objects and placing them in the scenes, almost
tangible and habitable spaces are created along with the ambience of the inner
subjective ideas of place. Some of this has been achieved by the judicious use of
factors of scale and perspective since it is paramount to convey a sense of grandeur,
giving the viewer the impression of being dwarfed by the immensity of both structure
and landscape.
My practical and theoretical understanding of the laws of perspective enabled
certain aspects of an illusion of the sublime to be achieved. However in the QTVR
360° cubic scenes it was particularly difficult to convey a consistent sense of scale
between the near and far objects, owing to the extremely wide angle of view; so to
compensate, foreground objects had to be made disproportionately larger than those in
the distance.
In summary, the diverse influences that inform Exploration Without Boundaries are
not only my personal experiences of employment and travel but also include visual,
literary and musical works of both past and present that form a layering of subconscious
artefacts~On researching many images of vistas, ruins, constructions, in-situ sculptures,
and solitary places I have found common threads of cultural and spatial awareness
which have provided a rich vocabulary pertaining to colonialism, exploration, discovery
and environment, all of which underpin Exploration Without Boundaries.
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In closing, my role as the absent creator could also be likened to that of a
documenter of virtual worlds who brings back evidence of the existence of places and
spaces. There is an analogous situation illustrated by Walter Benjamin in his essay The

Work ofArt in the Age ofMechanical Reproduction where he describes the deserted street
scene as photographed by Eugene Atget (1856-1927):

".. .Atget, who, around 1900, took photographs ofdeserted Paris streets. It has quite
justly been said ofhim that he photographed them like scenes ofcrime. The scene ofa
crime, too, is deserted; it is photographed for the purpose ofestablishing evidence. With
Atget, photographs become standard evidence for historical occurrences, and acquire a
hidden political significance. They demand a specific kind ofapproach; free-floating
contemplation is not appropriate to them. They stir the viewer; he feels challenged by
them in a new way" (Benjamin 226).
In a personal sense, Exploration Without Boundaries also represents an arch.eological
uncovering of memories, featuring a mnemonic of journeys through different
countries, dreams of being in strange landscapes, recalling them at will; a collage of
travel memories to form a virtual world that has never, and never will exist.
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Appendix A
Craft and Skill Base
A.1. Family Background - Fascination with Patterns
In my childhood I assiduously collected many fabric swatch books given to me by my
aunt and father, a master tailor who learnt his trade from his father in the family
workshop. He was able to copy a garment seen in a shop window and recreate it after
having first drawn the pattern freehand, without French curves or ruler. Another aunt
had a millinery factory, with a roomful of fruit, flowers, ribbons and frills, probably
the source of my fascination with patterns and modelmaking.
At an early age I was taught to embroider and knit; the more complex the pattern,
the more intriguing and challenging it became. I made things more for the enjoyment
of the process rather than for the desire for the final product. I was always interested in
new techniques and crafts, be it leatherwork, hand weaving, bargello tapestry or
anything else that entailed patterns. Fascination with pattern making is allied to my
other obsessions with puzzles, games, problem solving and model making, and in

Exploration Without Boundaries, the virtual landscapes and textures.

A.2. Model Making and Technical Drawing
I was taught measured perspective at
the Johannesburg Art School and after
working for a few years as an assistant
draftsperson, I completed an
Architectural Draughtsmen's (sic)
Certificate at Sydney TAFE (1979),
giving me the discipline necessary for
working in the 3-D virtual realm. I
was also introduced to architectural
model making, another skill helpful in
the realisation of virtual 3-D space.
I was employed for many years as
an engineering and architectural

Figure 203. H. Rhodes, 1986. A coal loader, hand
drawn and airbrushed. A commercial illustration for
Noyes, an engineering company. This measured
perspective was derived from cut-away orthographic
projections and sections.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

draftsperon, specialising in
perspectives and presentation renderings. This was the most interesting and creative
aspect of drafting: realising a yet-to-be-built design on the drawing board. I was able to
visualise the rotation of a 3-D building, similar to the way in which it is so easily done
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in a CAD (Computer Aided Drafting) application. However the most artistically
satisfying outcome was to render the final perspective, providing a realistic setting for
the project.

In 1981 I completed the Graphic Design Certificate at Randwick TAFE and spent
some years as an all-round designer and illustrator, both technical and creative,
employed in government departments and private enterprises as well as freelancing.

A.3. Influences of 1960s and 1970s Illustration
Underground and popular illustration from the
late 1960s included a mixture of surrealism,
hyperrealism, psychedelia and social commentary.

I had an enduring interest in comics especially
'underground comics' as well as the surreal and
innovative LP vinyl record covers.
Many of the popular vinyl record sleeves
featured photo-realistic airbrushed renderings, a
technique that I later learned. An airbrush is a
small spray painting device, powered by a
compressed air source. Michael English, known
for his slick 'untouched by hand' airbrushed

Figure 204. Michael English,
Hyperrealistic hand-rendered
carriage wheel.
Source: English, M. 97

hyperrealistic illustration, describes the use of the
airbrush as 'painting with light' (14) .
Many of the neo-surreal covers from Hipgnosis
Studiol are photomontages and
anticipate the digital arts. Roger
Dean {The Mac Rocks Roger's World),
himself an airbrush artist and set
designer who designed record covers
for Yes and Osibisa {Views),
proposed an organic shaped house

Curved Space for Kai Krause {Dean,
Roger Dean), the creative manager
of HSC Software that was involved
with the development of Bryce, one

Figure 205. Fantasy dwelling, anticipating the tree houses
in Myst II Riven.

of the first commercial landscape

Source: Roger Dean 141

imaging applications (Giordan 17).
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A.4. Participation in the Wollongong Biennale
My contribution to the Wollongong

Biennale 2000 Re/brand? exhibition
focussed on charting my own
personal journey through the
Illawarra terrain which began
interestingly enough, in
Johannesburg 1971 where I was a
junior draughtsperson for a civil and
structural engineering company. This
job entailed the design drafting of
wood and steel moulds for the highdensity silica refractory or furnace

Figure 206. H . Rhodes. One of the postcard prints in the
Re/brand? 2000 Exhibition, showing my mould drawings
superimposed over the refractory bricks.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2000
http://members.optushome.com. aulhilarylRebrand. html

bricks for Vereeniging Refractories.
These silica bricks were shipped out
to Australian Iron and Steel in Port
Kembla to become part of the No. 5
Coke Oven.
For the Wollongong City Gallery and Faculty of Creative Arts installations, I was
able to obtain a number of these extremely heavy silica firebricks from BHP Port
Kembla, and place them alongside my original mould drawing as part of the
exhibition. The rest of this work considered future life and industry in Wollongong
and Port Kembla, also looking at alterations in the landscape and future directions in
the development of the area. The theme of change over time also underpins

Exploration Without Boundaries, but with more general and universal landscapes.
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A.S. Assorted Examples of Previous Work

Figure 207. H. Rhodes, Fractured
Landscape, 1971. Pen drawing,
140mm x 200mm.

Figure 208. H . Rhodes, Citadel,
1969. Pen drawing,
140mm x 200mm.

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 209. H. Rhodes, Gothic
memories, 1971. Pen and wash,
140mm x 200mm.

Figure 210. H. Rhodes, Exhibition
poster for design school, 1980.
Acryllic and ink,
280mm x 400mm.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Source, Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 211. H. Rhodes, H, 1980.
Acryllic, 280mm x 400mm.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

Figure 212. H. Rhodes,
Per Airbrush ad Astra, 1986.
Acryllic, 280mm x 400mm.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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Figure 213. H. Rhodes, Berber group, 1969.
Pen sketch in situ, 250mm x 180mm.
The Jmaa-el-fnaa market in Marrakech at night.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 214. H. Rhodes, Memories o/Goreme,
1975. Tubular pen drawing, 420mm x 240mm.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 215. H. Rhodes, Sydney Skyline from
Balls Head Reserve. 1977. Pen drawing in situ,
280mm x 180mm.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 216. H. Rhodes, 5 Ways Pub, Paddington,
Sydney, 1977. Watercolour and ink in situ,
600mm x 450mm.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002
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A.6. Earlier Work in Bryce

Figure 217. H. Rhodes, Albuquerque, 1997.
Landscape using USGS data.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 218. H. Rhodes, 2000. Fractal
lightning using Xenofex Photoshop filter
imported to Bryce as pict map.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 219. H. Rhodes, Structures with
procedural textures.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 220. H. Rhodes, Dura Europos, 1999.
Virtual reconstruction using the Canoma
application to position buildings.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 221. H. Rhodes, Ea.rth, Fire, Sky,
Night, 1996. Shows pict mapping (on
globes) created in Photoshop as well as
procedural textures (columns and pyramid).

Figure 222. H. Rhodes, 1999. This head is
imported from Poser and the Escher-like
effect is by using a procedural texture map
with a transparency alpha channel.

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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Figure 223. H. Rhodes, The Great Eggscape,
1997. Eggs are terrains.

Figure 224. H. Rhodes, Skyhooks, 1997.
All objects created entirely in Bryce.

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 225. H. Rhodes, De Stijl house, 2000.
Created entirly with the employment of
procedural textures. Trees are created with
Onyx TreePro, a fractal tree creation
application.

Figure 226. H. Rhodes, Eroded Slimedump,
2000. The highly naturalistic texture created
with procedural textures.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 227. H. Rhodes, Old Church, 1999.
Visible light. The stained glass window is a
pict map created in Photoshop and Painter.

Figure 228. H . Rhodes, Homage w Tanguy,
1999. This uses atmospheric effects.
Smooth sculptural objects are created in

Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

Amorphium.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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A.7. An Abridged Curriculum Vitae
Born 1947, London, UK

A.7.1. Quabfications
1999

Graduate Diploma in Vocational Education and Training
(University ofTechnology, Sydney)

1997

Master of Design (University of Western Sydney)

1994

Graduate Diploma in Design (University ofTechnology Sydney)

1981

Graphic Design Certificate (Randwick TAFE)

1979

Architectural Drafting Certificate (Sydney TAFE)

A.7.2. Seleded Appointments and Relevant Employment
1997

Current Graphic Design and Digital Media teacher,
Western Sydney Institute of TAFE, Nepean Arts & Design Centre

1995

Early Music in Australia, CD-ROM prototype 1993-94
Lecturer (PT), Faculty of Architecture & Design, University of Technology

1993-94

Lecturer (PT), Faculty of Visual & Performing Arts, University of
Western Sydney

1993-95

Designer, The Song Company

1992

Artist, Performance Partners

1990

Art Director, Department of Minerals and Energy NSW

1987-90

Designer, Department of School Education NSW, Community Relations

1984-86

Designer, NSW Department of Education, Resources

1981-82

Studio Artist/ Illustrator, Tony Dunford Studios

1978-80

Architectural Draftsperson, Alexander and Lloyd Architects 1976-78
Technical Illustrator, Department ofTAFE NSW 1975-76
Department of Public Works NSW 1972-73
Technical Illustrator, British Insulated Callenders Cables (UK) 1971-72
Artist, Pion Publications (UK) 1971
Draftsperson, Thorpe Trevorrow McKenzie & Bothma (South Africa)

A.7.4. Group Exhibitions
1995

Digit One Gallery, Sydney

1996

Temple of the Third Millennium, Urban Exile, Newtown

1999

Re/Brand? Wollongong City Gallery
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Appendix B
Technical Procedures in the Creation of
Exploration Without Boundaries
B.1. Introduction
In this appendix, I provide a breakdown of the hardware, software and methods
employed in the production of Exploration Without Boundaries. The final assembly and
rendering of Exploration Without Boundaries took place over a period of three months
aside from much earlier preparation, model making and technical troubleshooting
and research.

B.2. Hardware
Beige PowerPC G3 333MHZ 384 MB
Zif upgrade chip to SOOMHZ
47MB Internal partitioned IBM Hard Drive (4 partitions)
Blue and White G3 450MHz 384 MB
47GB External Firewire VST Hard Drive
18GB Internal partitioned IBM Hard Drive (2 partitions)
External Yamaha CD ROM burner
Titanium G4 Laptop
18GB Internal Fujitsu Hard drive
Matschita CD RW/DVD ROM
All computers running on OSX 10.2.3 Qaguar)
NetGear 8 port 10/100 baseT Ethernet switcher
NetGear 4 port 10/100 baseT Ethernet router
Xerox Docuprint C410 oversize A3 colour laser printer
Typhoon black and white A3 laser printer
Roland Cammjet large format inkjet printer (Nepean Arts and Design Centre TAFE)
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B.3. Applications
Bryce 5, Vue de'Esprit
All regions were constructed in Bryce 5 (Figure 229) with the exception of the
following regions which were made in Vue d'Esprit. south-south-east (African
Savannah), south-south-west primaeval era (lava), west (Era Beach), west-north west

Primaeval Era (moorlands), north-west (rolling hills and cropcircles), north-north-west
(melting tundra and polluted landscapes) (Figure 230).

Figure 228. Rendered scene in Bryce 5 showing
the wireframe on top of the rendered scene.
Bryce shows only one projection at a time.

Figure 230. The interface of Vue d'Esprit. This
application has the added benefit of showing
four projections at once.

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Figure 231. Bryce Lightning
allows several computers to
render a single scene or
movie. The main computer
spools the files via the
computer's IP address
(Internet Protocol). When
the file is rendered, the
frames are compiled on the
main computer.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

Bryce Ughtning
Bryce Lightning (Figure 231) is a helper application for network rendering. During the
production of Exploration Without Boundaries I had all computers rendering day and
·night. Bryce Lighning considerably increased the speed of production.
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BSmooth
BSmooth (Figure 232) is a small 'helper' application for generating smooth Bryce
terrains from .eps (encapsulated PostScript) profiles that have been drawn up in
Adobe Illustrator.
Figure 232. BSmooth is a
small application enabling
the making of smooth
terrains by importing
PostScript files, saving them
out as PGMs (Portable Grey
Maps) or Bryce files at high
resolutions. It has special
filters for creating unusual
terrains.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Adobe Photoshop 7
Photoshop (Figure 233) was employed in the modification of some of the landforms as
well as the designs for the individual billboards. Photoshop was also employed for postprocessing and error correction in some of the final renders, as well as for joining the
renders for the 3.4 metre print.

Figure 233. A billboard made up in Photoshop.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002
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Xenolex
Xenofex by Alien Skin Software is a suite of Photoshop procedural plug-ins for the

-

creation of special effects like realistic lightning (Figure 234).
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Figure 234. Fractal Lightning made in

Xenofex by Alien Skin Software.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

MacDEM
MacDEM is an application that translates DEM (Digital Elevation Map) contour data
into greyscale graphic files that can later be interpreted as wireframe terrains in 3-D
landscape and modelling applications (Figure 235).
Figure 235. A terrain
imported into MacDEM.
With this application it is
possible to export digital
data into several formats,
as well as giving
information about the
height and data.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

Adobe Illustrator 10
Adobe Illustrator was employed in the booklet design as well as the billboard design
and typography, also for creating the profiles required for 3-D modelling (Figure 236) .
Figure 236. Profiles of objects drawn up in
Adobe Illustrator to be imported into a 3-D
modelling application. (See Figure for the
maze extrusion in Strata Studio.) The left
image is part of the base of a pylon.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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MalceCubic
Apple supplies MakeCubic as a free application for

Quick Time VR developers and its function is to make up
the 360° cubic VR movies (Figure 237).
Figure 237. The interface of
Apple's MakeCubic for
creating 360° Cubic QTVR
panoramas.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

Tbe VR Worx
The VR Worx is an application for setting
the interactive nodes in the Quick Time
interactive nodal movies (Figure 238).
Figure 238. The node map of
Exploration Without Boundaries
showing exits and entries in
The VR Wor.x-.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

Squamish (VR) Software

Mcf,SaVR
MapSa VR is a small application enabling the
development of interactive location mapping
(Figure 239).
Figure 239. First experiments
testing the virtual compass
with a dummy scene in

MapSaVR.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

SoundSaVR
Sound Sa VR enables the implementation of
directional audio in the QTVR movies (Figure 240) .

Figure 240. Interface of
SoundSa VR for
implementing directional
sound in the QTVR scenes.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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Strata Studio
Strata Smdio was employed to create most of the models imported into
Exploration Without Bounda,ries.

Quick Time Pro
Quicktime Pro was needed for generating the time track for the billboard road scene.

Adobe Premiere
Adobe Premiere is a video editing application that was used to synchronise the
billboard sound track and to edit some of the Quick Time linear movies.

Macromeclia Director
Macromedia Director was employed to create the general interface and interactivity for

Exploration Without Bounda,ries.

Macromedia Flash
Used to create the introductory maze animation.

KnotP/ot
Knotplot (Figure 241) is a freeware application for creating the 3-D complex knots
and braids in Exploration Without Bounda,ries.

Figure 241. The interface of Robert Scharein's
KnotPlot. It is possible to design new knots and export
them as objects or .dxf 3-D files. The knots also
animate in this application.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
Application obtainable from Robert Scharein at
http://zuww.cecm.sfu.cal~scha,-einl

B.4. Models
Pylons were sketched, then profiles drawn up in Adobe Illustrator. These vector profiles
were then imported to Strata Smdio as .eps files, extruded and then assembled.
Similarly, profiles were drawn up for the compass and pithead. Special methods were
used to amend the following terrains to accommodate the dam, industrial scene, mazes
and crop circles.
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B.5. Regional Considerations
The Virtual Landforms
All the sixteen base landforms seen in the Primaeval Era were designed first and later
modified to represent the other two eras: the Era ofExploration and the Era ofPower.
Figure 242.

Left: T he reference
theodolite (see 6.4.2)
from which the 3-D
model was derived.
Right: The 3-D model
under construction in

Strata Studio.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

North

In the Era ofExploration, Boolean terrains were used to create the cracks in the ice.
The theodolite (Figure 242) was constructed in a similar way to the compass and other
3-D models. A photograph and a line drawing sourced online was used as reference.
This model was particularly difficult to build as both references were different and
only one side could be seen.
North-east

The temple and telescope models were in the
public domain. The trees were generated in Bryce
from the 'treelab' incorporated in the application.
North-north-east

The dam (Figure 243 in north-north-east was
also constructed from an extruded profile. A map
of the spillway, lake, river and plinths were drawn
up Adobe Illustrator, using the greyscale terrain
height map as a guide as to positioning the dam.
This was important, not only to locate the areas
to be changed, but to find the most suitable
location for the dam itsel£ The lake, roads, dam

Figure 243.

and plinths were all drawn on different layers.

Top: Map of roads and dam drawn in
Adobe Illustrator.

After this map was drawn up, it was opened in

Bottom: Map of roads and dam mapped
to the greyscale terrain in Photoshop.

Photoshop and the respective layers were given a

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002
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particular shade as required. For instance, the lake was cut out by applying black, and
the plinths were a slightly lighter grey than the surrounding areas. The roads were
slightly lightened in overlay mode to follow the contour of the terrain.

In Bryce, the existing Primaeval Era terrain was modified by changing the greyscale
terrain map by importing the amended map. This enabled the dam to be placed in
postion, as well as a separate terrain which conformed to the lake and later given a
water material.

East-north-east
The nuclear explosion was a greyscale terrain. A profile of the explosion was drawn in
Adobe Illustrator and lathed in Bsmooth, a Bryce helper application designed by Klaus
Busse (obtainable online).

East-south-east
The gear wheels and aquaduct arches in the Era ofPower were also extruded from
Adobe Illustrator profiles in Bsmooth and saved out as greyscale terrains.

South-south-east
The maze (Figures 244 and 245) in the south-south-east scene was extruded from a
vector drawing in Adobe Illustator. Two copies were employed to create the in-ground
maze. A Boolean cut-out of the extruded maze was made and placed in another
Boolean section of the same size that had been cut out of the ground plane. A slab of
water was placed in the maze with a special texture giving the impression of stagnant

Figure 244. The Illustrator maze imported to Strata
Studio and a negative Boolean operation performed
after extrusion.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002
. .. ,... ,.f'II
.. 0.

Figure 245. A procedural brick texture
with moss that was made for the inground maze. This illustration shows
the texture synthesiser in Vue de'Esprit, a
somewhat less transparent interface than
that in Bryce. There are several windows
visible.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002
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water with algae and water lilies floating on top - the stone texture of the maze itself
was also procedural. The ground plane has also a particularly interesting procedural
texture that emulates tracks in the ground.

South
The 'antarctic' region was made up from a number of terrains, large and small. The
sextant and Nissen hue were extruded from vectors drawn up in Adobe Illustrator. The
sextant, like the theodolite was particularly difficult co build, the references coming
from several online sources, and in one view only.

South-south-west
In the Era ofPower the lightning flash is a pict map that was generated with Xenofex, a
procedural Photoshop plug-in, and mapped co a square plane and applying alpha
transparency.

South-west
In the Era ofExploration, the henge was created with one terrain map, likewise, the
circular maze which had been drawn up in Adobe Illustrator. The chalk drawing was
also initially a vector drawing chat was saved as a .cif file and then imported into the
terrain editor in Bryce. It was cue out of the main land terrains using a negative
Boolean terrain.

West-south-west
The road in the Era ofPower was a terrain strip mapped with a dotted line that had
been drawn in Adobe Illustrator. In chis instance, the procedural tar texture was
combined with the picc map of the yellow lines.

West
The topographic information of chis area was derived from a DEM obtained from the
University of Wollongong Faculty of Geosciences, originating from the Land
Information Department, Bathurst, NSW. The data obtained was converted by

MacDEM into a greyscale height map and imported into Vue d'Esprit for realising chis
virtual landscape of Era Beach.

West-north-west
The pithead was constructed in a similar way to the pylon. The tanks were constructed
in Bryce, by means of primitive objects. The spiral stair was created by multireplicating simple slabs at a sec angle and rotation.
The terrain in the Era ofPower was modified so chat the industrialised area formed
a flat plane, likewise, the tunnels and cuttings were Boolean cutouts with primitive
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objects. The railway line and its sleepers were also made from primitive objects, and
the ballast was created by applying a complex procedural texture to a slab placed
beneath the sleepers and rails.

North-west
In the Era ofExploration, the tent was imported from a model made in Strata Studio.
The tree was generated by Vue d'Esprit's internal tree maker,
and the knot at the bottom of the tree was a .dxf (drawing
exchange file) exported from the freeware application,

KnotPlot (Scharein). The trefoil was also constructed with

••

this application.
The crop circles (Figure 246) were drawn up in Adobe

Illustrator, and in a similar method to that used in creating the
dam and roads, were imported to Photoshop. The crop circle

••

••

diagrams were then placed on various high spots in the
lands~pe, and as they were on layers, mapped to the terrain

••

by darkening them in overlay mode, so their depth remained
constant over the terrain.
Figure 246.
Above: Crop circles drawn in Illustrator from
photographic reference.
Below: The Illustrator paths are imported as
shapes into Photoshop and mapped to the terrain
by darkening them.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

North-north-west
In this scene, the cooling towers were extruded and lathed profiles. The pipeline was
also an extruded shape along a line. Smoke was made by oval volumetric cloud
textures. The beam of the lighthouse was a volumetric light, which became very time
consuming to render.

B.6. QTVR Quicklime Movies
The linear movies were created by setting the camera in motion in each scene. Some of
this was extremely time-consuming. One frame in the north-north-west scene took 25
minutes for one frame to render (the lighthouse area) and the complete movie took
about four days to render completely.
These linear movies were later accessed from the main movie, the billboard scene
designated 'On The Road' in the Director projector. This was achieved by putting time
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cues into the billboard scene, and then calling them up in Lingo, in Director, so that
they could be accessed as each billboard went past.

B.6.1. QTVR Cubic Movies
To make the 360° cubic movies required six different views to be rendered at square
format, with a field of view of 112.25° in Bryce and 18mm focal length in Vue d'Esprit.
The camera was set parallel to the ground and rotated at 90 degree increments and
directly up and down from a central point. The sun was not linked to view to stop any
problems with the direction of the shadows, keeping them the same for all views. Any
animation of the atmosphere textures or other materials had to be stopped to do
achieve constancy.
After rendering the six pict files, they were numbered in sequence and imported to

MakeCubic in order to compile the scenes.

B.6.2. Assemblng the QTVR Cubic Movies for Interactivity
All the finished cubic panoramas were then
imported into the v'R Toolbox, where they
were allocated nodal points and hot-spots.
Special consideration was given to
positioning the initial scene of each movie
as it was important that the nodal areas be
not obvious, giving the viewer the
impression they were exploring the area.
complete, it was imported to Squamish

Figure 247. The 3-D virtual compass made up
in Strata Studio showing its separate moveable
components.

SoundSa v'R where the appropriate ambient

Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

After the master nodal movie was

sounds were positioned according to
direction and scene rotation.
The virtual compass (Figure 247) was an experiment to give the idea of looking at a
compass and finding direction. This was a suite of eight cubic movies from the Era of

Exploration, where the compass on the ground was a feature of the scene. In each
scene, the compass indicated the area position.
A compass face was made up and imported to MapSa v'R, a Squamish product that
enables maps to be imported and then given hotspots to enter and exit various areas in
the cubic movies. Unfortunately, the indicator could only be rotated in one direction,
but this was an experiment to see what could be possible.
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B.7. Audio
Short sound clips provided by Earshot. Longer ambient sounds generated in MetaSynth
from landform profiles. Panoramic views were imported into Photoshop and changed to
greyscale pict files. These files were each imported into MetaSynth and filtered to give a
strong profile of the land form. The resulting images were then filtered to fit to a scale
and given various instruments and effects. When processed, the sounds were saved out
as stereo .aif files.

B.8. Producing the Final Interactive in MacroMedia Director
All the following components were
presented in MacroMedia Director: On The

Road and 16 linear movies which were cued
to be accessible as the viewer saw them go
by; the Virtual Compass; and the complete

Exploration nodal movies. These were all
ac~essible via a simple menu, starting
with the maze scene, a Flash animation
(Figure 248). The maze scene gave entry to

Figure 248. The maze animation made in Flash.
Source: Rhodes, H. 2002

the main interactive, which displayed the
animated billboard On The Road scene. Under the animating movie were positioned
five icons, giving access to the Virtual Compass, and the nodal scenes. Icons also
provided the choice of sound on or off, a quit icon and a back to the start icon so the
viewer had all possible choices available at all times.

B.9. Technical Problems Encountered
The most significant technical problem was that encountered with the Adobe

Illustrator profiles, which appeared to extrude correctly in Strata Studio, but when
imported to Bryce 5, some of the holes filled in. The workaround was to have no holes
and make sure that each enclosed shape was separate. This seems to be a problem with

Strata Studio.

Endnotes
Bus e , Klaus. Bsmooth. 1995. Website. Busse, Klaus. Available: http://www.bsmooth.de/. 09/ 02/ 03
2003.
Scharein, Edward. Knotplot. 1995. Website. Scharein, Edward. Available:
http://www. cs. ttbc.ca/nestlimagerlco11t1·ibutions/scharein/KnotPlot.html. 09/ 02/ 03 2003.
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Appendix C
AShort History of Bryce: Company, Community and Artists
''] remember Vol Libre, the very first fractal mountain animation at an early Siggraph, by
Loren Carpenter. It was breathtaking. There was a visceral excitement in the air then, the
promise ofa new day, the potential looming on the horizon, filling your heart with the
expectation that anything may one day possible, anything at all" (Krause, Kpt Bryce
Explorer Guide (Kai Krause, Bryce 1.0 Manual 1).

C.1. Overview
This historical perspective seeks to place Bryce and its creators within the context of
the Zeitgeist in which it was developed. It explains how the personalities of those
involved in its development directly set the stage for its user base and provided the
attraction for an almost cult-like following. The quantity of free artwork and tutorials
provided online by dedicated Bryce users is substantial, which reflects the tradition of
sh~ing and displaying material that was engendered in the early days of the company.
One cannot pursue such a topic without outlining in reasonable details the time,
spirit and characters that participated in this particular episode of the digital revolution.

C.2. The Bryce Developers
HSC (Harvard Systems Corporation) software was formed by Kai Krause and John
Wilczack MBA in 1992 and was intended to market innovative graphics software.
John Wilczack was a venture capitalist who foresaw the potential in the products that
Krause had envisaged (Giordan 18- 35). HSC Software started out designing software
solely for the Macintosh, starting with Kai's Power Tools for Adobe Photoshop. HSC
Software initially employed Ben Weiss as an engineer who specialised in procedural
texture algorithms, and Weiss later worked on the Bryce development team.

In 1994, an agreement was made with Eric Wenger to develop his original program
and to market the product to a wider audience. Phil Clevenger, a graphic designer and
musician worked on the interface and graphics along with Krause. Later, when the
company went public and the application was made cross platform, Wenger left, and
Ken Musgrave, a computer scientist who specialised in fractal landscapes, became one
of lead engineers on the Bryce team. Musgrave had worked with Benoit Mandelbrot
while completing his PhD at Yale. It was through Musgrave's academic writing and
presentations (Ebert) that Wenger first developed the algorithms for the Deep Texture
Editor in Bryce.
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Susan Kitchens, who joined the company as a technical manual writer was a key
figure in keeping alive the enthusiasm and tradition of sharing in Bryce. She has
already published three Bryce books, which are editions for various versions of the
application. Each of these books included a CD containing tutorials and samples of
work submitted by readers from all over the world. Kitchens lead several forums on
AOL (America Online) (Figures 249 and 250) and later developed Bryce Talk, a plugin which served as an Internet 'chat' application that could be accessed directly from a
menu within the Bryce application itsel£
KPT Br ce

Fine Whine

Topics: 9
t::J
t::J
t::J
t::J
t::J
t::J
t::J

Totel Posts:

Bryce Intro & Basic Q&A- FULL
Bryce Main Thread II (FULL)
Bryce ImogeTolk
Bryce Quests & Ants Oeux
Bryce Intro and Bosi c Q&A II
Bryce Main Thread IV
fine Whine

Ust

This is where you con Vl!t'll you-gipes.
Author

What ti cs me off the most .. .
Good One Julie
Re:Good One Julie
Bryce 2 - fine Whi ne
Moon and groan fo lder???
7

Unko 1¥.A
Hi lofOz
KPT Phil
GCl!le'Hi re<iA
MurdockflE
IA'<HILLEN

Rud 1st

~

Figure 249. AOL Bryce forum
showing topic folders and
messages.
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

C.3. Kais Power Tools and Graphics Software Development
Krause began working on the Photoshop filters, which were to develop into the array of
filters well known as KPT (Kais Power Tools}, which was written in under four months.
At the retail price of $374 Australian, it became an immediate best seller, and has since
sold over a million copies, and many of these features are now implemented in

Photoshop itself.
Ben Weiss developed the complex algorithms that generated procedural textures in
the Texture Explorer Photoshop plug-in while Krause designed the interface of the entire
suite of Photoshop plug-ins.

C.4. Kai Krause on AOL and his Influence in the Digital Imaging Community
Krause joined AOL in 1992 at the time when the Photoshop forum had just started
and began posting letters challenging the participants about the dearth of useful
material available and soon began to make a name for himself by providing free advice
and Photoshop tips and tricks (Krause, Kai's Power Tips and Tricks fo r Photoshop) , which
found their way onto mirrored sites all over the world.

As his tips circulated, Krause became well known as a digital 'guru', leading him to
believe that any software he intended to market would sell very quickly to imaging
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aficionados, and that they in turn would spread the popularity with usage and word of
mouth. This software was to be Kai's Power Tools (KPT), the popular suite of Photoshop
plug-ins, which sold over a million copies during the first two years of distribution.
A combination of the popularity of Photoshop and Krause's charisma added more
sales

to

HSC products. Graphic designers who wanted drop shadows and special type

effects used the tips to create them. Those who wanted instant faux marble
backgrounds for their publications and later on, web pages, realised they had an
infinite number of textures in one of the KPT plug-ins. In keeping with the
exploration metaphor, the Fractal Explorer plug-in containing Mandelbrot and Julia
sets was provided in the earliest version of KPT.

C.S. Further Development of the KPT Photoshop Plug-Ins
Weiss and Krause developed some more plug-ins for Photoshop in 1994, after the
resounding success of the first release of KPT. One of these was Convolver, an
application that took the place of the expert numerical input convolution kernel filter
that. is named 'custom' in the edit menu of Photoshop and which is still present in the
most recent version. Later that year, 1994 KPT Bryce was added to the list of software
produced by HSC, the other was a more sophisticated upgrade of KPT 2.1.
In 1995 shortly after HSC became MetaTools, KPT 3 was released. It was perhaps
the most adventurous upgrade with individual plug-ins for page curls, video feedback,
filters, glass lenses. Krause designed
experimental interfaces for the plug-ins,
which were so complex, they could be
viewed as individual applications. The two

IMetaToolsl

most remarkable examples were the

Spheroid Design.er, enabling the creation of
animations of an organic nature with group
mutations of spheres and the lnterform
filter, which was an algorithmic texture

Figure 250. MetaTools on AOL
Source: Rhodes, H . 2002

synthesiser with a movement generator and
animation sequencer enabling the creation
of Quick Time animations. All these
contained within a set of Photoshop plug-ins!
Several of the KPT plug-ins were widely incorporated in many graphics
publications: desktop publishing magazines, multimedia games interfaces and dance
music CD covers. KPT had become a domestic word for graphic designers worldwide.
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In 1995, Krause made online contact with another young programmer, Sree Kotay,
who specialised in Postscript and vector applications. He was employed to create plugin filters for the then most recent version of Adobe Illustrator. This suite of plug-ins
was named Vector FX and was a more successful application than Letrastudio's

Envelopes as Kotay was able to reduce the inordinate number of control or anchor
points needed to warp type.

C.6. Krause: a Brief Biography
Krause was born in Essen, Germany in 1957 and educated there in the rigorous
environment of a gymnasium school that had an eclectic curriculum, combining
philosophy, science, music and literature. Krause migrated to Canada in 1974 and later
settled in Los Angeles in 1977 (Giordan 3-5).

C.7. Early Audio and Graphic Software Experiments
For a few years, Krause led a nomadic existence, following the hippie trail from Los
Angeles to San Francisco, and commenced to work in electronic music with a friend of

his, Martin Schmitt. It was at this time he began to experiment with the Sennheisser
Vocoder, selling systems to Herbie Hancock and Neil young. He also lectured in the
techniques and theory of electronic music at San Diego University. Krause has been
credited with providing audio effects for DEVO, Joni Mitchell and Keith Emerson
(Giordan 11).
Krause produced papers for Sennheisser in Germany which were widely distributed
among the electronic audio and synthesis community. Krause likened this to his

Photoshop tips that he was later to distribute online.
Krause states:

'1t was really self taught digital design-trying to make electronic music and expand the
machines that I used to have. "Krause then describes Prototypes' first commercial
product: '1 used to pay $8,000 for the first early, early, early synthesiser. It had three

osciUators in it, and when I found that you could buy an oscillator chip for 10 bucks the
naive assumption is that I can put 10 ofthose on a board, and stick them inside, and have
a killer system for a fraction ofthe money" (Giordan 9).
Krause and Schmitt produced a digital waveform generator, designed with a slider
that could produce complex soundwaves. In 1978, they bought their first computer,
an 8KB Compucolor, for which they wrote programs in BASIC. With this technology,
they explored fractals and chaos theory, evolving programs that generated repeating,
random waveforms and fractal patterns.
In 1982, Krause bought a 64KB Corvus Concept computer and worked with
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Corvus to develop an interactive video game that would feature virtual reality in a
networked environment, similar to the MUDs and MOOs of bulletin boards and the
Internet. They renamed their company ODD Software and continued with
explorations into other avenues of computer graphics. They were able to create a
rotating nesting cube display, which then formed the basis for 3-0 bar charts.
The program was then bundled with Corvus Systems, and thus making DOD
Software a commercial success. This piece of software named DDD. Graph forms the
basic charting software embedded in Adobe Persuasion, Core/DRAW! and Quattro.
After this success, they ventured into high-end computer imaging and wrote custom
programs for creating images that they would sell to clients. In fact, they were writing
digital manipulation programs before the event of Photoshop.
Krause and Schmitt formed Three D Graphics which served as retail outlet for their
products, produced a graphics application called Perspective, and won an award for
this. Boeing Aircraft then hired the firm to develop Boeing Graph (Giordan 10-14).
Krause had a house built in the Santa Monica mountains in the mid 1980s
designed by Roger Dean, the industrial and graphic designer whose work is well
known by the album covers he designed and produced for Yes and Osibisa and the first
logo of Virgin Records. Krause was inspired by Dean's Views book, a compendium of
his graphic, photographic and interior design (Giordan 6-8) .

C.8.The Charisma and Personality of Krause
Krause presented himself as an eccentric, modelling himself on the stereotypical 'nutty'
professor, viz. an Einstein, or Julius Sumner Miller; whether this was a marketing ploy,
or whether this was pare of his personality, from all evidence Krause certainly seems co
have cultivated this perception. I have read several of his emails, and asked people (e.g.
Stanley Whitehouse manager of Powermedia resellers) , who were present at Krause's
demonstrations, cradeshows and talks, about their impressions which were confirmed
by a video tape of Krause's keynote speech at a San Francisco MacWorld, an online
talk from MacWorld conference and several illustrations and photographs by Krause's
friends, all of which attest to this concept of Krause as a 'guru or visionary figure' and
reinforced in Giordan (1 ).
For audiences, he was combination of guru, 'nice guy', father figure and 'computer
whiz'. His attitude towards software 'piracy' was unusual, as in several early editions of
the manuals he seated it was all right co use the software unpaid for until money was
made from ic, as at that time demonstration software copies were unavailable from the
company. Krause called this 'echicsware' stating that "So, ifyou are checking out what
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this is and and does, hey, who are we to stop you:-) Lets just hope you got the CD ROM ...
But ifyou use this repeatedly ... or for a professional project, then ... please invest in your
tools .... " (Krause, Bryce ™2 Explorer's Guide 11).
Krause enthralled crowds with his demonstrations and amused them with his
quirky metaphors and puns, reinforcing his
mystique by talking in riddles. Krause did
this when I corresponded with him by
email or participated in the online 'chat
rooms' on AOL (America Online). He was
exceptionally good at maintaining his
Figure 251 . Kai Krause demonstrating KPT Goo.

position in the limelight. A gifted and
eloquent individual as well as a brilliant

Source: unavailable

teacher, he would answer almost every email
personally, and try to communicate with all
who participated in the online discussions.

C.9. Eric Wenger, 'Father' of Bryce
Eric Wenger is a software engineer, artist, geologist and
mathematician, who had an interest in depicting
landscapes, by both traditional methods and computer
imaging techniques. Being interested in computer
graphic applications, Wenger attended SIGGRAPH
(Special Interest Group on Graphics and Interactive
Techniques) conventions, and took note of the
techniques of both Musgrave and Perlin, pioneers

Figure 252. Eric Wenger.

in the application of fractal geometry to represent

Source: Wenger, E.

naturalistic scenes.

sample file

Videodelic

With the creative eye of an artist and the functionality of a scientist, Wenger
programmed an application that implemented the formulae of Perlin and Musgrave.
From this, he was able to render realistic landscape scenes on his Macintosh computer.
This application he named D3, a play on the notion of 3-D, but emphasising its
difference from the average 3-D application.
Enlisting his experience with music waveform synthesis, Wenger devised an
interactive fractal/waveform generator to make procedural textures. This graphic
synthesiser is now implemented in Bryce as the Deep Texture Editor.
Wenger founded U&I Software (Wenger) , which is a small, but successful company
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involved in designing applications that combine mathematics, music and art. These
applications are synaesthetic in that they combine music and sound in a wholistic
manner. Metasynth's most unique feature is its conversion of images into audio; it
contains a wave synthesiser, soft effects, sampling and filtering, with an interface
enabling the painting of sounds onto a 'canvas' with software brushes and the
possibility of graphically filtering these images to produce new and unusual sounds.

Artmatic and Videodelic are other applications produced by U&I Software.

C.1 0. ABrief History of the Evolution and Changes within the Company
In 1995, HSC became a public company and changed its name to MetaTools. It was
shortly after this event, that in order to keep the share prices up, several disparate
products were marketed such as KPT Goo and Kai's PhotoSoap.
MetaTools chief design officer Kai Krause said: "The opportunities presented by our

combination lay the ground work for truly new possibilities in software design, tools
development, visualisation and advanced research and development" (Veitch).
Three years later, early in 1998 MetaTools (MTLS) merged with Fractal Design,
becoming known as MetaCreations (MCRE). Their new logo was a 3D metal
Lissajous knot. During this merger period, they desperately marketed new products, as
well as porting them to PC. At the same time the company voraciously acquired many
other products, most notably Ray Dream Designer and a number of applications from
Specular, among them Infini-D and LogoMotion.
Staff were exhorted into producing more products quickly to placate the
shareholders and marketing department as Krause describes in the foreword of
Kitchen's Bryce 2 book (Susan. A Kitchens xvii). Direction was lost, as well as the
software was not being thoroughly tested before it was distributed. Documentation
was minimal. The support, which was previously such a strong feature, waned, and
personnel became extremely difficult to contact for any problems. I maintain that the
enthusiasm, vision and purpose that were so vibrant in the early years of the company
were lost during this period.
In a paper I prepared in 1996, I expressed concerns with the direction in which the
company was going. It was interesting to note the lack of support for my arguments
concerning the public status of the company. In writing about these matters, I believed
that the content was self-evident, but I can return to the text in 2002, and state that
there is now adequate proof, as shown in the following paragraphs, that the problems
that I had observed in 1996 did give rise to the outcomes I had predicted.
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It was not long after this that Krause left the company and headed for relative
obscurity, his marriage having disintegrated (Wood). This was the denouement of the
much-vaunted creative imaging company in which so many had so much hope. There
are many reasons why MetaCreations lost their sense of direction - seemingly too
many acquisitions, similar 3-D programs, such as Ray Dream Designer, ln.fini-D and no
product integration.
Towards the end of 1999, The MetaCreations logo was changed. I had posted a
comment to the KPT list that the new logo signified blandness, conservatism and
corporate conformity and that it showed not only a change of direction, but boded ill
for the future of creative imaging as far as MetaCreations was concerned. Interestingly,
I received a few replies to this statement accusing me as being paranoid.
The company had in effect radically restructured and stated that its main direction
was to develop MetaStream, a 3-D browser plug in, to enable products to be viewed on
the web interactively.
Two weeks before Christmas, most of the programming engineering teams were
disbanded, and over 100 members of staff were retrenched with no prior notice,
including Musgrave, and also Busse who created BSmooth and later became
MetaCreations representative in Germany, and a colleague of mine who had become
the main Australian representative. A company news item also reported the proposed
divestment of all the graphic products. Many members on the Bryce and Painter
newsgroups and mailing lists were surprised and shocked, responding with passion.
A Boycott MetaStream list was set up, and members invited to contribute both
graphics (Figures 253 and 254) and text to these sites. Some of these images were

Figure 253. Stormi, 2000. One of the images donated
by disaffected Bryce artists.
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published online and in magazines. The Macintosh and
graphics world were also nonplussed by this, as was
evidenced by so many magazine articles from Desktop to

Mac World. Most important of all, Eric Wenger posted an
email expressing his anger and concern about the possible
demise of Bryce.
Fortunately, Bryce, Painter and KPT have since been
bought by the Corel Corporation and those three
applications have been further developed. Corel is also
supporting the Bryce community by providing forums,
updates and distributorship. They implemented the
'carbonised' version of Bryce 4 for the Macintosh OS X
System in 2000, and Bryce 5 was ready in July 2001 ,

Figure 254. H. Rhodes,
Metacreatwns, it's your
funeral 2000. Note the long
shadow of the MetaStream
logo.
Source: Rhodes, H .

accompanied by Bryce Lightning, the long-awaited network
rendering application.
To date, it appears that neither MetaCreations nor
MetaStream are in existence. A visit

to

the now defunct

home page now redirects the visitor to another corporate ebusiness site called ViewPoint, which appears to be an offshoot of the MetaStream
venture.

C.11 . Purpose of Bryce
Bryce was originally designed to be a landscape imaging application. It was neither
intended to be functional as a 3-D modeller, nor as a CAD application or animation
sequencer either. The first version was priced at $185 which was relatively cheap
compared with many commercial applications, especially considering its functionality.

It was marketed with hobbyists, amateurs and artists in mind, rather than to the
'high end' computer graphics imaging specialists. What set it apart from other
programs of its ilk, such as Vista Pro, was the superior ray tracing software and texture
generation algorithms which permitted the rendering of naturalistic scenes with the
functionality of a very sophisticated procedural texture software engine, superior
optical effects and atmospheric controls.

I used to love airbrushing and, even more, oil marbling. I came up with hundreds of
techniques for mixing inks and glue and dyes and crystal solutions. I painted with crushed
mirrors and I stuck butter in glass plates to insert into slide projectors {with time the heat
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would move bubbles around in an incredibly organic, chaotic way). Little did I know that
it was all just fractals done with a manual method, creating what would otherwise have
taken one hell ofa parallel supercomputer.
I do miss that total real-time and real-depth dimension. Electron Microscopy is another
fascination of mine, which I am now finally going to get back to. I also would like to deal
with blown glass at some point. The simple fact is that there ought not to be a real
distinction between electronic versus analogue media. A true artist will never blame his
tools. (Ralph Lombreglia).

C.12. The Bryce Community Online
There are countless websites containing the work of digital 3-D artists, and almost
60,000 which display work created in Bryce. An advanced search in Google containing
words Art and Bryce, excluding the words Canyon, tourism, Colorado will give rise to
a great number of assorted pages containing personal artwork, tutorials and public
galleries. The application obviously has the same magnetic attraction for others as it
has for me.
A salient criticism of digital artwork, especially of that in the realm of 3-D is that it
looks remote, plastic, and artificial, seeming to have a similar patina. The criticisms
levelled at much computer art are indeed justified in many cases, especially during the
early development of software and hardware. Traditional means of producing art does
not exclude poor work and bad kitsch. Likewise, we see this reflected in the digital
realm.
What I find that many of the outstanding Bryce creative artists have in common, is
that their work is already mature. These artists have spent many years exploring
traditional media and the theories underpinning art and illustration.

C.13. Genres of Work Created in Bryce
Within the thousands of Bryce websites material can be found either directly emulating
and imitating much existing analogue art, illustration and photography. There are of
course genres which do not lend themselves to 3-D art, the tool asks to be used for
certain purposes, not all of them obvious. The hyperreal and surreal, landscape and
machinery is the most obviously suitable for this medium.
Many artists also post-process their work in other applications such as Photoshop or

'Painter, and some objects and buildings are created from within other modelling and
CAD applications, others prefer their work to be 'pure Bryce'. In this appendix, I have
provided some examples of work by a number of Bryce artists (Figures 255-258).
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C14. ASelection of Works by Prominent Bryce Artists

Figure 255. Bill Ellesworth, Fountain ofAegaeon.
Source: Bryce Forum Gallery

http:!/www.bmacleod.com/brycegallery.html

Figure 256. Cartesius, At least there's paper, 2000.

Source: Bryce Forum Gallery

http://www. bmacleod. comlbrycegallery.html

Figure 257. C. W. Crisman, Rust, 1997.
Source: Bryce Forum Gallery

http:l/www.bmacleod.com/brycegallery.html

Figure 258. J. Ternald After the Bath.
Source: Bryce Forum Gallery

http://www.bmacleod. comlbrycegallery.html
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Appendix D: Index of researched .pdf files on CD ROM
Kai Krause
Kai Krause Interview
Digital Culture
Paper on Kai Interfaces

Kenton Musgrave
Paper at SIGGRAPH
Logic and Self Expression
Roger Dean
Roger Dean and the Macintosh
Yes

Landscape Aesthetics
Beauty and Complexity in Landscape
Complexity in Landscape
Visualisation Techniques for Landscape Evaluation
Cybergeography

·Bryce
Exploring the Landscape in Virtuality

Bryceage
Berann
NPS Digital Landscapes
Terrain Presentation Maps
BSmooth and DEMs
Bryce cubic scenes

Fractals
Fractals Explained

Five Knitted Fractals
Stereo
Stereo in Bryce
3-D Monitors

Planetary Traveller
Computer Graphics
History of Computer Graphics
Timeline of Computer Graphics
Aesthetics of Interactivity

IfMonks had Macs
Miscellaneous
'Freak out' in film scenes
Circus trees
Crop circles
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Glossary (Adapted from the KPT Bryce Explorer Guide, 1994. 17 5-182)
Algorithm: A logical step-by-step problem-solving procedure in a finite number of
steps, often repetitive.
Aliasing: A visual artifact caused by low resolution sampling that can cause hard edges
or areas of high frequency of an image to look jagged.
Bitmap: Literally, a 'map of bits'. A rendered image may be thought of as a
pixel-by-pixel map of colour.
Greyscale to height mapping: A process that interprets a greyscale range from black to
white and expresses that range as height, from low (black) to high (white) .
Ground Plane: A two-dimensional surface that extends into infinity in the Cartesian
co-ordinates 'x' and 'z'.
Fractal: An irregular or fragmented geometric shape that can be repeatedly subdivided
into parts, each of which is a smaller copy of the whole.
Infinite Plane: A two-dimensional surface that extends into infinity in the Cartesian
co-ordinates 'x' and 'z'.
Mapping: The process of interpreting data input of one kind and expressing it as another.
Pict Mapping: The process of interpreting a 2-0 Pict and expresses it as the surface of
a 3-0 object.
Raytracing: An image synthesis technique by which a virtual beam of light is
projected from a virtual camera into a 3-D virtual scene in order to evaluate shading
and visibility.
Reflectivity: the degree to which an object bounces light back from its surfaces.
Render: The process of producing a 2-D bitmapped image from the information
contained in the 3-0 wireframe scene.
Image resolution: The amount of information in the image.
Terrain resolution: The detail obtainable in a terrain wireframe, this also refers to the
facet or polygon count.
Wireframe resolution: The amount of detail present in 3-0 objects.
Scene: The term for a 3-0 environment in an application.
Texture Mapping: The process of applying detail to a surface without affecting the
geometry of the object.
View: The camera position in a virtual 3-0 environment.

Wireframe: A mesh representation of a 3-D object.
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Wishes you a
Happy Holiday Season

Complete EDP Recruitment

Open for Business
Call Now - 261 2m

J,"aster mainframe circuits,
smaller· memory cells and
new chip production .
techniquel! were among the
breakthroughs announced
at the Electron Devices
Meeting In San Francisco
last week. Companies -such
as mM. Hitachi and
Toshiba all claimed records
with riew chip designs
-Page26

Asian games
The ancient history of Asia
was full of court intrigue.
Machiavellian politics and
bravery in battle. This
colourful period has been
captured in game format in
a series of Jrend-6etting
releases in the shops just
in time for Christmas
.
-Page JO

Lethe, a vision of Hades in fractals ~ F. Kenton Musgrave, shows how geometric forms can recreate nature's beauty

.
. U-L-os
·. ..from· . .
fil ·
Artful
nature's fractals

By.:ViCTORIA CAMPBELL ·
GEoMETRY classes in ihe
promise io be a lot

exciting ihan the matlon of circles, iriangand squares.
The increasing influence of
lactal geometry and chaos
leery in .m an:, fields means
'1 are· no~ just a passing
!lentiflc irend, according a
ting expert on fracials, Dr
ard voss·, from IBM's
trkiown Heights research
1111re in the United States.
,, Is Inevitable that fracial
etry will be taught In
~Is - ii Is something you
..,~explain io very young
~ n ,".Dr Voss said.
.
'11 adding a lot of basic
iogetber children can
~ ret Ute lde(Jhat nai... shapes are· made ·ap ··of
er pieces of · them-

es."

l'i-.cta1

.

geometry Is able io
!lcri~ the complex shapes
llatare, from a coasUine io
iliincb of brocolli - where
smaller element is a

.

miniature version of the · to 01l1' feeling of alienation In
whole. ·
·
_large cities.
Dr Voss said b:, using trac- "Our perceptual s:,stem
tals to build up natural sba- evolved In nature and thai is
pes children could under- what we are more comforiastand the connection be- ble with," he said.
tween fractal geometry and · "Hamans find bare Euclidthe real world.
ean environments alienating
Visiting Ausiralla to open so they add things to them
an exhibition of fractal Im- like plants io mimic the oaiager:, ai Canberra's National side world."
Sclen~ and Tecbno1oe:,·c~i:i- Dr Voss said · a lot more
. ire and io attend a sapercom- architects are now becoming
· patlng . conference . In Mel- interesied In fracial geome··boume, Dr Voss has worlied . try. ·
··:
closely with the "father" of
"Older cities are more lntel'fractals, Dr Benoit Mandel- esiing as there are ..a large
brot.
·
. number of things deslgned on
Dr Voss said the shapes of adiffereniscales,"besaid.
modem architecture and ihe Dr Voss is in ihe process of
rigi~ layouts of urban envi- completing a book called
ronments did noi renect nat.- Chaos, Fractals and Art,
ura1 forms, thus coniribating which deiails ibe influence of

':~:n~!'i!:~~try
and chaos theory are often
considered separate ·disciplines, the:, are inUmately
connected.
.
Fractal geometry is a mathematical language of shape
whereas chaos theor:, deals
with the dynamic behavi0111'
of systems In time. Yet, when
one makes pictures of d:,namlcaJ s:,stems, one sees
fractal shapes. .Fractal shapes
characterise th~ order wUhif!.
the chaos.
.
Dr Voss thinks fractal geometr:, will have Jarge Influence on future developments
in ~ l!,Dd music, as ·well ·as
science. ·
.
.
~e. ·are · going .t hrough -a
tarbalenJ· period .in art ·of ·a
similar magnitude of that
which occurred in the ·be~
JlingoUhiscen&ar:,." . : ·· ·
"In the ' fiiture people ma:,
laugh (at the popalarit:, of
fractal geometry In art) ·1,at
fractals and chaos .theory will
affect things In a general cwt.ural sense," Dr .Voss said.
·
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Holiday teasers
Let's face it~it's· been a
tough year in the computer
industry as well as in the
media. Now that we've
struggled through, why not .
relax. let your hair down
and ·see if our Christmas
·quiz can raise a few laughs
among the winces
-Page32

Happy Christmas
The staff of Computers
and High Technology
would -like to talte this
opportunity to wish all our·.·
reade~ a very happy and .,
safe Christmas and-thank .• ;
you for your support · ..
during the year. We also
wish you a prosperous New
Year. We will be back in
January to report on what
we hope will be a bright
1991 for ihe industry.
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Fractals - or how to .turn maths into ·art
ly DAVID IURNETI'
T IS uausaal for anyone,
when first seeing a fnctal
image, aot to be totally
mesmerised. Thff are 10
kingly beautiful aad nocati,e.
They are olmolis)y computer1ented, thouth without the hallarks of sharp lines aad simple
,apes. Rather, they ha,e.a richness
orgaak shape aad fine detail
lying their silicon orl&ia.
Exploratioa of these images has
,ea new life and iaterest to the
;i therto dry sdeace of mathematics
.-cl enthused. many with a aew
terest iD aambers.
The first fractals were ·produced
1980 at the IBM T. J. Watson
Centre by Benoit Maadelwho orlgiully colned the word ·
fnctal" to describe the gnphic
~Its of his research into chaotic
athematics.
The defiaitioa of fnctal found iD
Oxford E,.,ush Didiottary (1989)
"'A matbemadcal.ly coaceiYed.
h'e such that uy ...U part of it,
~~~, has the same statisdcal
oanaer u the orfgiaal.,,
A fractal iniage • • • they can be created on any system. .
It · ls the property of self. arfty ~ the same region that
· meful la computer . graphi~ ·to
So said Galileo la 1623.
most fuciaatia&, as the details of &nad book - I mean a1mne The dialect of Euclidiaa geome- aeaerate more lifelike slmulatioas
_e image will cbuge yet remain wbicb studs coatiauously open to
cue, but it caaaot be under- try, that of stnf&bt lines, circles, of these aatunl pbeaomeu. They
lmuar (bat .Beftl' idelldcal) u .. our
ra of image is ealarpd. There is IIO stood ualess one first learns to trlanaJes, -etc, bas, uatll recently, are also proridlag substantial clues
to pciMible ~ sa,e comprebead the lupaae in which been the fouadatloa of mathemati- to psychologists studying the mech. uisms of perceptioa•
.cal explontloll of the world.
mathematical l"f.90lutioa of the it Is writteii.
"'It is written fa the language of
Note here that the mathematics
Unfortunately, aature doesa 9 t
:enentiag computer.
.
mathematics, aad its characters a~ conform to those simple shapes. do aot allow OH to predict the
: E1largeme1t facton of billioas tria111les, circles aad other geomet- Fractal geometry, howe,er, pro- actual patterns of natural chaos,
a,e beea explored.
rical figures, without which · it is rides a method of ,escrlbiag aatu- merely to estimate statistically
Oae way o(: coasideriaa fnctals humanly impossible to uaderstaad a nl shapes aad forms, et, the growth probability of e,ents occurring.
1 to first consider what they are
The methods by which these
siagle word of it; without t ~ one patter• of trees, the turbulent
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depeadla1 oa the speed or the
computer; a fair deal of patience).
The fuadameatal equations are
nry simple, they just need to be
· repeated many times for a slaale
. point to be calculated. It should be
DOted that OH fma1e CAD CODtaiD
half a million points or more.
Ir oae were to try to calculate aa
Image by hand, It might take a
century or two. Because of this, the
first mathematicians to dlsco,er
this ·realm of mathematics, at the
ead of the 19tb ' ceatury, could do
little but conjecture about ·the
possible re$1.dts, It· t~k the ad,ent
of the first reasonably fast comput. ers to actually manifest images.
E,ea for a fast computer, such as
• 486 running at 33 -MHz, ibia1es
caa take se,eral hours to days to
calculate. ..
.. .
.
Factors affecting calculation
time being the resolution of the
Image aad the complexity of the
equation are beln1 explored. The
depth of the image within the plane
of the equation caa also be a factor,
particularly If they caa be calculated la lateaer mathematics ntber
·than necessltatlag usiag floatiag
point s1mulatioa or a co-processor•
Beautif11I Images caa still be
create.d · oa any system, bat it
cer:talnly helps to ha,e a 1ood
gnphics board with 256 colours.
For anyone wishlag to pursue
Fractal Geometry, there is a freeware
program called Frodilii, amiable on
Comp,sene, 81:Xt Internet. · Seffral
books
recommeaded read lag: ·'IM
&tuny of Frtldllls, 'IM! Sckn« ·.of
Fract11l Im11ges aQd .. the Fract11l
~ o f ~ - available at
Gleebooks or Hotliae Books (to
mention two of many;)
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N THE days of the ancient
Greeks, the great mathematician Pythagoras made a pro.
found discovery. A triangle
with one side of three units, at a right
angle to another side of four units,
will have a third side of exactly five
units.
The discovery led to a vision of an
orderly universe, in which all things
held positions of harmony to one
. another. The vibrations of a string
were like the revolutions of the
planets were like the classes of
society.
.
It was a sad day for his followers
when a sceptic asked: what is the
length of the third side when the first
two sides are equal?
In recent days the great mathematician Mandelbrot has made a further
great discovery - a region ·of the
complex plane with an infinitely
detailed border.
Examine this .. Mandelbrot" at any
magnification and you will find the
same depth of detaiLThis is the visual
aspect of '.'chaos theory", the idea
that all things are described.by simple
mathematics that provides infinite
complexity.
So a Mandelbrot is like a mountain
range is like rainfall levels in ·Surry
Hills.
Many things are .like many other
things but it does not follow that they
are related.
A Mandelbrot may serve as a
model.for the real world - but that
does not mean that reality is composed of Mandelbrots.
That is the distinction between
science and pseudo-science. I can
understand Mandelbrot T-shirts and
Chaos cookbooks, but not the fatalism of the chaos cultists, who would
reduce everything to formula.
The plotting of Mandelbrots is a

MY FRIEND
THEAMIGA
sport of . speed and endurance; of
how close one can examine the
Mandelbrot and retain precision. It is
a competition between machines. Let · ·
us· see how the Amiga races.
No piece of Amiga software will
plot Mandelbrots faster than MandelBlitz, written by Nico Francois and
available in the public domain. Most
software draws the image from the
top of the screen downward, point by
tedious point. Mande/Blitz identifies
large areas that are of the one colour
and paints them in one hit, using the
Amiga's blitter chip. The full Mandelbrot appears in just over 20
seconds, a record time for a home
computer.
For elegance, choose MandelVroom 2.0 by Kevin Clague, also
available· in the public domain. The
program offers an attractive interface, on-line help, a large manual and
a drawer full of examples.
The manual and help files make
this an ideal title for the beginner.
If mathematical art begins to win
you, seek out a copy of .Doug's Math
Aquarium by Seven Seas Software,
which appears to · have no local
distributor at present but may be
ordered through the better retailers.
Aquarium will take any mathematical formula and render it as a colour
form in two or three dimensions. It
comes with a clear manual, on-line
help and lots of examples. Given a bit
of time and patience, you will find
that there is much more to explore in
the mathematical world than Mandelbrots.

\'
Fractal Geometry and Art
Contemporary geometry describing the ·d evelopment of form in nature
For as long as the world has had physicists inquiring into the laws of nature, it has suffered a special ignorance about
disorder and a special fascination with the seemingly unquantifiable complexities of dynamical systems such as the
atmosphere, the turbulent sea, the fluctuations of wildtife populations, the biophysical oscillations of the heart and brain.
The modern study of such phenomena, categc,dsed as dynamical, non-linear systems, began in the 1960s when it was
realised that quite simple mathematical functions could model systems every bit as violent as a waterfall. Tiny differences
in input could quickly lead to overwhelming differences in:output. In 1974 physicist Mitchell Feigenbaum concluded that
the study of non-linear dynamical systems was in fact a science because within such apparently irrational, irregular and
unrelated phenomena patterns of mathematical constancy emerged. Concurrent with Feigenbaum's revelations the
mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot was discovering and classifying a new geometry to describe and model the irregular
and erratic forms and flows of nature - he later named this new field Fractal Geometry. Today the affili;ned sciences of
non-linear dynamics and fractal geometry have brought together international thinkers and acade~ics from fields that
have traditionally been widely separated. Research, discoveries and applications are abundant in: astronomy, economics,
biology, physics, the creative process, earth's magnetic field, health, shapes, sales, marketing, chemistry, weather patterns,
ecology, language, galactic orbits . . . just to name a few disciplines.
·
·
Hence, as this contemporary conceptual revolution runs Its course, scientists are beginning to better understand the
behaviour of weather systems, the flow of oil, the wisping of smoke plumes, neurological activity, and many other
experiences and phenomena from the everyday to the cosmological.
A curious and fascinating aspect of this new science is the compelling beauty of many of the complex mathematical
patterns when they are rendered and displayed with the aid of modern computers, as evidenced in this calendar.
Enjoy each month's display, as arc, or to appreciate further the complexity and potential -of this new discipline, those with
a mathematical bent should read the introduction to fractal geometry on the reverse of each month's card.

Gary Warner, 1990. Artist and National Coordinator, New Image Research production assistance program,
Australian Film Commission
·
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il;ctal Geometry and Art

-

Benoit Mandelbrot is practically a folk legend of the computer
age - a geometrician who developed an appropriate mathematical system for the description of forms in nature. Around
1975 he named this svstem 'fractal geometry', from the Latin
adjective Jractus mea"ning 'to break', to create irregular fragments,
which is most appropriate for a system which serves to describe
the grainy, pocked, tangled, wiggly, wrinkled 'irregular' forms
fou1rd in nature. The word fractal serves_bot~ as an _adj~ctiv_e
and a noun . An object, surface or graphical s1mulat1on 1s said
to be fractal if it exhibits self-similarity at different scales of
measurement , i.e. a small part of the whole is identical. to or
closelv resembles the whole, and if it possesses a dimensional
meas~re which falls between the whole number classifications
of 1, 2, 3, etc.

apected attribute of the research into dynamical systems
Jl1acraordinary and captivating beauty of the 'mappings' of
' mathematical functions. Basically, a researcher's ob1ective
~dentify within a system its primary set of parameters or
1
res. These values when measured a.t intervals provide
,rical data which can be variously manipulated in the attempt
:SCover meaningful correlations between them . Many models
a process known as iteration wherein the same mathe00
pl operation is performed repetitively. The output of the
,.i operation becomes the input for the next repetition of the
(.(55, and so on. This feedback loop is then repeated, often ·
os of times over, producing vast quantities of .n umerical
~ a nightmare to decipher even for the most dedicated and
of mathematicians.

Co11tin11ed May

Continued February
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'(IJ11ately, the human visual perceptual system proves extremely
when confronted with large volumes of data presented as
ur graphics. There are a variety of methods for representing
visually, the simplest being created by assigning various
our values to incremented ranges of numbers. The computer
:nitor is considered as a two-dimensional rectangular array of
rure elements or pixels which may be coloured at will. This
:zy can be considered as a Cartesian plane with each pixel
~ssing a unique x and y value depending on the application.
pixel is evaluated with regard to the process in question
the outcome of the evaluation determining the particular
ur for that pixel. When-alrpixels have been evaluated and
·gned a colour the resulting graphic image will assist in revealthe relationships hidden within the miasma of numbers
oviding cues for further analysis - or pure aesthetic pleas~re.

This concept of dimensional intervals has proven to be extremely
useful in the development of meaningful contemporary models
of complex phenomena as seemingly diverse as the formation of
zinc crystals or river delta systems to the fluctuation of prices on
commodities markets. Imagine a line drawn without stopping,
that doesn't cross itself and which practically fills a bounded
Euclidean plane such as a square. This line is not just a random
squiggle but is determined by a m.athematical description consisting of a set of angles and relative distances. The description
can be deceptiveiy simple and Vl(ill direct the line to move so far
in a certain direction, then tu5.~z.~ a certain angle, then move so
far, then turn, etc. The proceclure is repeated again and again
and the line begins to fill the space of the plane. The line is one
dimensional, the plane is two dimensional but the procedure
possesses a quantifiable fractal dimension somewhere between
the two depending upon its capacity to fill the plan~.
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images in this calendar were produced using a personal
mputer and represent a very small sample of the infinitude
variations of a mathematical curiosity known as the Julia set,
med for French mathematician Gaston Julia who first formud many of the properties of these functions in the 1920s.
·a, and other thinkers of his time, did not have the resource of
c computer - a high-speed assistant - to better explore these
i.nge sets and his work remained in obscurity for decades until
c mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot began an inquisitive
<SSessment of Julia's research. Mandelbrot's peculiar intuitive
lpreciation of the visual 'shape' of mathematical formulae and
ability to identify conceptual parallels in disparate problems
11 him to formulate the tenets of what has become one of the
~ior scientific and philosophical influences of the 20th century .
fractal geometry.

Another 'hands-on' way of conceptualising this counter-intuitive
notion ~f inter-dimensionality is to take a plain sli.eet of paper
- a good model of a two-dimensional plane. Now if this piece
of paper is crumpled into a ball, how can we best d~fine it? lt
isn't exactly a solid sphere and it isn't any longer a_sunple twodimensional plane. It is possible though to define its fractal
dimension somewhere between two and three dimensions
depending on the degree of 'crurqpled-ness' of the ball. The
study of such problems has led tO tremendous advances in the
ability to create visual and dynamic simulations of real-world
phenomena, such as the way human alveoli optimally fill the
1ung cavity to provide maximum distribution of oxygen to
the blood.
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tbe farther away I am.
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"6estpac Financial Services
rcs1pac Maste.rPlan. The hassle-free business superannuation service that includes investment management, administratfon and life insurance.

Self-contained.
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"6estpac Financial Services
Wescpac Investment Management Service. One of Australia 's most experienced and successful investment management teams.

Grapbica, Replica, Matbematfca.
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I'm sorr.y to -hear about· the dlsk probl / 11. Maybe it got zappe·d going
t~rough Customs? n~ send.you a new ver ion free of charge. When I get
Version 3.0 aone.J'fl" end that too.
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from: hilary@optushome.com.au (Hilary Rhodes)
oate: Sat Aug 11 , 2001 11 :41 :17 PM Australia/Sydney
To: eric wenger <Wenger@uisoftware.com>
cc:
Subject: Re : email change and Land Art

Dear Eric,
Nice to hear from you - as you can see, I have also had an email change (now on cable!) You must be very busy. Have
you seen the new Bryce 5 yet. We are all so happy that it is still going strong , and did not die, as we were so worried
about it in that very dark December of 1999. I haven't even received my copy yet, so it must be very popular, and I
virtually pre-ordered it - maybe this week!
I must ask you a question . It is with regards to some research I am doing . I am writing a paper, and will be creating some
virtual worlds , using Bryce, and now QTVR cubic, with some very interesting software from Squamish and the VRWorx.
As part of my paper which will go with my project for my thesis in Creative Arts , I am discussing similarities and
differences between Land Art and Virtual Art. It was through your images of virtual Land Art in the Metasynth galleries
that that idea of comparing the real and the virtual art came to me, as I have always loved Land Art, mapping and
fantastic worlds (I used to create them with airbrush and pen and ink) . I looked at your images again tonight, as I wanted
to write about them, including your comments regarding them. In them , I see references to Richard Long (Ring of
Stones) , Smithson (Spirals) and Christo and the Bauhaus primary shapes and colours (Coloured and luminous Shapes) .
I was wondering whether you could let me know when you created these images, and whether you have actually seen
some land art, and how you were inspired by them. It seems natural that a person who has done much travelling and has
been close to the land would have such an affinity with this work. I have been fascinated to read about the philosophy
and ideas behind Land Art. I know I once wrote to you about Andy Goldsworthy. Some time ago, I created the image,
Lightningrods, which is a reference to the work of de Maria's Lightning Field. I made it a bit more dangerous, by putting
them in water!
We both have some things in common, that is love of the environment, and wide open spaces. Unfortunately, I cannot get
out as much I have in the past, although I do travel out to work 100km a day, and the journey down to Wollongong is
fantastic. I now have DEM maps of the coastline of Sydney to Wollongong, a very dramatic and beautiful coastline , with
100 - 150 metre cliffs in some places.
Last year I took part in the Sydney Biennale Wollongong Gallery satellite exhibition, with work concerning the
Rebranding of Wollongong . This was an exhibition with 6 artists commenting on the changing of Wollongong from a
steel producing heavy industrial city, to a tourist resort. My work ended up as a video installation , with 25 postcards of the
area, representing past, present and future , done in Bryce and Photoshop. It is a comment on social engineering . I even
generated some sounds in Metasynth from the pictures that I took of the steelworks - some of those photos I took secretly!
When I was 21 the first job I ever had was to design moulds for furnace (refractory) bricks, and you can see some of
those as well in the work, and my original drawing , which I made when I was in South Africa - the bricks were made there
and shipped to Australia. If you have a little time it is at:
http ://members.optushome.com.au/hilary/Rebrand.html
Have you seen Myst Ill Exile. I found it one of the most riveting works in Multimedia I have ever seen . Climbing through
and over those pipes reminds me of my misspent youth (I was a manhole freak, and spent many fun hours down the
drains and worse!)
I am looking forward to creating the work once I have written most of th is thesis.
Best regards,
Hilary

from: eric wenger <Wenger@uisoftware.com>
oate: Fri Aug 24, 2001 10:53:37 PM Australia/Sydney
ro: hilary@optushome .com .au (Hilary Rhodes)
subject: Land Art
oear Hilary,
sorry for this late answer, but i was totally swamped by lots of things including my recent video show in SF.

I must ask you a question. It is with regards to some research I am doing.
I am writing a paper, and will be creating some virtual worlds, using
Bryce , and now QTVR cubic , with some very interesting software from
Squamish and the VRWorx. As part of my paper which will go with my project
for my thesis in Creative Arts, I am discussing similarities and
differences between Land Art and Virtual Art.
Interesting subject.
It was through your images of
virtual Land Art in the Metasynth galleries that that idea of comparing the
real and the virtual art came to me, as I have always loved Land Art,
mapping and fantastic worlds (I used to create them with airbrush and pen
and ink) . I looked at your images again tonight, as I wanted to write about
them , including your comments regarding them . In them , I see references to
Richard Long (Ring of Stones) , Smithson (Spirals) and Christo and the
Bauhaus primary shapes and colours (Coloured and luminous Shapes) .
I was wondering whether you could let me know when you created these
images, and whether you have actually seen some land art, and how you were
inspired by them .
I think they were done in summer 98. I didn't see actual land art pieces, but lots in books.
(As you might know I studied in an Art school and did 5 years of Art history)
for the little story I took 4 prints of those fake land art images at burning man 98
and buried them partially into the black rock desert dried lake soil after protecting them with transparent plastic.
Parts of the pictures were visible , emerging from the ground. It was quite surreal.
The "installation" was small and didn't attract much attention . But it was fun .
After the burn I buried them completely so they still sit there somewhere hidden in the playa ground .
My only land art piece ever, a micro land art piece. Maybe more conceptual art than Land Art actually.
Putting little fake land art pictures into a immense real and beautiful landscape as a land art piece in its own.
Very perverse.
So why did I do theses ...
Of course this work was a little "clin d'oeil" to more serious land art form by the artists you mentioned.
But also I was already tired to see those - mostly ugly- poser character they often put in bryce landscapes.
I wanted to say : hey, you can put other things. I don't think the idea has been followed much .. .still see more spaceships
or poser heroic fantasy characters ...
And the irony of the idea was fun . Why bother building a huge and complicated thing when you can just simulate it. ..
I could generate the landscape in bryce and the rest was easy.
I could even do many rendering at different time of the day, with different skies.
Almost like a serie of photographs often done to present a real Land Art piece.
The point I'm trying to make is, as in my case , I've only seen Land art through representation .
And the difference between the photographic representation of a real piece and a computer generated representation
of a non-existing piece is pretty small.

I don't know if any of this is useful for your thesis, but this is what comes to my mind ...

